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GENERAL INDEX

EDITOR'S NOTE: References are to individual code
sections. As additional aids for locating material,
users are directed to:
(a) The Comparative Section Table, which indicates in the

Codified Ordinances the disposition of the ordinances
or resolutions integrated therein.

(b) The Table of Contents preceding each component code,
and the sectional analysis preceding each chapter.

(c) The cross references to related material following the
chapter analysis.

ABANDONMENT ADVERTISING (sec also SIGNS)
animal 505.04 fireworks sales 1519.04(e)
excavations 521.03 massage, unlawful advertising 533.14
refrigerator, airtight on poles, trees, fences 541.09

container 521.01 traffic control device, on 313.07
signs 1151.12

AGRICULTURAL USES 1147.11
ACCESSORY USES Ch. 1129

AIDING OR ABETTING 501.10
ACCIDENT

impounding vehicle 303.08 AIRCRAFT
injurious material on landing 521.11

street 311.01
off-highway motorcycle 375.07 AIR GUN (see WEAPONS)
property other than

street, on 335.13,335.14 AIR POLLUTION
realty, damaging 335.14 noxious or offensive odors 521.09
snowmobile or all purpose vehicle air cleaner required 337.25

vehicle 375.07
street, on 335.12 AIRTIGHT CONTAINER
unattended vehicle 335.12, 335.13 abandoned 521.01

ADMINISTRATION ALARM SYSTEMS
departments alarm validity, determining 711.06

directors Chtr.:3.081, 3.082 definitions 711.01
generally Chtr. 3.08 false alarm prohibited

penalty
711.07
711.99

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT 1147.04 standards 711.05

2015 Replacement



GENERAL INDEX 10

ALARM SYSTEMS (Cont.) ANIMALS (Cont.)
user license bites 505.10

application 711.03 cats, running at large 505.01

required 711.02 coloring; poultry sale
revocation or display 505.12

appeal from 711.09 control 505.011
reasons for; cruelty

hearing 711.08 companion animals, to 505.071
generally 505.07

ALCOHOL (see INTOXICANTS; dangerous or vicious dogs 505.14
INTOXICATION) dog registration 505.03

exotic or dangerous escape 505.13
ALLEY freeway, on 303.06

defined 301.03 hunting prohibited 505.11
parking in 351.11 impounding and disposition 505.02

right of way killing or injuring 505.05
entering 331.17 noxious odors from shelters 521.09

junction of alleys 331.16 nuisance 505.08
leaving 331.22\, 331.23 poisoning 505.06

speed limit 333.03 running at large 505.01

turning into 331.11 sidewalk, defacing 521.04
street, on 303.05

ALL PURPOSE VEHICLE wild or exotic 505.15

accident report 375.07
bicycle path use prohibited 373.11 ANNEXATION
certificate of title 375.08 zoning 1141.08

definitions 375.01

equipment 375.02 ANTENNAS (see TELECOMMUNI
operation CATIONS)

permitted 375.04
prohibited 375.03 APPEALS

operator's license 375.05 alarm user license revocation 711.09

parking; storage 1145.06 building 1341.06

registration 375.06 income tax 181.18

Traffic Code application 375.03 peddlers, solicitors, canvassers
license 721.05

AMUSEMENT ARCADES 1147.03 signs 1151.15

zoning Ch. 1127

AMUSEMENT, PLACE OF
trespass on place of APRONS 905.01 etseq.

public amusement 541.11
APPROPRIATIONS

ANIMAL-DRAWN VEHICLES ordinance Chtr. 8.03

freeway, prohibited on 303.06(b) transfer of Chtr. 8.05
lights, emblem 337.10

ARBOR ADVISORY
ANIMALS COMMITTEE 153.04

abandoning 505.04
assistance dog, assaulting 525.15 ARCHITECTURAL
barking or howling dogs 505.09 PROJECTIONS 1145.16

2015 Replacement
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13 GENERAL INDEX

BUILDING COMMISSIONER BUSINESS DISTRICT
building damage determined 1326.06(d) defined 301.06
cooperation of other officials 1327.09 speed 333.03

enforcement by 1327.02
powers and duties 1327.03 CABLE AND VIDEO SERVICE
prohibited activities 1327.05 assignment 953.14

qualifications 1327.04 authority, grant of 953.03

right of entry 1327.06 benefits, public and
Special Inspector 1333.08 community 953.11

swimming pool approval 1339.10 definitions 953.02
fees 953.05

BUILDING PERMIT indemnification 953.13

amendment 1329.03 level playing field 953.04

application 1329.02 penalty 953.10
expiration 1329.11 permits 953.07

fees; double fees 1329.13 right of way provisions 953.06
grading plan required 1329.06 scope 953.09
issuance 1329.07 service rates 953.08
issuance, effect of 1329.10 service to schools, public
penalty 1329.99 buildings 953.12

plans; specifications; layout 1329.05,
1329.09

title 953.01

refusal 1329.08 CANDY
required 1329.01 adulterated 537.13

revocation; notice 1329.12
swimming pool 1339.02 CANVASSERS (see PEDDLERS,

SOLICITORS AND CANVASSERS)
BUILDING REGULATION DIVISION

duties 1327.01 CARRYING CONCEALED
employee failure to perform WEAPONS 549.02

duties 1327.99
head of 1327.03 CAR SEAT, CHILDREN'S 337.26
organization 1327.01
prohibited activities 1327.05 CAT (see ANIMALS)

BUMPERS 337.29

BURNING (see FIRE; OPEN BURNING)

BURNS (see WOUNDS and BURNS)

BUS (see also COMMERCIAL AND
HEAVY VEHICLE)

defined 301.05
school bus

defined 301.35
discharging children 331.38
driving regulations 331.38
stopping for 331.38

stops, parking in 351.10

CATTLE (see ANIMALS)

CELL PHONE
texting while driving prohibited 333.11
use prohibited while driving 335.032

CERTIFICATE OF OCCUPANCY
(see OCCUPANCY PERMIT)

CERTIFICATE OF TITLE
motor vehicle 335.08
off-highway motorcycle,

all-purpose vehicle 375.08

2015 Replacement



GENERAL INDEX 14

CHARTER
amendments to Chtr. 12.01
continuation

contracts; improvements Chtr. 13.06
officers; employees Chtr. 13.04
ordinances; resolutions Chtr. 13.03

effective date Chtr. 13.01
fiscal succession Chtr. 13.02
partial invalidity; effect of Chtr. 12.02

CHEATING 517.05

CHECKS
passing bad 545.09

CHILD RESTRAINT SYSTEM 337.26

CHILDREN (see JUVENILE; MINOR)

CIGARETTES, TOBACCO OR
ALTERNATE NICOTINE

PRODUCTS
illegal distribution to

minors 537.16

CITY
executive authority Chtr. Art. HI
form of government Chtr. 1.02
incorporation Chtr. 1.01
legislative authority Chtr. Art. IV
powers Chtr. 1.03

CIVIL SERVICE
classified positions
establishment

funds
procedure
salaries
unclassified positions

Chtr. 14.03
Chtr. Art. XIX

Chtr. 14.06
Chtr. 14.04
Chtr. 14.05
Chtr. 14.03

CIVIL RIGHTS
ethnic intimidation 541.08
interfering with 525.13

CLERK (see under COUNCIL)

CODIFIED ORDINANCES (see also
ORDINANCES AND

RESOLUTIONS)
conflicting provisions 101.06
construction

rules of 101.03
section references 101.05

2015 Replacement

CODIFIED ORDINANCES (Cont)
definitions 101.02
designation; citation; headings 101.01
legislative intent 101.07
penalty, general 101.99
revivor; amendment or repeal 101.04
severability 101.08

COERCION 537.09

COIN MACHINE
definition
slug use
tampering

545.01
545.11
545.12

COMMERCIAL AND HEAVYVEHICLE
air cleaner required 337.25
brakes 337.18
chains, spikes or lugs 339.10
explosives, transporting 339.06
height, maximum 339.03
highway maintenance vehicle 301.161
length, maximum 339.03
lights (see VEHICLE LIGHTS)
loads (see VEHICLE LOADS)
local streets, use
mud flaps
mud, tracking
parking and storage
permit, special
road service vehicle
route information on request
slower vehicles to use

right lane 331.01
slow-moving, lights and emblem 337.10
State route, use 339.01, 339.02
towing requirements 339.07
truck defined 301.49
truck routes 339.02
wheel protectors 339.05
width, maximum 339.03

COMMERCIAL DRIVERS
criminal offenses 341.05
definitions 341.01
employment 341.06
exemptions 341.02
operation 341.03
prohibitions 341.04

339.02
339.05
339.08

1145.06(g)
339.01, 339.02

301.321, 333.031
339.04

n
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19 GENERAL INDEX

DRIVING (Cont.) E CIGARETTES 537.16
unsafe vehicle 337.01
weaving 331.34 ELECTIONS
willful, wanton disregard 333.02 conduct of Chtr. 7.03
wrongful entrustment initiative Chtr. 6.02 et seq.

of a motor vehicle 335.05 nominations Chtr. 7.01

yellow line 331.07 recall Chtr. 6.01
yield signs, operation at 331.18 time of holding Chtr. 7.02

DRUG ABUSE
adulterated food
controlled substance test;

offender to pay
counterfeit controlled

substances
definitions
driving under influence
drug paraphernalia 513.12,
drug samples
hypodermic, possession and

dispensing 513.04
instruments
intoxicants, harmful

nitrous oxide in vehicle
possession or use

labels, prescription
marihuana

gift
illegal cultivation
paraphernalia
possession or use

permitting
possession or use
steroids, anabolic
walking on street under

influence
weapon using while intoxicated

DRUNK DRIVING

DUI

537.13

513.14

513.13
513.01
333.01

513.121
513.08

,513.10
513.04

513.11
513.07
513.09

513.02
513.06

513.121
513.03
513.05
513.03
513.03

371.09
549.03

333.01

333.01

DWELLING
OBOA Code (see under BUILDING

CODE)

EASEMENT
construction in
defined

1145.05
1103.06

ELECTRIC PERSONAL ASSISTIVE
MOBILITY DEVICE 371.12

ELECTRONIC WIRELESS
COMMUNICATION DEVICE

texting while driving prohibited 333.11
use prohibited while driving 335.032

EMBLEM
motor vehicle, illegal use

EMERGENCY
false alarm
misconduct at
misuse of 911 system
traffic direction

525.14

509.07
509.05
537.12
303.02

EMERGENCY VEHICLE (see also
PUBLIC SAFETY VEHICLE)

approaching when stationary 333.031
defined 301.11
exemptions
following, parking near
siren, whistle, befl

303.041
331.27
337.19

speed exceptions
stop sign or signal, effect

333.06
331.20

EMPLOYEES, MUNICIPAL
bonds Chtr. 2.02, 155.03
Civil Service Chtr. Art. XIV
conflict of interest Chtr. 2.03
continuation Chtr. 13.04
mileage reimbursement 155.02
oath of office Chtr. 2.01
personnel manual 155.01

EROSION; SEDIMENT
CONTROL 1109.14, 1111.07

ETHNIC INTIMIDATION 541.08

2015 Replacement



GENERAL INDEX 20

EXCAVATIONS
abandoned, protection 521.03
parking near prohibited 351.03(k)

EXPLOSIVES (see also FIREWORKS)
defined 301.12,549.01
transporting 339.06

FACTORY BUILT HOUSING 1147.10

FALSE INFORMATION
traffic violation 303.11

FALSE REPORTS
alarm system 711.07
fire alarms 509.07
inducing panic 509.06

FALSIFICATION
driver's license application 335.04(e)
license plate registration 335.09(f)
prohibited 525.02

FEES
alarm system

false alarm 711.07(c)
user license 711.03(d)

building 1329.13
cable service 953.05
commercial and heavy

vehicle permit 339.02
contracts Chtr. 9.02
development 1105.07
fireworks exhibition permit 1519.02(c)
peddler's, solicitor's,

canvasser's 721.04(d)
recreation 1105.06
variance 1127.14
video service

generally 953.05
provider 741.01

zoning Ch. 1133

FENCES
swimming pool
zoning requirements

2015 Replacement

1339.04
1145.11, 1145.33

FINANCE DIRECTOR
editor's note
income tax

investigations
powers; duties

powers; duties

Ch. 137

181.10
181.09

Chtr. 3.01, 3.083

FINANCES
accounting standards Chtr. 9.05
borrowing

bonds or notes
issuing Chtr. 10.02
procedure in Chtr. 10.03

fiscal agent Chtr. 10.04
limitations of debt Chtr. 10.01

budget
appropriation ordinance Chtr. 8.03
estimates Chtr. 8.02
final adoption; failure to

adopt Chtr. 8.04
transfer of

appropriations Chtr. 8.05
contracts (see CONTRACTS)
fees received Chtr. 9.02
fiscal succession Chtr. 13.02
fiscal year Chtr. 8.01
Parks and Recreation Advisory

Board 153.03(d)
purchasing (see PURCHASING)

FIRE

alarm systems (see ALARM SYSTEMS)
arson (see ARSON)
false alarm 509.07
open (see OPEN BURNING)

FIREARM (see WEAPONS)

FIRE CODE (see BOCA NATIONAL
FIRE PREVENTION CODE)

FIREHOSE
driving over 331.28

FIRE HYDRANT
parking near prohibited 351.03(d)

o

o
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23 GENERAL INDEX

INSPECTIONS JAYWALKING 371.03
construction (see CONSTRUCTION) •

Special Inspector 1333.08 JUNK 1145.08

INSURANCE FRAUD 545.07 JUNK MOTOR VEHICLE
impounding 303.08

INTERSECTION public or private
defined 301.17 property 303.09,303.10
obstructing 331.33
parking in 351.03 JURISDICTION 501.05
right of way 331.16, 331.17
shortcutting 331.41 JUVENILE (see also MINOR)
stop signs 313.02,331.19 curfew 509.08
turning at 331.10 delinquency, contributing to 537.18
visibility 1145.17 fireworks, selling to 1519.04(d)

material harmful to
INTOXICANT, HARMFUL deception to obtain 533.12

possessing, using 513.07 displaying 533.13
trafficking 513.11 disseminating 533.11

INTOXICANTS KEYS
consumption of hours 529.08 parking, removal 303.03, 351.07

motor vehicle, in 529.04
definitions 529.01 KNIFE (see WEAPONS)
manufacture permit 529.05
open container 529.07 LANDSCAPING
permit for sale or manufacture 529.05 building foundations 1145.32
sale natural 1145.33.2

age warning sign 529.06 parking areas 1145.31
hours 529.08 screening 1145.33
intoxicated persons, to 529.03
minors, to 529.02 LARGE NON-RESIDENTIAL
permit 529.05 ESTABLISHMENTS 1147.15
purchase by minors 529.021

securing public LAW DEPARTMENT
accommodations 529.02 editor's note Ch. 143

INTOXICATION LAW DIRECTOR
criminal liability 501.07 powers; duties Chtr. 3.01, 3.085
disorderly conduct 509.03
driving while intoxicated; LAW ENFORCEMENT (see individual

testing 333.01 subject involved)
fireworks exhibitor 1519.03(d)
walking on street 371.09 LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER (see
weapon use 549.03 also POLICE OFFICER,

PUBLIC SERVANT)
INVASION OF PRIVACY defined 501.01

voyeurism 533.06 dereliction of duty 525.12

2015 Replacement



GENERAL INDEX 24

LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER (Cont.) LOITERING
failure to aid 525.06 curfew 509.08
hampering at emergency 509.05 solicitation, to engage in 533.091
ignition key removal 303.03
personating 545.16 LOTS
refusal to disclose personal information corner; fences on 1309.06

to in public place 525.17 defined 1103.08
filling, draining 521.05

LEGISLATION (see ORDINANCES AND weeds (see WEEDS)
RESOLUTIONS)

MANAGER, MUNICIPAL
LIABILITY appointment; qualifications Chtr. 3.07

criminal authority Chtr. 3.072

intoxication 501.07 executive power Chtr. 3.01
organizational 501.11 bond 155.03(a)(1)
personal 501.07 duties Chtr. 3.072

purchasing 133.01

LIBRARY term Chtr. 3.071

rights; property damage 545.04
MANHOLE COVER

LICENSE tampering with 313.08

alarm system user 711.02
driving (see DRIVER'S LICENSE) MANSLAUGHTER,
peddlers, solicitors and VEHICULAR 537.02

canvassers 721.02
MANUFACTURED HOME

LICENSE PLATES defined 185.01(d)
display 335.09 occupying moving 331.35

expired or unlawful; out of state 335.10
illegal

impoundingvehicle 303.08

parks 1147.05

MARIHUANA (see DRUG ABUSE)
use of 335.11

rear, Ulumination 337.04 MASSAGE
unobstructed 335.10 advertising, unlawful 533.14

LIGHTS, VEHICLE (see VEHICLE MAYOR

LIGHTS) compensation Chtr. 3.05, 131.01
editor's note Ch. 131

LIMITATION OF powers
PROSECUTION 501.06 executive Chtr. 3.01, 3.06

judicial Chtr. 3.06

LIQUOR (see INTOXICANTS; legislative Chtr. 3.06

INTOXICATION) qualifications Chtr. 3.03
recall Chtr. 6.01

LITTERING term Chtr. 3.02
from a motor vehicle 331.42 vacancy Chtr. 3.04

generally 521.08
MEETINGS (see also individual

subject involved)
Council Chtr. 4.08
disturbing lawful 509.04

2015 Replacement
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25 GENERAL INDEX

MEETINGS (Cont.) MOTORCYCLE, OFF-HIGHWAY
Parks and Recreation Advisory (Cont.)

Board 153.02 equipment 375.02
Records Commission 151.02 licensing requirements,

operator 375.05
MENACING (see also THREATS) operation

aggravated 537.05 permitted ' 375.04
physical harm 537.06 prohibited 375.03

stalking, by 537.051 Traffic Code application 375.03
vehicle registration 375.06

MINI-BIKE (see ALL PURPOSE
VEHICLE) MOTOR HOME

parking; storage 1145.06

MINOR (see also JUVENILE)
contributing to delinquency of 537.18 MOTORIZED BICYCLE
criminal child enticement 537.17 definition 185.01(c), 301.04(b)
curfew 509.08 driver's license 373.10
distributing to equipment 373.10

cigarettes, tobacco, lights 337.02
nicotine products 537.16

harmful intoxicants 513.11 MOTOR VEHICLE
endangering 537.07 all purpose (see ALL PURPOSE
firearms purchase 549.07 VEHICLE)
fireworks, selling to 1519.04(d) certificate of title 335.08
intoxicant sales 529.02, 529.06 criminal forfeiture of 335.05(c)
unlawful sexual conduct with 533.03

MISDEMEANOR (see OFFENSE)

MISSILES 549.09

MOPED (see MOTORIZED BICYCLE)

MOTORCYCLE (see also BICYCLE)
brakes 337.18
defined 301.19
handle bars 373.02
headlight required
helmets; safety glasses
license to operate
muffler

337.03
373.02

335.01(a)
337.20

rear-view mirror 337.21
riding abreast
seat, use

373.04
373.02

vehicle, attaching to 373.03

)TORCYCLE, OFF-HIGHWAY
accident reports
certificate of title

375.07
375.08

definitions 375.01

definitions 301.20,301.51
driving (see DRIVING)
emblem, illegal use
entering or leaving moving

vehicle
equipment (see VEHICLE

EQUIPMENT)
homicide by
immobilization order
impounding

private residential or
agricultural property

release; records; charges
traffic violation

junk (see JUNK MOTOR VEHICLE)
key removal 303.03, 351.07
license plates (see LICENSE

PLATES)
license tax (see MOTOR VEHICLE

LICENSE TAX)
liquor consumption; open

container 529.04
littering from 331.42
operation (see DRIVING)

525.14

371.06

537.02
335.05(c)

303.081
303.083

303.08

2015 Replacement



GENERAL INDEX 26

MOTOR VEHICLE (Cont.) NONCONFORMITIES
riding on outside 371.06 generally Ch. 1125
slow moving (see COMMERCIAL signs 1151.02(d)

AND HEAVY VEHICLE)
snowmobile (see SNOWMOBILE) NUISANCE

trespass 545.06 abatement
unauthorized use 545.06 appeal 1341.06
unsafe 337.01 effect on lien holders 1341.05
vehicular vandalism 541.10 emergency conditions 1341.08
weapon handling in 549.04 penalty 1341.99
wrongful entrustment of 335.05 posting signs 1341.04

repair or demolition 1341.07
MOTOR VEHICLE LICENSE TAX service of notice 1341.03

authorization 185.04 violation notice 1341.02
definitions 185.03 waiver of notice 1341.08
payment 185.05 animals 505.08
levy 185.01 zoning 1145.19
rate 185.02
use of proceeds 185.06 OBSCENITY

definitions 533.01
MUFFLER materials harmful to

motor vehicle or motorcycle 337.20 juveniles (see JUVENILE)
snowmobile and all purpose presumption of knowledge;

vehicle 375.02 actual notice and defense 533.02
telephone call, obscene 537.10

MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATOR (see
ADMINISTRATOR, MUNICIPAL) OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE 525.08

MUNICIPAL BUILDING CODE (see also OBSTRUCTING OFFICIAL

BUILDING CODE) BUSINESS 525.07

editor's note Ch. 1325
OBSTRUCTIONS

MUNICIPAL COURT intersection; crosswalk 331.33

editor's note Ch. 171 sidewalk 521.04
stopping vehicle 333.04

MUSEUM street 311.01

desecration 541.07 generally 311.01

rights; property damage 545.04 by railroad 553.01, 553.011
watercourse 521.05

NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE
adopted 1325.04(b) OCCUPANCY CERTIFICATE

issuance 1335.05, 1337.01(j)
NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE 537.01 penalty 1335.99

posting 1335.05
NOISE required 1335.01

disorderly conduct 509.03 requirements 1335.02
dogs barking or howling 505.09 temporary 1335.04

2015 Replacement
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28C GENERAL INDEX

RAILROAD (Cont.) RESIDENCE DISTRICT
trespassing on railroad character, preservation 1147.12

property 553.04(d) defined 301.31

vandalism parking; storage of vehicles,
grade crossing or boats, trailers 1145.06

protective device 553.05 speed 333.03

prohibited 553.04 through streets 313.02(b)

RECALL Chtr. 6.01 RESISTING ARREST 525.09

RECEIVING STOLEN RESTRAINT, UNLAWFUL 537.08

PROPERTY 545.18
RETAIL ESTABLISHMENTS

RECKLESS DRIVING 333.09 Sawmill Parkway Corridor 1147.16

control 331.34,333.08
willful, wanton disregard 333.02 RIGHT TURN ON RED 313.03(c)(2)

RECORDS AND REPORTS RIOT
accident, snowmobile or all failure to disperse 509.02

purpose vehicle 375.07 prohibited 509.01

animal bites 505.10
animal impounding and ROAD SERVICE VEHICLE

disposition 505.02 approaching 333.031

failure to report crime or defined 301.321

death 525.05
fireworks exhibition 1519.02(d) SAFETY DIRECTOR (see PUBLIC
Parks and Recreation Advisory SAFETY DIRECTOR)

Board 153.02
public; transfer of Chtr. 13.05 SAFETY ZONE
Records Commission (see RECORDS driving through 331.29

COMMISSION) parking prohibited 351.03(h)
tampering with 545.14
wounds and burns 525.05 SALES

criminal simulation 545.13
RECORDS COMMISSION

established 151.01
function 151.03
meetings 151.02

RECREATIONAL
STRUCTURES 1147.14

REFERENDUM
generally Chtr. 6.04
petition procedures Chtr. 6.05

REFRIGERATOR
abandoned 521.01

fireworks 1519.04
intoxicants 529.01 et seq.
peddler, solicitor (see PEDDLERS,

SOLICITORS AND CANVASSERS)
seasonal 1147.13
vehicle, certificate of

title required 335.08
weapons, unlawful

transactions 549.06

SATELLITE DISHES

SCHOOL BUS (see BUS)

1337.10

2015 Replacement



GENERAL INDEX 28D

SCHOOLS SIDEWALK (Cont.)
cable and video service 953.12 obstructions; damage or

injury 521.04
SCREENING 1145.32 parking on prohibited 351.03(a)

pedestrian right of way 371.07
SEAT BELT procedure for construction or

use required 337.27 repair 905.05
repair and cleaning 521.06

SEMITRAILER (see COMMERCIAL required use by pedestrian 371.05
AND HEAVY VEHICLE) specifications 905.10

vehicle to stop at 331.23
SERVICE DIRECTOR (see PUBLIC

SERVICE DIRECTOR) SIGNS (see also ADVERTISING)
abandoned 1151.12

SETBACK REQUIREMENTS 1145.10, appeals 1151.15
1145.27 applicability 1151.02

Comprehensive Sign Plan 1151.11
SEWERS definitions 1123.01(133), 1151.03

design standards 1111.09 general requirements 1151.04
messages, substitution of 1151.13

SEXUAL OFFENSES nonconforming 1151.02(d)
definitions 533.01 not requiring permit 1151.10

importuning 533.05 penalty 1151.99

imposition 533.04 permanent 1151.05
indecency in public 533.07 prohibited 1151.08
massage, unlawful advertising 533.14 purpose 1151.01
prostitution (see remedies 1151.99

PROSTITUTION) severability 1151.14

unlawful sexual conduct with specific standards 1151.07

a minor 533.03 temporary 1151.06

voyeurism 533.06 traffic (see TRAFFIC CONTROL
DEVICE)

SHOPLIFTERS violations 1151.99

detention and arrest 545.04 zoning certificates 1151.09

SHORTCUTTING 331.41 SIMILAR USES Ch. 1129

SHRUBS (see TREES AND SHRUBS) SIREN
prohibited on bicycle 373.05

SIDEWALK vehicle 337.19

abutting owner; obligations 905.02
assessment 905.09 SKATEBOARDS 311.03

defined 301.37,905.01,, 1103.13
driving over 331.37 SLUG (see under COIN MACHINE)
inspections 905.03,905.04
electric personal assistive SMOKING PROHIBITIONS 522.01

mobility device on 371.12 etseq.
failure to construct or repair 905.11
obstructing movement 509.03

2015 Replacement
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28E GENERAL INDEX

SNOW AND ICE
sidewalk, removal from

SNOWMOBILE
accident report
bicycle path use prohibited
definitions
equipment
helmets; safety glasses
operation

permitted
prohibited

operator's license
registration
Traffic Code application

SOLICITING
highway restrictions

521.06

375.07
373.11
375.01
375.02

373.02

375.04

375.03
375.05

375.06
375.03

371.06

SOLICITORS (see PEDDLERS AND
SOLICITORS AND CANVASSERS)

SOLID WASTE
accumulation
collection
commercial dumpsters

pick-up times
containers
deposits on public,

private property 521.08
open During (see OPEN BURNING)

951.04
951.02, 951.03

521.13
951.06

SPEED
bridge, limitations 333.05
construction zone,

vehicular assault in 537.021
emergency, public safety

vehicle 333.06
maximum limits 333.03
Slow, minimum 333.04
street racing 333.07
ten mph limit 333.03.2

STALKING
menacing 537.051
trespass 541.051

STANDARDS,
OFFICIAL ed. note Ch. 103

STEALING (see SHOPLIFTERS; THEFT)

STOP SIGN (see TRAFFIC CONTROL
DEVICE)

STORAGE
portable units 1145.06(f)
vehicles, boats, trailers 1145.06(b), (d)

STORES (see RETAIL
ESTABLISHMENTS)

STORM SEWERS
illicit discharge

STORMWATER
MANAGEMENT

STREET
abandoned junk motor

vehicle on
animal on
bicycle riding
closing for repair, driving on
construction requirements

defined
design standards
divided, driving procedure
dropping or throwing

objects onto
electric personal assistive

mobility device on
expressway

entering and leaving
freeway

backing vehicle on
entering and leaving
prohibited use

injurious material, placing on
lighting requirements
load, (Copping on
obstructing movement
obstruction
one-way, driving on
parades; assembly on

521.22

1111.05

303.09
303.05
373.07
331.26

1113.05,
1337.02(c)

301.42, 1103.14
1111.04
331.31

541.10

371.12

331.32

331.13
331.32
303.06
311.01

1113.04
339.08
509.03
311.01
331.30
311.02

parking prohibitions 351.03, 351.12

2015 Replacement



GENERAL INDEX 28F

STREET (Cont.) SWIMMING POOLS (Cont.)
railroad obstructing 553.01L, 553.011 penalty 1339.99
through permit or authorization 1339.02

right of way 331.18, 331.19 prohibitions 1339.07
stop, yield signs 313.02 zoning requirements 1147.06

toy vehicles 311.03
SWITCHBLADE (see WEAPONS)

STREET LAWN
driving over 331.37 TAMPERING (see also PROPERTY
parking on prohibited 351.03(a) DESTRUCTION)

coin machine 545.12

STREET RACING 333.07 criminal mischief
library; museum; archival

541.04

STRUCTURE institution 545.04

existing BOCA Code 1319.01 records 545.14
traffic control device 313.08

SUBDIVISION AND DEVELOPMENT
REGULATIONS TAXATION

acceptance; inspections Ch. 1115 income tax (see INCOME TAX)
construction improvements Ch.1113 motor vehicle (see MOTOR VEHICLE
definitions Ch. 1103 LICENSE TAX)
design standards Ch. 1111
development regulations Ch.1105 TAXICAB

construction plans 1109.11 stands, parking in 351.10

development plan 1109.08
erosion and sediment control 1109.14 TELECOMMUNICATIONS

grading plans 1109.13 abandonment 1153.09

landscape plan 1109.09 applicability 1153.02

plan scale 1109.05 co-location requirements 1153.08

plat 1109.10 conditional use, criteria 1153.07

preliminary development plan 1109.07 definitions 1153.03

site, utility plans 1109.12 effective date 1153.13

sketch plan 1109.06 general requirements 1153.04

USGS elevations 1109.04 miscellaneous 1153.11

general provisions Ch 1101 nonresidential districts 1153.05

submission procedures Ch. 1107 penalty 1153.12
purposes 1153.01

SUNSCREENING MATERIALS 337.28 residential districts 1153.06
variances 1153.10

SWIMMING POOLS
compliance TELEPHONE

required 1339.03 harassment 537.10

zoning regulations 1339.06 misuse of 911 system 537.12

decks, concrete aprons 1339.08
definitions 1339.01 TEMPORARY PROTECTION
electrical grounds 1339.09 ORDER 537.15
enclosures 1339.04
location 1339.05 TEMPORARY USES 1145.22
off-street parking and loading 1339.11

2015 Replacement
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28G GENERAL INDEX

TEXTING TRAFFIC CODE
prohibited while driving 333.11 authority to regulate 305.01

definitions Ch. 301
THEFT government vehicles 303.07

criminal tools, possession 545.19 misdemeanor classification 303.99(a)
definitions 545.01 penalties 303.99(b)
felony exceptions 545.03 road workers, equipment
library; museum; archival excepted 303.04

institution 545.04 violation 305.04

petty 545.05
property TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICE

defined 501.01(j) advertising on 313.07
determining value 545.02 alteration, removal 313.08
receiving stolen 545.18 ambiguous 313.09
unauthorized use 545.08 avoiding 331.41

shoplifters 545.04 beacon; hybrid beacon 301.031
vehicle center line, painted 313.08

alarm signal 337.19 conformity with State Manual 305.02
unauthorized use 545.06 Council powers 305.01

defined 301.46
THREATS (see also MENACING) hidden 313.07

coercion 537.09 highway traffic signal
lane-use control

301.162

THROUGH STREET (see STREET) signal indications 313.04
non-working 313.09

TINTED WINDOWS 337.28 obedience required 313.01
parking near prohibited 351.03(g)

TIRES pedestrian control signal 313.05
peeling 331.36 portable signal preemption
studded 339.11 devices prohibited 313.11

posting required 305.01
TOBACCO purchase, possession, sale 313.10

illegal distribution removal, injury 313.08
to minors 537.16 stop sign or signal

emergency vehicle 331.20
TOW-AWAY ZONES operation at 331.19

private 303.082 placing 313.02
public safety vehicle 331.20

TOWERS (see TELECOMMUNICA right of way 331.19
TIONS) through streets, signs at 313.02

unauthorized 313.07
TOWING violations 305.04

requirements 339.07 yield signs
operation at 331.18

TOY VEHICLES placing 313.02
attaching to vehicles 373.03
streets, on 311.03 TRAFFIC SIGNAL (see TRAFFIC

CONTROL DEVICE)

2015 Replacement



GENERAL INDEX 28H

TRAILER VEHICLE EQUIPMENT (Cont.)
occupying moving 331.35 motorized bicycle 373.10

mud flaps 339.05
TREE LAWN (see STREET LAWN) muffler 331.36, 337.20

rear red reflector 337.05
TREES AND SHRUBS rear-view mirror 337.21

advertising on 541.09 red flag or light, on load 337.08
destruction 541.06 seat belts 337.27
hazard 1145.33.1 slow-moving vehicle, emblem 337.10
minimum required 1145.30 snowmobile 375.02

spikes, lugs 339.10
TRESPASS sunscreening 337.28

aggravated 541.051 theft alarm signal 337.19
amusement place, public 541.11 tinted windows 337.28
land or premises 541.05 tires (see TIRES)
railroad 553.04(d) wheel protectors 339.05
vehicle 545.06 windshield regulations 337.22
voyeurism 533.06

VEHICLE LIGHTS
TRUCK (see COMMERCIAL AND auxiliary driving lights 337.11

HEAVY VEHICLE) back-up 337.12
bicycle 373.06

UTILITIES commercial vehicle, safety
poles, advertising on 541.09 lighting 337.06

underground structures 1329.04 distance, height
measurement 337.02

UTURN electric personal assistive
regulated 331.12 mobility device 371.12

fender or cowl 337.12

VANDALISM 541.04 flashing 337.10(e)
headlights

, 337.16

VARIANCES 1127.05 focus and aim 337.17

required 337.03

VEHICLE (see MOTOR VEHICLE) use of beams 337.14
lighted, time 337.02

VEHICLE EQUIPMENT motorized bicycle 337.02,373.10
air cleaner 337.25 number permitted 337.16
all purpose vehicle 375.02 parked or stopped 337.09

brakes 337.18 slow-moving vehicle
bumpers 337.29 less intensity 337.15

chains 339.10 requirements 337.10

child restraint system 337.26 snowmobile and all purpose
directional signals required 337.30 vehicle 375.02

exceptions 337.01(c) spotlight 337.11
exhaust noise 331.36 stop lights 337.24
horn, siren 337.19 tail light 337.04
lights (see VEHICLE LIGHTS) two displayed 337.13
loads (see VEHICLE LOADS) vehicles in combination,
motorcycle, off-highway 375.02 obscured 337.07

2015 Replacement
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281 GENERAL INDEX

VEHICLE LOADS WEAPONS (Cont.)
extension on left side 337.23 discharging 549.08

information on request 339.04 minor, purchase by 549.07

leaking or dropping 339.08 missiles 549.09
obstructing driver's view 331.25 motor vehicle, handling in 549.04

projecting, red flag or light 337.08 replica firearm on school
shifting or loose 339.09 premises 549.10
truck loading zones 351.09 transactions unlawful 549.06

use while intoxicated 549.03
VEHICULAR HOMICIDE 537.02

WEEDS
VENDING MACHINES (see also cutting

COIN MACHINE) notice 557.02

cigarettes, tobacco or alternate required 557.01
nicotine products 537.16 failure to comply

procedure 557.04
VENDORS (see PEDDLERS AND prohibited 557.03

SOLICITORS) penalty 557.99

VENTILATION
heaters and burners 521.02

VIDEO SERVICE PROVIDERS
fee 741.01

WELLS
oil, gas (see OIL AND GAS WELLS)

WHEELCHAIR (see also ELECTRIC
ELECTRIC PERSONAL

ASSISTIVE MOBILITY
VIOLENCE, INCITING 509.011 DEVICE)

motorized
VOYEURISM 533.06 defined 301.52

WATER
operator's rights 371.11

subdivision design standards 1111.12 WOUNDS AND BURNS

WATERCOURSE
reporting 525.05

flooding (see FLOOD CONTROL)
obstruction removal 521.05

YARD REQUIREMENTS 1145.09,
1145.12

solid waste corrupting 521.08

WATERCRAFT (see ALL PURPOSE
VEHICLE)

WEAPONS (see also DANGEROUS
ORDNANCE)

carrying concealed 549.02
dangerous, discharging 549.08
defacing firearm identification

marks; possessing defaced
firearm 549.11

definitions 549.01

YIELD SIGNS (see TRAFFIC CONTROL
DEVICE)

ZONING APPEALS BOARD
Clerk 1133.13
creation; members; term Chtr. 11.02
duties 147.01, 1133.12

ZONING CERTIFICATE
approval 1135.04
certificate of compliance 1135.08 et seq.
expiration 1135.07

2015 Replacement
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ZONING CERTIFICATE (Cont.)
proceedings 1133.11
public hearings 1127.08 et seq.
required 1135.02
revocation 1135.17
signs 1151.09

ZONING CODE ed. note Part Eleven

ZONING INSPECTOR
animal cage or housing;

inspecting 505.15(c)

ZONING MAP 1121.04, 1121.05, 1141.03

ZONING REGULATIONS
administration Ch. 1133
amendment Ch. 1131
appeals Ch. 1127
conditional use permits Ch .1129
definitions Ch. 1123
districts

established Ch. 1141
regulations Ch. 1143, :1145, 1147

enforcement Ch .1135
general provisions Ch. 1121
nonconformities Ch. 1125
off-street parking and loading Ch. 1149
signs Ch .1151
variances Ch. 1127

2015 Replacement
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30E COMPARATIVE SECTION TABLE

Ord. No. Date CO. Section
2012-01 2-5-12 521.13
2012-03 2-7-12 333.01,335.01,

335.02, 335.05 to
335.074,335.12
to 335.14,
337.22, 351.04,
373.02, 501.01,
501.02,501.13,
501.99, 509.06,
509.07, 513.03,
517.05, 525.01,
525.02, 529.07,
537.10,537.12,
541.02, 545.02,
545.04, 545.05,
545.07 to 545.10,
545.13 to 545.15,
545.17, 545.18,
549.04

7-17-12 951.06
10-16-12 522.021
11-20-12 121.02, 145.01
2-5-13 301.031,

301.161,301.17,
301.181, 301.26,
301.361, 301.45
to 301.47,
303.01, 303.041,
303.99, 313.03
to 313.06,
331.12, 333.11,
335.032, 335.07,
335.072,
335.074, 337.01,
337.09, 337.18,
337.23, 337.29,
339.01, 339.03,
339.06, 339.07,
339.08, 341.05,
513.12,513.121,
517.01, 517.02,
517.05 to 517.11,
517.13, 517.15,
529.021, 529.04,
529.07, 533.08,
533.09, 545.05,
549.10, 1511.05

2013-42 9-3-13 549.08
2013-43 9-3-13 339.02

2012-16
2012-35

2012-40
2013-10

Ord. No. Date

2014-04 1-21-14
CO. Section

301.04, 313.03,
333.03, 333.11,
335.032, 339.01,
339.03, 341.01,
341.03, 351.04,
373.02, 501.01,
501.11, 505.001,
505.13, 505.14,
513.01, 513.03,
517.01, 517.02,
525.02, 537.03,
537.12, 545.01,
545.05,545.18,
549.01, 549.02,
549.04
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Ord. No.
87-14

Date
6-16-87

87-17
Res.
89-26

91-21
91-39
91-47

6-16-87

11-6-89
5-7-91
8-20-91
9-17-91

93-12
94-20

3-2-93
6-7-94

96-18 4-2-96

96-25 5-7-96

96-28 5-21-96

97-63 1-20-98

98-01 2-18-98

98-36 7-7-98

98-47 10-6-98

98-69 12-15-98

99-22 5-4-99

00-04 2-15-00

00-23 7-18-00

01-29 6-19-01

TABLES OF SPECIAL ORDINANCES

TABLE B - EASEMENTS

Description
Narrowing certain easements and vacating others on the plat of
Olentangy Ridge No. 2.
For sanitary sewers.

Sanitary sewer easements.
To Del-Co Water Co., Inc., for future use.
To Columbus Southern Power Co. for future use.
To Columbus Southern Power Co. for electric service to the
Municipal Service Center.
Conveys right-of-way easement to Ohio Bell Telephone Co.
Releases any claim to a portion of a platted drainage easement
abutting Lot 659.
Authorizes the conveyance of a right ofway easement to the Ohio
Bell Co.
Authorizes the conveyance ofa right ofway easement to the Ohio
Bell Co.
Conveys a right ofway easementto the Columbus Southern Power
Co.

Authorizes theconveyance ofaneasement to complete agreements
regarding the Lakes of Powell.
Grants an easement for the installation of a sanitary sewer on
Municipal property to the Delaware County Board of
Commissioners.
Vacates a portion of easements within John D. Wolf Commerce
Park Section 1.
Grants easements for sewer purposes to the Delaware County
Commissioners affectingportion ofthe SouthPark, located within
the Municipality.
Authorizes the conveyance of a right of way easement to the
American Electric Power Co.
Releases any and all rights to a 0.49 square foot portion of an
easement on Lot 2341.
Authorizes theconveyance of aneasement and right of wayto the
Columbus Southern Power Co. overa portion ofa0.46 acre tract
owned by the City.
Grants easements for sewers purposes to the Delaware County
Commissioners affecting aportion of the South Park and Murphy
Parkway.
Grants an easement to M/I Schottenstein Homes, Inc. dba The
Lakes of Powell Homeowners' Association, Inc., for the
installation of an entry feature and landscaping on Municipal
property at the intersection of Salisbury Drive and Presidential
Parkway.

2015 Replacement



Ord. No.

02-11
Date

3-19-02

02-27 6-18-02

02-60 12-3-02

02-61 12-3-02

03-59 10-7-03

04-39 6-1-04

04-41 6-15-04

05-45 9-12-05

06-64 10-3-06

07-19

07-44
07-48

12-34

3-20-07

8-21-07
9-4-07

9-4-12

2013-46 10-1-13

2014-20 4-15-14

2014-29 6-3-14

2015 Replacement

TABLES OF SPECIAL ORDINANCES 36

TABLE B - EASEMENTS (Cont.)

Description
Grants aneasement to the Falcon Ridge Homeowners' Association
for the installation of an entry feature and landscaping at the
intersection at Bennett Parkway and EastOlentangy St.
Grants an easement to VJP Ltd. and Vincent Margello for the
installationofCommercial Display Signs on Village PointeDrive.
Releasing the claim to a portion of a platted utility easement on
Lot 4291, Golf Village Section 7, Phase A.
Releasing the claim to a portion ofa platted drainage easement on
Lot 4268, Golf Village Section 7, Phase A.
Grants an easement to Del-Co Water Co. affecting a portion ofthe
Powell Village Green.
Grants an easement for water services to Del-Co Water Co.,
affecting a portion of City property known as Library Park.
Grants an easement for a guy wire stabilization for a utility pole
to American Electric Power.
Authorizes the conveyance of an easement to Columbia Gas of
Ohio, Inc. for the installation and repair of pipelines.
Accepts easements from Delaware Realty and Properties Limited
and Delaware Land and Cattle Co. LLC regarding the premises at
37 South Liberty St.
Grants a waterline easement to Del-Co Water Company, Inc. over
a portionof Murphy Park.
Vacates an unrecorded 0.080 acre easement located on Lot 332.
Vacates a 10 foot permanent public pathway easement located on
Lots 27 and 28.
Vacates a 180 square foot portion of an easement, locatedon Lot
313 of the Retreat Section 5, of record in Plat Book Volume 14,
Page 37, in the Recorder's Office, Delaware County.
Vacates a sanitary sewer easement, located on real property
formerly ownedby Fiori Village Communities, LLC.
Grants a storm sewer easement to Carl Gioffre Investments, LLC
over a portion ofVillage Green within the City.
Grants a storm sewer easement to Carl Gioffre Investments LLC
over a portion of Village Green within the City.
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40E TABLES OF SPECIAL ORDINANCES

TABLE D - DEDICATION AND PLAT APPROVAL (Cont.)

Ord. No.
2010-13

2010-27
2010-53

2010-62

Date

3-16-10

8-4-10
11-16-10

12-21-10

2013-23
2014-01

6-4-13
1-21-14

2014-07 2-18-14

2014-08 2-18-14

2014-18 4-15-14

Description
Accepts the dedication of the 22.735 acre parcel of land located
along Seldom Seen Road.
Approves the plat for the GolfVillage, Section 7, Phase D, Part2.
Grants final acceptance of the public improvements ofGolfVillage
Section 7, Phase D, Part I as the same is numbered and delineated
upon the amended plat thereof recorded in Cabinet 2, Slides 794-
794A-794B, Delaware County, Ohio, Recorder's Office.
Grants final acceptance of the public improvements, a part of the 8
North Liberty Street Improvement Plansas approved on March 17,
2008, constructed by Stavroff Land Development Company, Inc.
Approves the plat for the GolfVillage, Section 7, Phase D, Part3.
Grants final acceptance of the public improvements ofGolfVillage
Section 7, Phase D, Part 2 as the same is numbered and delineated
upon the amended plat thereof recorded in Official Record 992,
Pages 1308-1309, Delaware County, Ohio Recorder's Office.
Approving the plat for Morgan PlaceSubdivision, a subdivision of
six single family lots utilizing two common access driveways,
located on 4.621 acres at 8610 Liberty Road.
Approving the subdivisionplat forWedgewood Limited Partnership
1, by Wedgewood Inc. for the property at the southwest corner of
Sawmill Parkway and North Hampton Drive.
Approving the subdivision plat for the Reserve at Scioto Glenn,
Phase 1, by Metro Development, LLC for the property south of
Home Road and west of Steitz Road.

2015 Replacement
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41 TABLES OF SPECIAL ORDINANCES

TABLE E - ACOUISITION AND DISPOSAL OF REAL PROPERTY

Ord. No. Date Description
84-06 1-24-84 Offers for sale by bid the parcel known as the old waterworks

property.
88-09 3-23-88 Accepts bid ofPlanned Communities, Inc. and Sunnational Group,

Inc. for property known as the old school site.
88-11 4-19-88 Delineating alternatives relative to bid accepted by Ord. 88-09.
88-26 9-20-88 Accepts bid ofPlanned Communities, Inc. and the Johns Co., Inc.

for property known as the old school site.
89-09 3-23-88 Authorizes purchase of 50 W. Olentangy St. and 43 Scioto St.
89-12 Repeals Ord. 89-09.
89-25 9-5-89 Authorizes purchase of 16.87 acres from J.W. and C.T. Hill.
89-28 10-17-89 Authorizes purchase of 20.67 acres from CD. and H.E.

Baughman.
Res.

90-08 2-6-90 Authorizes submission of a petition to the voters regarding
purchase of 20.67 acres from CD. and H.E. Baughman.

90-23 6-5-90 Repeals Ord. 89-28.
91-38 8-20-91 Authorizes sale of .026 acre to the State of Ohio.
91-65 12-3-91 Authorizes sale of itemizedmunicipal property worth $800.00.
96-04 2-6-96 Authorizes the purchase of real estate from Khempco Building

Supply Co. for $1,450,000.
96-47 9-17-96 Approves the terms of the Real Estate Purchase Contract with

Khempco Building Supply Co. Limited Partnership.
97-63 2-8-98 Authorizes various deeds of conveyance and/or easements

regarding development ofthe LakesofPowell withthedeveloper,
the Olentangy School Board anda neighboring property owner.

01-36 6-5-01 Authorizes the City Manager to enter into a purchase contract for
property located at 30 Hall St.

02-20 5-7-02 Appropriates a fee simple interest in 0.608 acres northof Seldom
Seen Road for roadway purposes.

03-14 3-4-03 Authorizes the purchase of 2.140 acres from Antoinette Talbott
for the purpose of right of way.

03-78 12-16-03 Authorizes the purchase of 10158 Liberty Road.
04-51 10-12-04 Authorizes the City Manager to execute an agreement for the

sale/exchange of Municipal property described in Exhibit A.
04-84 12-21-04 Reaffirms and amends Ord. 04-51.
06-25 4-4-06 Authorizes the purchase of a 0.030 acre tract from Patsy Saylor

for road right of way purposes.
07-07 2-12-07 Authorizes the purchase of a 0.014 acre tract from Stauroff Land

and Development Inc. for road right of way purposes.
12-44 12-4-12 Authorizing the City Manager to execute an assignment and

assumption and quit-claim deed for purposes of clarifying
maintenance responsibilities for certain drainage easements.

2014-33 6-17-14 Authorizing the City Manager to enter into a real estate purchase
and sale agreement with CSX Transportation, Inc. to acquire a
0.21 +/- acre parcel on Depot Street.

2015 Replacement
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TABLE H - ANNEXATION AND DETACHMENT OF TERRITORY (ConO

Ord. No.
2013-60

Date

1-7-14

2014-09 6-3-14

2014-23 5-20-14

2014-43 8-5-14

2014-47 9-2-14

2014-52 10-7-14

Description
Annexation of a 60.23 acre tract, more or less upon petition by
Thomas L. Hart, Agent, Isaac, Wiles, Burkholder & Teetor.
Annexation of a 5.072 acre tract, more or less, upon petition by
Jack Reynolds, Agent, Smith and Hale LLC.
Authorizing the City Manager to enter into a pre-annexation
agreement with Dogwood Enterprises Limited Partnership and
Ganzhorn Real Estate of Powell, LLC.
Annexation of a 5.001-acre tract, more or less, upon petition by
David J. Gordon, Gordon Law Office, agent.
Annexation of a 5.147-acre tract, more or less, upon petition by
Thomas L. Hart, Isaac, Wiles, Burkholder & Teetor, agent.
Authorizing the City Manager to enter into a pre-annexation
agreement with Spectrum Acquisition Powell, LLC and Liberty
C, LLC.

2015 Replacement
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CODIFIED ORDINANCES OF POWELL

PART THREE - TRAFFIC CODE

TITLE ONE - Administration
Chap. 301. Definitions.
Chap. 303. Enforcement, Impounding and Penalty.
Chap. 305. Traffic Control.

CHAPTER 301
Definitions

301.01 Meaning of words and phrases.
301.02 Agricultural tractor.
301.03 Alley.
301.031 Beacon; hybrid beacon.
301.04 Bicycle; motorized bicycle.
301.041 Bike paths.
301.05 Bus.
301.06 Business district.
301.07 Commercial tractor.
301.08 Controlled-access highway.
301.09 Crosswalk.
301.10 Driver or operator.
301.11 Emergency vehicle.
301.12 Explosives.
301.13 Expressway.
301.14 Flammable liquid.
301.15 Freeway.
301.16 Gross weight.
301.161 Highway maintenance vehicle.
301.162 Highway traffic signal.
301.17 Intersection.
301.18 Laned street or highway.
301.181 Median.
301.19 Motorcycle.
301.20 Motor vehicle.
301.201 Operate.
301.21 Park or parking.
301.22 Pedestrian.
301.23 Person.
301.24 Pole trailer.
301.25 Police officer.
301.251 Predicate motor vehicle or

traffic offense.
301.26 Private road or driveway.

301.27
301.28
301.29
301.30
301.31

301.32
301.321
301.33
301.34
301.35
301.36
301.361

301.37
301.38
301.39
301.40
301.41
301.42

301.43
301.44
301.45
301.46
301.47
301.48
301.49
301.50
301.51
301.52

Public safety vehicle.
Railroad.
Railroad sign or signal.
Railroad train.
Residence district.
Right of way.
Road service vehicle.
Roadway.
Safety zone.
School bus.
Semitrailer.
Shared-use path.
Sidewalk.
State route.
Stop (when required).
Stopping or standing.
Stop intersection.
Street or highway;
arterial street.
Through street or highway.
Thruway.
Traffic.
Traffic control devices.
Traffic control signal.
Trailer.
Truck.
Urban district.
Vehicle.
Wheelchair, motorized.
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CROSS REFERENCES
See sectional histories for similar State law
Funeral procession defined - see TRAF. 331.24
Street racing defined - see TRAF. 333.07
Studded tire defined - see TRAF. 339.11
Blind person defined - see TRAF. 371.02
Snowmobile, off-highway motorcycle and all purpose vehicle

defined - see TRAF. 375.01
School zones defined - see TRAF. 333.03(b)

O

301.01 MEANING OF WORDS AND PHRASES.
The following words and phrases when used in this Traffic Code, except as otherwise

provided, shall have the meanings respectively ascribedto them in this chapter.

301.02 AGRICULTURAL TRACTOR.
"Agricultural tractor" means every self-propelling vehicle designed or used for drawing

other vehiclesor wheeled machinery but having no provision for carrying loads independently of
such other vehicles, and used principally for agricultural purposes. (ORC 4511.01(J))

301.03 ALLEY.
"Alley" meansa street or highway intended to provide accessto the rear or side of lots or

buildings in urban districts and not intended for the purpose of through vehicular traffic, and ^""^
includes anystreetor highway thathasbeendeclared an "alley" by Council. (ORC 4511.01(XX))

301.031 BEACON; HYBRID BEACON.
(a) "Beacon" means a highway traffic signal with one or more signal sections that

operate in a flashing mode. (ORC4511.01(KKK))

(b) "Hybridbeacon" means a typeofbeacon that is intentionally placedina darkmode
between periods ofoperation where no indications aredisplayed and, when inoperation, displays
both steady and flashing traffic control signal indications.
(ORC4511.01(LLL))

301.04 BICYCLE; MOTORIZED BICYCLE.
(a) "Bicycle" means every device, other than a device that is designed solely for use

as a playvehicle by a child, that is propelled solely by human power, uponwhich a personmay
ride and that has two or more wheels any of which is more than fourteen inches in diameter.
(ORC 4511.01(G))

(b) "Motorized bicycle" means any vehicle having either two tandemwheels or one
wheel inthe frontandtwo wheels in the rear, that is capable ofbeingpedaled and isequipped with
a helper motor of not more than fifty cubic centimeters piston displacement which produces no
more than one brake horsepowerand is capableof propelling the vehicleat a speedof no greater
than twenty miles per hour on a level surface. (ORC 4511.01(H))

301.041 BIKE PATHS.
Those paved portions ofastreet between curb lines, orthe lateral lines ofaroadway, and ^-.

the adjacentproperty lines or separately paved travelways/paths through parklands, City owned ( i
property, and/or easements in favor of the City intended for the use of pedestrians and bicycles.
(Ord. 2002-36. Passed 8-6-02.)
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301.05 BUS.
"Bus" means every motor vehicle designed for carrying more than nine passengers and

used for the transportation of persons other than in a ridesharing arrangement as defined in Ohio
R.C. 4511.01, and every motor vehicle, automobile for hire or funeral car, other than a taxicab
or motor vehicle used in a ridesharing arrangement, designed and used for the transportation of
persons for compensation. (ORC 4511.01(L))

301.06 BUSINESS DISTRICT.
"Business district" means the territory fronting upon a street or highway, including the

street or highway, between successive intersections where fifty percent or more of the frontage
between such successive intersections is occupiedby buildings in use for business, or where fifty
percent or more of the frontage for a distance of 300 feet or more is occupied by buildings in use
for business, and the character of such territory is indicated by official traffic control devices.
(ORC4511.01(NN))

301.07 COMMERCIAL TRACTOR.
"Commercial tractor" means every motor vehicle having motive power designed or used

for drawing other vehicles and not so constructed as to carry any load thereon, or designed or used
for drawing other vehicles while carrying a portion of such other vehicles, or the load thereon,
or both. (ORC 4511.01(1))

301.08 CONTROLLED-ACCESS HIGHWAY.
"Controlled-access highway" means every street or highway in respect to which owners

, or occupants of abutting lands and other persons have no legal right or access to or from the same
\ J except at suchpoints onlyandinsuchmanner asmay bedetermined bythepublic authority having

jurisdiction over such street or highway. (ORC 4511.01(CC))

301.09 CROSSWALK.
"Crosswalk" means:

(a) That part of a roadway at intersections ordinarily included within the real or
projected prolongation of property lines and curb lines or, in the absence of
curbs, the edges of the traversable roadway;

(b) Any portion ofa roadway at an intersection or elsewhere, distinctly indicated for
pedestrian crossing by lines or other markings on the surface;

(c) Notwithstanding subsections (a) and (b) hereof, there shall not be a crosswalk
where authorized signs have been placed indicating no crossing.
(ORC4511.01(LL))

301.10 DRIVER OR OPERATOR.
"Driver" or "operator" means every person who drives or is in actual physical control of

a vehicle. (ORC4511.01(Y))

301.11 EMERGENCY VEHICLE.
"Emergency vehicle" means emergency vehicles of municipal, township or county

departments or public utility corporations when identified as such as required by law, the Ohio
Director ofPublic Safety or local authorities, and motor vehicleswhen commandeeredby a police
officer. (ORC 4511.01(D))

301.12 EXPLOSIVES.
\i "Explosives" means any chemical compound or mechanicalmixture that is intended for the

purpose of producing an explosion that contains any oxidizing and combustible units or other
ingredients in such proportions, quantities or packing that an ignition by fire, by friction, by
concussion, by percussion or by a detonator of any part of the compound or mixturemay cause
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such a sudden generation of highly heated gases that the resultant gaseous pressures are capable
of producing destructive effects on contiguous objects, or of destroying life or limb.

Manufactured articles shall not be held to be explosives when the individual units contain
explosives in such limited quantities, of such nature or in such packing, that it is impossible to
procure a simultaneous or a destructive explosion of such units, to the injury of life, limb or
property by fire, by friction, by concussion, by percussion or by a detonator, such as fixed
ammunition for small arms, firecrackers or safety fuse matches. (ORC 4511.01(T))

301.13 EXPRESSWAY.
"Expressway" means a divided arterial highway for through traffic with full or partial

control of access with an excess of fifty percent of all crossroads separated in grade.
(ORC4511.01(ZZ))

301.14 FLAMMABLE LIQUID.
"Flammableliquid" meansany liquid that has a flashpoint of seventydegrees Fahrenheit,

or less, as determined by a tagliabue or equivalentclosed cup test device.
(ORC4511.01(U))

301.15 FREEWAY.
"Freeway" means a divided multi-lane highway for through traffic with all crossroads

separated in grade and with full control of access.
(ORC4511.01(YY))

301.16 GROSS WEIGHT. ^~>
"Gross weight" means the weight of a vehicle plus the weight of any load thereon.

(ORC4511.01(V))

301.161 HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE VEHICLE.
"Highway maintenance vehicle" means a vehicle used in snowand ice removal or road

surface maintenance, including a snowplow, traffic linestriper, roadsweeper, mowing machine,
asphalt distributing vehicle, or other such vehicle designed for use in specific highway
maintenance activities. (ORC4511.01(QQQ))

301.162 HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SIGNAL.
"Highway traffic signaTmeans a power-operated traffic control device bywhich traffic is

warned or directed to take some specific action. "Highway traffic signal" does not include a
power-operated sign, steadily illuminated pavement markers, warning light, or steady burning
electric lamp. (ORC 4511.01(MMM))

301.17 INTERSECTION.
"Intersection" means:
(a) Theareaembraced within theprolongation or connection of the lateral curblines,

or, if none, the lateral boundary lines of the roadways of two highways that join
one another at, or approximately at, right angles, or the area within which
vehicles traveling upondifferent highways thatjoin at anyotheranglemightcome
into conflict. The junction of an alley or driveway with a roadway or highway
does not constitute an intersection unless the roadway or highway at the junction
is controlled by a traffic control device.

(b) If a highway includes two roadways that are thirty feet or more apart, then every
crossing of each roadway of such divided highway by an intersecting highway
constitutes a separate intersection. If both intersecting highways include two
roadways thirty feet or more apart, then every crossing of any two roadways of
such highways constitutes a separate intersection.
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15 Enforcement. Impounding and Penalty 303.041

303.04 ROAD WORKERS, MOTORVEHICLES AND EQUIPMENT EXCEPTED.
(a) Theprovisions of thisTrafficCodedonotapply to persons, teams,motorvehicles,

and other equipmentwhile actuallyengagedin work upon the surface of a highwaywithin an area
designated by trafficcontrol devices, but applyto suchpersons and vehicles whentraveling to or
from such work.

(b) The driver ofa highway maintenance vehicle owned by this state or any political
subdivision of this state, while the driver is engaged in the performance of official duties upon a
street or highway, provided the highway maintenance vehicle is equipped withflashing lights and
such other markings as are required by law, and such lights are in operation when the driver and
vehicle are so engaged, shall be exempt from criminal prosecution for violations of Sections
331.01 to 331.04,331.06 to 331.08,331.31,333.04,337.01 and Ohio R.C. 4511.66 and 5577.01
to 5577.09.

(c) (1) This section does not exempt a driver of as highway maintenance vehicle
from civil liability arising from a violation of Sections 331.01 to 331.04,
331.06 to 331.08, 331.31, 333.04, 337.01 or Ohio R.C. 4511.66 or
5577.01 to 5577.09.

(2) This sectiondoes not exempt the driver of a vehicle that is engaged in the
transport of highway maintenance equipment from criminal liability for a
violation of Ohio R.C. 5577.01 to 5577.09.
(ORC 4511.04)

( 303.041 EMERGENCY, PUBLIC SAFETY AND CORONER'S VEHICLES
\_ j EXEMPT

(a) Ohio R.C. 4511.12,4511.13,4511.131,4511.132,4511.14,4511.202,4511.21,
4511.211,4511.22,4511.23,4511.25,4511.26,4511.27,4511.28,4511.29,4511.30,4511.31,
4511.32,4511.33,4511.34,4511.35,4511.36, 4511.37, 4511.38, 4511.39, 4511.40, 4511.41,
4511.42, 4511.43, 4511.431, 4511.432, 4511.44, 4511.441, 4511.57, 4511.58, 4511.59,
4511.60, 4511.61, 4511.62, 4511.66, 4511.68, 4511.681 and 4511.69 and all sections of this
Traffic Code or other municipal ordinances that are substantiallyequivalent to the sections listed
above, do not apply to the driver ofan emergency vehicle or public safety vehicle if the emergency
vehicle or public safety vehicle is responding to an emergency call, is equipped with and
displaying at least one flashing, rotating or oscillating light visible under normal atmospheric
conditions from a distance of 500 feet to the front of the vehicle and if the driver of the vehicle
is giving an audible signal by siren, exhaust whistle or bell. This section does not relieve the
driver of an emergency vehicle or public safety vehicle from the duty to drive with due regard for
the safety of all persons and property upon the highway. (ORC 4511.041)

(b) Ohio R.C. 4511.25, 4511.26, 4511.27, 4511.28, 4511.29, 4511.30, 4511.31,
4511.32, 4511.33, 4511.35, 4511.36, 4511.37, 4511.38 and 4511.66, and all sections of this
Traffic Code or other mumcipal ordinances that are substantially equivalent to the sections listed
above, do not apply to a coroner, deputy coroner, or coroner's investigator operating a motor
vehicle in accordance with Ohio R.C. 4513.171. This section does not relieve a coroner, deputy
coroner, or coroner's investigator operating a motor vehicle from the duty to drive with due regard
for the safety of all persons and property upon the highway. (ORC 4511.042)

o
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303.05 APPLICATION TO PERSONS RIDING, DRIVING ANIMALS UPON
ROADWAY.

Every person riding, driving or leading an animal upon a roadway shall be subject to the
provisions of this Traffic Code applicable to the driver of a vehicle, except those provisions of
such sections which by their nature are inapplicable. (ORC 4511.05)

303.06 FREEWAY USE PROHIBITED BY PEDESTRIANS, BICYCLES AND
ANIMALS.

(a) No person, unless otherwise directed by a police officer, shall:
(1) As a pedestrian, occupy any space within the limits of the right-of-way of

a freeway, except: in a rest area; on a facility that is separated from the
roadway and shoulders of the freeway and is designed and appropriately
marked for pedestrian use; in the performance ofpublic works or official
duties; as a result of an emergency caused by an accident or breakdown
of a motor vehicle; or to obtain assistance;

(2) Occupy any space within the limits of the right of way ofa freeway, with:
an animal-drawn vehicle; a ridden or led animal; herded animals; a
pushcart; a bicycle, except on a facility that is separated from the roadway
and shoulders ofthe freeway and is designed and appropriately marked for
bicycle use; a bicycle with motor attached; a motor driven cycle with a
motor which produces not to exceed five brake horsepower; an
agricultural tractor; farm machinery; except in the performance ofpublic
works or official duties.

(b) Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, whoever violates this section is
guilty of a minor misdemeanor. If, withinone year of the offense, the offender previously has
been convicted of or pleaded guilty to one predicate motor vehicle or traffic offense, whoever
violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the fourth degree. If, within one year of the
offense, the offender previously has been convicted of two or more predicate motor vehicle or
traffic offenses, whoever violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the third degree.
(ORC 4511.051)

303.07 APPLICATION TO DRIVERS OF GOVERNMENT VEHICLES.
The provisions of thisTrafficCodeapplicable to the driversof vehicles shallapply to the

drivers of all vehicles owned or operated by the United States, any state or any political
subdivisionthereof, including this Municipality, exceptas maybe otherwiseprovidedby law and
subject to such specific exceptions as are set forth with reference to authorized emergency and
public safety vehicles.

303.08 IMPOUNDING OF VEHICLES; REDEMPTION.
(a) Police officers are authorized to provide for the removal of a vehicle under the

following circumstances:
(1) When any vehicle is left unattendedupon any street, bridge or causeway

and is so illegallyparked so as to constitute a hazard or obstruction to the
normal movement of traffic, or so as to unreasonably interfere with street
cleaning or snow removal operations.
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65 OVI: Willful Misconduct: Speed 333.01

A. The signature, under oath, of any person who performed the
analysis;

B. Any findings as to the identity and quantity of alcohol, a drug of
abuse, a controlled substance, a metabolite of a controlled
substance, or a combination of them that was found;

C. A copy of a notarized statement by the laboratory director or a
designee of the director that contains the name of each certified
analyst or test performer involved with the report, the analyst's or
test performer's employment relationship with the laboratory that
issued the report, and a notation that performing ananalysis of the
type involved is part of the analyst's or test performer's regular
duties;

D. An outline of the analyst's or test performer's education, training,
and experience in performing the type of analysis involved and a
certificationmat the laboratory satisfies appropriate quality control
standards in general and, in this particular analysis, under rules of
the Department of Health.

(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of law regarding the admission of
evidence, areport of the type described in subsection (p(l) of this section
is not admissible against the defendant to whom it pertains in any
proceeding, other than a preliminary hearing or a grand jury proceeding,
unless the prosecutor has served a copy of the report on the defendant's
attorney or, if the defendant has no attorney, on the defendant.

, . (3) A report of the type described in subsection (f)(1) of this section shall not
^—^ be prima-facie evidence of the contents, identity, or amount of any

substance if, within seven days after the defendant to whom the report
pertains or the defendant's attorney receives a copy of the report, the
defendant or the defendant's attorney demands the testimony of the person
who signed the report. The judge in the case may extend the seven-day
time limit in the interest of justice.

(g) Immunity From Liability ForWithdrawing Blood. Except as otherwise provided
in this subsection, any physician, registered nurse, emergency medical technician-intermediate,
emergency medical technician-paramedic, or qualified technician, chemist, or phlebotomist who
withdraws blood from a person pursuantto this sectionor Ohio R.C. 4511.191 or 4511.192, and
any hospital, first-aid station, or clinicatwhichbloodis withdrawn from a person pursuant to this
section or Ohio R.C. 4511.191 or 4511.192, is immune from criminal liability and civil liability
basedupona claimofassault andbattery or anyotherclaimthatis not aclaimofmalpractice, for
any act performed in withdrawing blood from the person. The immunity provided in this
subsection also extends to an emergency medical service organization that employs an emergency
medicaltechnician-intermediate oremergencymedicaltechnician-paramedic who withdrawsblood
under this section. The immunity provided in this subsection is not available to a person who
withdraws blood if the person engaged in willful or wanton misconduct.

As used in this subsection, "emergency medical technician-intermediate'' and "emergency
medical technician-paramedic'' have the same meanings as in Ohio R.C. 4765.01.

<j
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(h) General OVI Penalty.
(1) Whoever violates any provision ofsubsections (a)(l)A. to I. or (a)(2) ofthis

section is guilty of operating a vehicle under the influence of alcohol, a
drug of abuse, or a combination of them. Whoever violates subsection
(a)(l)J. of this section is guilty of operating a vehicle while under the
influence of a listed controlled substance or a listed metabolite of a
controlled substance. The court shall sentence the offender for either
offense under Ohio R.C. Chapter 2929, and this Traffic Code, except as
otherwise authorized or required by subsections (h)(1)A. to E. of this
section:
A. Except as otherwise provided in subsections (h)(l)B., C., D. or E.

of this section, the offender is guilty of a misdemeanor of the first
degree, and the court shall sentence the offender to all of the
following:
1. If the sentence is being imposed for a violation of

subsections (a)(1)A., B., C., D., E., or J. of this section, a
mandatory jail term of three consecutive days. As used in
this subsection, three consecutive days means seventy-two
consecutive hours. The court may sentence an offender to
both an intervention program and a jail term. The court
may impose a jail term in addition to the three-day
mandatory jail term or intervention program. However, in
no case shall the cumulative jail term imposed for the
offense exceed sixmonths. f"^
The court may suspend the execution of the three-day jail
term under this subsection if the court, in lieu of mat
suspended term, places the offender under a community
control sanctionpursuantto Ohio R.C. 2929.25 andrequires
the offender to attend, for three consecutive days, a drivers'
intervention program certified under Ohio R.C. 5119.38.
The court also may suspend the execution of any part of the
three-day jail term under this subsection if it places the
offender under a community control sanction pursuant to
Ohio R.C. 2929.25 for part of the three days, requires the
offender to attend for the suspended part of the term a
drivers' intervention program so certified, and sentencesthe
offender to a jail term equal to the remainder of the three
consecutive days that the offender does not spend attending
the program. The court may require the offender, as a
condition of community control and in addition to the
required attendance at a drivers' intervention program, to
attendandsatisfactorilycomplete any treatment or education
programs that comply with the minimum standards adopted
pursuant to Ohio R.C. Chapter 5119 by the Director of
Mental Health and Addiction Services that the operators of
the drivers' interventionprogramdetermine that the offender
should attend and to report periodically to the court on the
offender's progress in the programs. The court also may
impose on the offender any other conditions of community
control that it considers necessary. n
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2. If the sentenceis being imposed foraviolation of subsection
(a)(l)F., G., H. or I. or (a)(2) of this section, except as
otherwise provided in this subsection, a mandatory jail term
of at least three consecutive days and a requirement that the
offender attend, for three consecutive days, a drivers'
intervention programthat is certified pursuant to Ohio R.C.
5119.38. As used in this subsection, three consecutive days
means seventy-two consecutive hours. If the court
determines that the offender is not conducive to treatment in
a drivers' intervention program, if the offender refuses to
attend a drivers' intervention program, or if the jail at which
the offender is to serve the jail term imposed can provide a
drivers' intervention program, the court shall sentence the
offender to a mandatory jail term of at least six consecutive
days.
The court may require the offender, under a community
control sanction imposed under Ohio R.C. 2929.25, to
attend and satisfactorily complete any treatment or education
programs that comply with the minimum standards adopted
pursuant to Ohio R.C. Chapter 5119 by the Director of
Mental Health and Addiction Services, in addition to the
required attendance at drivers' intervention program, that
the operatorsofthe drivers' intervention program determine
that the offender should attend and to report periodically to

Vw/ the court on the offender's progress in the programs. The
court also may impose any other conditions of community
control on the offender that it considers necessary.

3. In all cases, a fine of not less than three hundred seventy-
five dollars ($375.00) and not more than one thousand
seventy-five dollars ($1,075).

4. In all cases, a class five license suspension of the offender's
driver's or commercial driver's license or permit or
nonresident operating privilege from the range specified in
division (A)(5) ofOhio R.C. 4510.02. The court may grant
limited driving privileges relative to the suspension under
Ohio R.C. 4510.021 and 4510.13.

B. Except as otherwise provided in subsection (h)(1)E. of this section,
an offender who, within six years of the offense, previously has
been convicted ofor pleadedguilty to one violation ofsubsection(a)
or (b) of this section or one other equivalent offense is guilty of a
misdemeanor of the first degree. The court shall sentence the
offender to all of the following:
1. If the sentence is being imposed for a violation of subsection

(a)(l)A., B., C, D., E., or J. of this section, a mandatory
jail term often consecutive days. The court shall impose the
ten-day mandatory jail term under this subsection unless,
subject to subsection (h)(3) ofthis section, it instead imposes
a sentence under that subsection consisting of both a jail
term and a term of house arrest with electronic monitoring,

[j with continuous alcohol monitoring, or withboth electronic
^"^ monitoring and continuous alcohol monitoring. The court
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may impose a jail term in addition to the ten-day mandatory
jail term. The cumulative jail term imposed for the offense
shall not exceed six months.
In addition to the jail term or the term of house arrest with
electronic monitoring or continuous alcohol monitoring or
both types of monitoring and jail term, the court shall
require the offender to be assessed by a community
addiction services provider that is authorized by Ohio R.C.
5119.21, subject to subsection (k) of this section, and shall
order the offender to follow the treatment recommendations
of the services provider. The purpose of the assessment is
to determine the degree of the offender's alcohol usage and
to determine whether or not treatment is warranted. Upon
the request of the court, the services provider shall submit
the results of the assessment to the court, including all
treatment recommendations and clinical diagnoses related to
alcohol use.

2. If the sentence is being imposed for a violation of subsection
(a)(l)F., G., H. or I. or (a)(2) of this section, except as
otherwise provided in this subsection, a mandatory jail term
of twenty consecutive days. The court shall impose the
twenty-day mandatory jail termunder this subsectionunless,
subjectto subsection(h)(3)ofthis section, it insteadimposes
a sentence under that subsection consisting of both a jail ^"""^
term and a term ofhouse arrest with electronic monitoring,
with continuous alcoholmonitoring, or with both electronic
monitoring and continuous alcohol monitoring. The court
may impose a jail term in addition to the twenty-day
mandatory jail term. The cumulative jail term imposed for
the offense shall not exceed six months.
In additionto the jail term or the term of house arrest with
electronic monitoring or continuous alcohol monitoring or
both types of monitoring and jail term, the court shall
require the offender to be assessed by a community
addictionservices provider that is authorized by Ohio R.C.
5119.21, subject to subsection (k) of this section, and shall
order the offender to follow the treatment recommendations
of the services provider. The purpose of the assessment is
to determine die degree of the offender's alcohol usage and
to determine whether or not treatment is warranted. Upon
the request of the court, the services provider shall submit
the results of the assessment to the court, including all
treatment recommendations and clinical diagnoses related to
alcohol use.

3. In all cases, notwithstanding the fines set forth in Section
303.99, a fine of not less than five hundred twenty-five
dollars ($525.00) and not more than one thousand six
hundred twenty-five dollars ($1,625).
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4. In all cases, a class four license suspension of the offender's
driver's license, commercial driver's license, temporary
instruction permit, probationary license, or nonresident
operating privilege from the range specified in division
(A)(4) of Ohio R.C. 4510.02. The court may grant limited
driving privileges relative to the suspension under Ohio
R.C. 4510.021 and 4510.13. (ORC 4511.19)

5. In all cases, if the vehicle is registered in the offender's
name, immobilization of the vehicle involved in the offense
for ninety days in accordance with Ohio R.C. 4503.233 and
impoundment of the license plates of that vehicle for ninety
days. (ORC 4511.193)

C. Except as otherwise provided in subsection (h)(l)E. of this section,
an offender who, within six years of the offense, previously has
been convicted of or pleaded guilty to two violations of subsection
(a) or (b) of this section or other equivalent offenses is guilty of a
misdemeanor. The court shall sentence the offender to all of the
following:
1. If the sentence is being imposed for a violation of subsection

(a)(l)A., B., C, D., E., or J. of this section, a mandatory
jail term of thirty consecutive days. The court shall impose
the thirty-day mandatory jail term under this subsection
unless, subject to subsection (h)(3) of this section, it instead

, imposes a sentence under that subsection consisting of both
\^ a jail term and a term of house arrest with electronic

monitoring, with continuous alcohol monitoring, or with
both electronic monitoring and continuous alcohol
monitoring. The court may impose a jail term in addition
to the thirty-day mandatory jail term. Notwithstanding the
jail terms set forthin Section303.99, the additional jail term
shall not exceed one year, and the cumulative jail term
imposed for the offense shall not exceed one year.

2. If the sentence is being imposed for a violation of subsection
(a)(l)F., G., H. or I. or (a)(2) of this section, a mandatory
jail term of sixty consecutive days. The court shall impose
the sixty-day mandatory jail term under this subsection
unless, subject to subsection (h)(3) of this section, it instead
imposes a sentence under that subsection consistingof both
a jail term and a term of electronically monitored house
arrest with continuous alcohol monitoring, or with both
electronic monitoring and continuous alcohol monitoring.
The court may impose ajail term in additionto the sixty-day
mandatory jail term. Notwithstanding the terms of
imprisonment set forth in Section 303.99, the additional jail
term shall not exceed one year, and the cumulative jail term
imposed for the offense shall not exceed one year.

3. In all cases, notwithstanding the fines set forth in Section
303.99, a fine of not less than eight hundred fifty dollars
($850.00) and not more than two thousand seven hunched

[^ fifty dollars ($2,750).
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4. In all cases, a class three license suspension ofthe offender's
driver's license, commercial driver's license, temporary
instruction permit, probationary license, or nonresident
operating privilege from the range specified in division
(A)(3) ofOhio R.C. 4510.02. The court may grant limited
driving privileges relative to the suspension under Ohio
R.C. 4510.021 and 4510.13. (ORC 4511.19)

5. In all cases, if the vehicle is registered in the offender's
name, criminal forfeiture of the vehicle involved in the
offense in accordance with Ohio R.C. 4503.234. Subsection
(h)(5) of this section applies regarding any vehicle that is
subject to an order of criminal forfeiture under this
subsection. (ORC 4511.193)

6. In all cases, the court shall order the offender to participate
with a community addiction services provider authorized by
Ohio R.C. 5119.21, subject to subsection (k) ofthis section,
and shall order the offender to follow the treatment
recommendations of the services provider. The operatorof
the services provider shall determine and assess the degree
of the offender's alcohol dependency and shall make
recommendations for treatment. Upon the request of the
court, the services provider shall submit the results of the
assessment to the court, including all treatment
recommendations and clinical diagnoses related to alcohol (^)
use.

D. Except as otherwise provided in subsection(h)(l)E. of this section,
an offender who, within six years of the offense, previously has
been convicted of or pleaded guilty to three or four violations of
subsection (a) or (b) of this section or other equivalent offenses or
an offender who, within twenty years ofthe offense, previously has
been convicted oforpleaded guilty to five or more violations ofthat
nature is guilty of a felony of the fourth degree and shall be
prosecutedunder appropriate state law.

E. An offender who previously has been convicted ofor pleadedguilty
to a violation ofOhio R.C. 4511.19(A) that was a felony, regardless
of when the violation and the conviction or guilty plea occurred, is
guilty of a felony of the third degree and shallbe prosecuted under
appropriate state law.

(2) An offender who is convicted ofor pleads guilty to aviolation of subsection
(a) of this section and who subsequently seeks reinstatementof the driver's
or occupational driver's licenseor permitor nonresidentoperating privilege
suspendedunder this section as a result ofthe conviction or guilty plea shall
pay a reinstatement fee as provided in division (F)(2) of Ohio R.C.
4511.191.

(3) If an offender is sentenced to a jail term under subsection (h)(l)B. 1. or 2.
or (h)(l)C.l. or 2. of this section and if, within sixty days of sentencing of
the offender, the court issues a written finding on the record that, due to the
unavailability of spaceat the jail where the offender is required to serve the
term, the offender will not be able to begin serving that term within the
sixty-day period following the date of sentencing, the court may impose an
alternative sentence under this subsection that includes a term of house
arrest with electronic monitoring, with continuous alcohol monitoring, or
with both electronic monitoring and continuous alcohol monitoring.

n
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(j) Physical Control Penalty. Whoever violates subsection (d) hereof is guilty of
having physical controlofa vehiclewhile underthe influence, amisdemeanor of the firstdegree.
In addition to other sanctions imposed, the court may impose on the offender a class seven
suspensionof the offender's driver's license, commercial driver's license, temporary instruction
permit, probationary license, or nonresident operating privilege from the range specified in
division (A)(7) of Ohio R.C. 4510.02. (ORC 4511.194)

(k) Compliance With Ohio R.C. Chapter 5119 Standards.
(1) No court shall sentence an offender to an alcohol treatment program under

this section unless the treatment program complies with the minimum
standards for alcoholtreatment programsadoptedunder Ohio R.C. Chapter
5119 by the Director of Mental Health and Addiction Services.

(2) An offender who stays in a driver's intervention program or in an alcohol
treatment programunder an order issued under this section shall pay the
cost of the stay in the program. However, if the court determines that an
offender who stays in an alcohol treatment program under an order issued

* under this section is unable to pay the cost of the stay in the program, the
court may order that the cost be paid from the court's indigent drivers'
alcohol treatment fund.

(1) Appeal Does Not Stay OperationofLicense Suspension. Ifa person whose driver's
orcommercialdriver's licenseor permitor nonresidentoperating privilegeis suspendedunderthis
section files an appealregardingany aspectof the person's trial or sentence, the appealitselfdoes
not stay the operation of the suspension.

(m) Subsection (a)(l)J. ofthis section does not apply to a person who operates a vehicle
while the person has a concentration of a listed controlled substance or a listed metabolite of a
controlled substance in the person's whole blood, blood serum or plasma, or urine that equals or
exceeds the amount specified in that subsection, if both of the following apply:

(1) The person obtained the controlled substance pursuant to a prescription
issued by a licensed health professional authorized to prescribe drugs.

(2) The person injected, ingested, or inhaled the controlled substance in
accordance with the health professional's directions.

(n) The prohibited concentrations of a controlled substance or a metabolite of a
controlled substance listed in subsection (a)(l)J. of this section also apply in a prosecution of a
violation of Ohio R.C. 2923.16(D) in the same manner as if the offender is being prosecuted for
a prohibited concentration of alcohol.

(o) Conflict of Terms. All terms defined in Ohio R.C. 4510.01 apply to this section.
If the meaning of a term defined in Ohio R.C . 4510.01 conflicts with the meaning of the same
term as defined in Ohio R.C. 4501.01 or this Traffic Code, the term as defined in Ohio R.C.
4510.01 applies to this section. (ORC 4511.19)
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(p) Indigent Drivers AlcoholTreatment Fund. Twenty-five dollars ($25.00) ofany fine
imposed for a violation of subsection (a) hereof shall be deposited into the municipal or county
indigent drivers alcohol treatment fund pursuant to Ohio R.C. 4511.193.
(ORC 4511.193)

(q) Definitions. As used in this section:
(1) "Equivalent offense'' means any of the following:

A. A violation of division (A) or (B) of Ohio R.C. 4511.19;
B. A violation of a municipal OVI ordinance;
C. A violation of Ohio R.C. 2903.04 in a case in which the offender

was subject to the sanctionsdescribed in division (D) ofthat section;
D. A violation of division (A)(1) of Ohio R.C. 2903.06 or 2903.08 or

a municipal ordinance that is substantially equivalent to either of
those divisions;

E. A violation of division (A)(2), (3) or (4) of Ohio R.C. 2903.06,
division (A)(2) of Ohio R.C. 2903.08, or former Ohio R.C.
2903.07, or a municipal ordinance that is substantially equivalent to
any of those divisions or that former section, in a case in which a
judge or jury as the trier of fact found that the offender was under
the influence ofalcohol, a drug ofabuse, or a combination ofthem;

F. A violation of division (A) or (B) of Ohio R.C. 1547.11;
G. A violation of a municipal ordinance prohibiting a person from

operating or being in physical control of any vessel underway or
from manipulating any water skis, aquaplane or similar device on f^\
the waters of this State while under the influence of alcohol, a drug
of abuse, or a combination of them or prohibiting a person from
operating or being in physical control of any vessel underway or
from manipulating any water skis, aquaplane or similar device on
the waters of this State with a prohibited concentration of alcohol,
a controlled substance, or a metabolite of a controlled substance in
the whole blood, blood serum or plasma, breath or urine;

H. A violation of an existing or former municipal ordinance, law of
another state, or law of the United States that is substantially
equivalent to division (A) or (B) of Ohio R.C. 4511.19 or division
(A) or (B) or Ohio R.C. 1547.11;

I. A violation of a former law of this State that was substantially
equivalent to division (A) or (B) of Ohio R.C. 4511.19or division
(A) or (B) of Ohio R.C. 1547.11;

(2) "Mandatory jail term" means the mandatory term in jail of three, six, ten,
twenty, thirty, or sixty days that must be imposed under subsection
(h)(1)A., B. or C. upon an offender convicted of a violationof subsection
(a) hereof and in relation to which all of the following apply:
A. Except as specifically authorized under this section, the term must

be served in a jail.
B. Except as specifically authorized under this section, the term cannot

be suspended, reduced or otherwisemodified pursuant to OhioR.C.
2929.21 to 2929.28, or any other provision of the Ohio Revised
Code.

n
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^^ 1. The distance encompassed byprojecting the school building
lines normal to the fronting highway and extending a
distance of 300 feet on each approach direction;

2. The distance encompassed by projecting the school property
lines intersecting the fronting highway and extending a
distance of 300 feet on each approach direction;

3. The distance encompassed by the special marking of the
pavement for a principal school pupil crosswalk plus a
distance of 300 feet on each approach direction ofhighway;

Nothing in this section shall be construed to invalidate the
Director's initial action on August 9, 1976, establishing all school
zones at the traditionalschool zone boundariesdefined by projecting
school property lines, except when those boundaries are extended
as provided in subsections (b)(l)A. and C. hereof.

D. As used in this subsection, "crosswalk" has the meaning given that
term in Section 301.09. The Director may, upon request by
resolution of Council, and upon submission by the Municipality of
such engineering, traffic and other information as the Director
considers necessary, designate a school zone on any portion of a
State route lying within the Municipality that includes a crosswalk
customarily used by children going to or leaving a school during
recess and opening and closing hours, whenever the distance, as
measured in a straightline, from the school property line nearest the
crosswalk to the nearest point of the crosswalk is no more than
1,320 feet. Such a school zone shall include the distance

^ ^ encompassed by the crosswalk and extending 300 feet on each
approach direction of the State route;

(2) Twenty-five miles per hour in all other portions ofthe Municipality, except
on Stateroutes outsidebusiness districts, throughhighways outside business
districts and alleys;

(3) Thirty-five miles per hour on all State routes or through highways within
the Municipality outside business districts, except as provided in
subsections (b)(4) and (5) hereof;

(4) Fifty miles per hour on controlled-access highways andexpressways within
the Municipality;

(5) Fifty miles per hour on State routes within the Municipality outside urban
districts unless a lower prima-facie speed is established as further provided
in this section;

(6) Fifteen miles per hour on all alleys within the Municipality;
(7) Fifty-five miles per hour at all times on freeways with paved shoulders

inside the Municipality other than freeways as provided in subsection
(b)(10) and (12);

(8) Sixty miles per hour for operators of any motor vehicle atall times onall
portions of rural divided highways;

(9) Sixty-five miles per hour for operators ofany motor vehicle at all times on
rural expressways without traffic control signals;

(10) Seventy miles per hour for operators of any motor vehicle at all times on
all rural freeways.

(11) Fifty-five miles per hour for operatorsof any motor vehicle at all times on
all portions of freeways in congested areas as determined by the Director

i ) andthatare part of the interstate systemandare located within a mumcipal
^-^ corporation orwithin an interstate freeway outerbelt;
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(12) Sixty-five miles per hour for operatorsofany motor vehicle at all times on
all portions of freeways in urban areas as determined by the Director and
that are part of the interstate system and are part of an interstate freeway
outerbelt;

(c) It is prima-facie unlawful for any person to exceed any of the speed limitations in
subsection (b)(1)A. to (b)(6) hereof, or any declared or establishedpursuantto this sectionby the
Director or local authorities and it is unlawful for any person to exceed any of the speed
limitations in subsection (d) hereof. No person shallbe convicted of more than one violation of
this section for the same conduct, although violations of more than one provision of this section
may be charged in the alternative in a single affidavit.

(d) No person shall operate a motor vehicle upon a street or highway as follows:
(1) At a speed exceeding fifty-five miles per hour, except upon a highway,

expressway or freeway as provided in subsection (b)(8), (9), (10) and (12)
hereof;

(2) At a speed exceeding sixty miles per hour upon a highway as provided in
subsection (b)(8) hereof;

(3) At a speed exceeding sixty-five miles per hour upon an expressway as
provided in subsection (b)(9) hereof, except upon a freeway as provided
in subsection (b)(10) hereof;

(4) At a speed exceeding seventy miles per hour upon a freeway as provided
in subsection (b)(10) hereof;

(5) At aspeed exceeding the posted speed limit upon ahighway, expressway /*~^
or freeway for which the Director has determined and declared a speed
limit pursuant to Ohio R.C. 4511.21(I)(2) or (L)(2).

(e) In every charge of violation of this section the affidavit and warrant shall specify
the time, place and speed at which the defendant is alleged to have driven, and in charges made
in reliance upon subsection (c) hereof also the speed which subsections (b)(l)A. to (b)(6) hereof,
or a limit declaredor established pursuantto this section declares is prima-facie lawful at the time
and place of such alleged violation, except that in affidavits where a person is alleged to have
driven at a greater speed than will permit the person to bring the vehicle to a stop within the
assured clear distance ahead the affidavit and warrant need not specify the speed at which the
defendant is alleged to have driven.

(f) When a speed in excess of both a prima-facie limitation and a limitation in
subsection (d) hereof is alleged, the defendant shall be charged in a single affidavit, alleging a
single act, with a violation indicated of both subsections (b)(l)A. to (b)(6) hereof, or of a limit
declared or established pursuant to this section by the Director or local authorities, and of the
limitation in subsection (d) hereof. If the court finds a violation of subsection (b)(l)A. to (b)(6)
hereof, or a limit declared or established pursuant to this section has occurred, it shall enter a
judgment ofconviction under such subsection anddismiss the chargeunder subsection (d) hereof.
If it finds no violation of subsections (b)(1)A. to (b)(6) hereof or a limit declared or established
pursuant to this section, it shall then consider whether the evidence supports a conviction under
subsection (d) hereof.

(g) Points shall be assessed for violation of a limitation under subsection (d) hereof in
accordance with Ohio R.C. 4510.036.
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(h) Whenever, in accordance with Ohio R.C. 4511.21 or this section, the speed
limitations as established herein have been altered, either higher or lower, and the appropriate
signs giving noticehavebeenerected as required, operators of motor vehicles shall be governed
by the speed limitations set form on such signs. It is prima-facie unlawful for any person to
exceed the speed limits posted upon such signs.

(i) As used in this section:
(1) "Interstate system" has the same meaning as in 23 U.S.C.A. 101.
(2) "Commercial bus" means a motor vehicle designed for carrying more than

nine passengers and used for the transportation of persons for
compensation.

(3) "Noncommercial bus" includes but is not limited to a school bus, or a
motor vehicle operated solely for the transportation of persons associated
with a charitable or nonprofit organization.

(4) "Outerbelt" means a portion of a freeway that is part of the interstate
system andis located in the outervicinity ofamajormunicipal corporation
or group of municipalcorporations, as designated by the Director.

(5) "Rural" means outside urbanized areas, as designated in accordance with
23 USC 101, and outside of a business or urban district.

(j) (1) A violationof any provision of this section is one of the following:
A. Except as otherwise provided in subsections (j)(l)B., (1)C., (2) and

(3) of this section, a minor misdemeanor;
. . B. If, within one year of the offense, the offender previously has been
>—/ convicted of or pleadedguilty to two violations of any provision of

this section or of any provision of Ohio R.C. 4511.21 or a
municipal ordinancethat is substantially similar to any provision of
this section, a misdemeanor of the fourth degree;

C. If, within one year of the offense, the offender previously has been
convicted of or pleaded guilty to three or more violations of any
provision of this section or of any provision of Ohio R.C. 4511.21
or a municipal ordinance that is substantially similar to any
provision of this section, a misdemeanor of the third degree.

(2) If the offender has not previously been convicted of or pleaded guilty to a
violation of any provision of Ohio R.C. 4511.21 or of any provision of a
municipal ordinance that is substantially similar to Ohio R.C. 4511.21 and
operated a motor vehicle faster than thirty-five miles an hour in a business
district of a municipal corporation, faster than fifty miles an hour in other
portionsofa municipalcorporation, or faster thanthirty-five miles anhour
in a school zone during recess or while children are going to or leaving
school during the school's opening or closing hours, a misdemeanor of the
fourth degree.

^j
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(3) Notwithstanding subsection (j)(l) of this section, if the offender operated
a motor vehicle in a construction zone where a sign was then posted in
accordance with Ohio R.C. 4511.98, the court, in addition to all other
penalties provided by law, shall impose upon the offender a fine of two
times the usual amount imposed for the violation. No court shall impose
a fine of two times the usual amount imposed for the violation upon an
offender if the offender alleges, in an affidavit filed with the court prior to
the offender's sentencing, that the offender is indigent and is unable to pay
the fine imposed pursuant to this subsection and if the court determines that
the offender is an indigent person and unable to pay the fine.
(ORC 4511.21)

333.031 APPROACHING A STATIONARY PUBLIC SAFETY, EMERGENCY
OR ROAD SERVICE VEHICLE.

(a) The driver ofa motor vehicle, upon approaching a stationary public safetyvehicle,
emergency vehicle, road service vehicle, vehicle used by the Public Utilities Commission to
conduct motor vehicle inspections in accordance with Ohio R.C. 4923.04 and 4923.06 or a
highway maintenance vehicle that is displaying the appropriate visual signals by means offlashing,
oscillating or rotating lights, as prescribed in Section 337.16, shall do either of the following:

(1) If the driver of the motor vehicle is traveling on a street or highway that
consists of at least two lanes that carry traffic in the same direction of
travel as that of the driver's motor vehicle, the driver shall proceed with
due caution and, if possible with due regard to the road, weather, and
traffic conditions, shall change lanes into a lane that isnotadjacent tothat f~^\,
of the stationary public safety vehicle, emergency vehicle, road service
vehicle, vehicle used by the Public Utilities Commission to conduct motor
vehicle inspections in accordance with Ohio R.C. 4923.04 and 4923.06
or a highway maintenance vehicle.

(2) If the driver isnot traveling on a street orhighway ofa type described in
subsection (a)(1) of this section, or if the driver is traveling on a highway
of that type but it is not possible to change lanes or if to do so would be
unsafe, the driver shall proceed with due caution, reduce the speed of the
motor vehicle, and maintain a safe speed for the road, weather and traffic
conditions.

(b) This section does not relieve the driver of a public safety vehicle, emergency
vehicle, road service vehicle, vehicle used by the Public Utilities Commission to conduct motor
vehicle inspectionsin accordancewithOhioR.C. 4923.04 and 4923.06, or a highwaymaintenance
vehicle from the duty to drive with due regard for the safety of all persons and property upon the
highway.

(c) No person shall fail to drive a motor vehicle in compliance with subsection(a)(1)
or (2) of this section when so required by subsection(a) of this section.

r^
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(c) (1) Flashing lights are prohibited on motor vehicles, except as a means for
indicating a right or a left turn, or in the presence of a vehicular traffic
hazard requiring unusual care in approaching, or overtaking or passing.
This prohibition does not apply to emergency vehicles, road service
vehicles servicing or towing a disabledvehicle, rural mail delivery vehicles,
vehicles transporting preschool children as provided in Ohio R.C.
4513.182, highway maintenance vehicles, funeral hearses, funeral escort
vehicles and similar equipment operated by the Department or local
authorities, which shall be equipped with and display, when used on a street
or highway for the special purpose necessitating such lights, a flashing,
oscillating or rotating amber light, but shall not display a flashing,
oscillatingor rotating light of any other color, nor to vehiclesor machinery
permitted by Section 337.10 to have a flashing red light.

(2) When used on a street or highway, farm machinery and vehicles escorting
farm machinery may be equipped with and display a flashing, oscillating,
or rotating amber light, and the prohibition contained in subsection (c)(1)
hereofdoes not applyto suchmachinery or vehicles. Farm machinery also
may display the lights described in Section 337.10.

(d) Except a person operating a public safety vehicle, as defined in Section 301.27, or
a school bus, no person shall operate, move or park upon or permit to stand within the right of
way ofanypublic streetor highway anyvehicle or equipment thatis equipped withanddisplaying
a flashing red or a flashing combination red and whitelight, or an oscillating or rotating red light,

. or a combination red and whiteoscillating or rotating light; and excepta public law enforcement
\^/ officer, orother person sworn toenforce thecriminal andtraffic laws oftheState orMunicipality,

operating a public safety vehicle when on duty, no person shall operate, move or park upon, or
permitto stand within theright of way of any street or highway any vehicle or equipment thatis
equipped with, orupon which ismounted, and displaying a flashing blue ora flashing combination
blue and white light, or an oscillating or rotating blue light, or a combination blue and white
oscillating or rotating light.

(e) This section does not prohibit the use of warning lights required by law or the
simultaneous flashing of turn signals on disabled vehicles or on vehicles being operated in
unfavorable atmospheric conditions inordertoenhance theirvisibility. Thissection also does not
prohibit thesimultaneous flashing of turnsignals or warning lights either on farm machinery or
vehicles escorting farm machinery, when usedon a streetor highway.

(f) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor.
(ORC 4513.17)

337.17 FOCUS AND AIM OF HEADLIGHTS.
(a) No person shall use any lights mentioned in Section 337.02 to 337.16, inclusive,

uponany motor vehicle, traileror semitrailer unless thelights areequipped, mounted andadjusted
as to focus and aim in accordance with State regulations.

(b) The headlights on any motor vehicle shall comply with the headlamp color
requirements contained in federal motorvehicle safety standard number 108,49 C.F.R. 571.108.
No person shall operate a motor vehicle in violation of this subsection.

I j (c) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor.
w (ORC 4513.19)
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337.18 MOTOR VEHICLE AND MOTORCYCLE BRAKES.
(a) The following requirements govern as to brake equipment on vehicles:

(1) Every motor vehicle, other than a motorcycle, when operated upon a street
or highway, shall be equipped with brakes adequate to control the
movement of and to stop and hold such motor vehicle, including two
separate means of applying the brakes, each of which means shall be
effective to apply the brakes to at least two wheels. If these two separate
means ofapplying the brakes are connected in any way, then on such motor
vehicles manufactured or assembled after January 1,1942, they shall be so
constructed that failure ofany one part ofthe operating mechanism shall not
leave the motor vehicle without brakes on at least two wheels.

(2) Every motorcycle, when operated upon a street or highway, shall be
equipped with at least one adequate brake, which may be operated by hand
or by foot.

(3) Every motorized bicycle shall be equipped with brakes meeting the rules
adopted by the Ohio Director of Public Safety under Ohio R.C. 4511.521.

(4) When operated upon the streets or highways of this Municipality, the
following vehicles shall be equipped with brakes adequate to control the
movement of and to stop and to hold the vehicle designed to be applied by
the driver of the towing motor vehicle from its cab, and also designed and
connected so that, in case of a breakaway of the towed vehicle, the brakes
shall be automatically applied:
A. Except as otherwise provided in this section, every trailer or

semitrailer, except a pole trailer, with an empty weight of two (~^
thousand pounds or more, manufactured or assembled on or after
January 1, 1942;

B. Every manufactured home or travel trailer with an emptyweightof
two thousand pounds or more, manufactured or assembled on or
after January 1,2001.

(5) Everywatercrafttrailer witha grossweightor manufacturer'sgrossvehicle
weight rating of three thousand pounds or more that is manufactured or
assembled on or after January 1,2008, shall have separate brakes equipped
with hydraulic surge or electricallyoperated brakes on two wheels.

(6) In any combinationof motor-drawn trailers or semitrailers equippedwith
brakes, means shall be provided for applying the rearmost brakes in
approximate synchronism with the brakes on the towing vehicle, and
developing the required braking efforton the rearmostwheels at the fastest
rate; or means shall be provided for applying braking effort first on the
rearmost brakes; or both of the above means, capable of being used
alternatively, may be employed.

(7) Every vehicle and combination of vehicles, except motorcycles and
motorized bicycles, and except trailers and semitrailers of a gross weight
of less than 2,000 pounds, andpole trailers, shallbe equippedwithparking
brakes adequate to hold the vehicle on any grade on which it is operated,
under all conditions of loading, on a surface free from snow, ice or loose
material. The parking brakes shall be capable of being applied in
conformance with the foregoing requirements by the driver's muscular
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CHAPTER 339
Commercial and Heavy Vehicles

339.01 Oversize or overweight 339.07
vehicle operation on State 339.08
routes; State permit.

339.02 Use of local streets; local
permit and conditions. 339.09

339.03 Maximum width, height and
length.

339.10

339.04 Route and load information. 339.11
339.05 Wheel protectors.
339.06 Vehicles transporting

explosives.

Towing requirements.
Loads dropping or leaking;
removal required; tracking
mud.
Shifting load; loose loads.
Vehicles with spikes, lugs
and chains.
Use of studded tires and
chains.

CROSS REFERENCES
See sectional histories for similar State law
Weighing vehicle; removal of excess load - see Ohio R.C. 4513.33
Arrest notice of driver - see Ohio R.C. 5577.14
Slower moving vehicles to be driven in right-hand lane - see

TRAF. 331.01(b)

339.01 OVERSIZE OR OVERWEIGHT VEHICLE OPERATION ON STATE
ROUTES; STATE PERMIT.

(a) No person shall operate or move a vehicle or combination of vehicles of a size or
weight of vehicle or load exceeding the maximum specified in Ohio R.C. 5577.01 to 5577.09,
inclusive, or otherwisenot in conformitywith OhioR.C. 4513.01 to 4513.37, inclusive,uponany
State route within the Municipality, except pursuant to special written permit issued by the Ohio
Director of Transportation, or upon any local truck route. Every such permit shall be carried in
the vehicle or combination of vehicles to which it refers and shall be open to inspectionby any
police officer.

No holder of a permit issuedby the Ohio Director of Transportation shall be required to
obtainany local permit or licenseor pay any local fee or chargefor movement on any Stateroute
withinthe Municipality; however, it shallbe unlawful to operate anysuchvehicle or combination
of vehicles upon any roadway within the Municipality which is not a State route, except as
provided in Section 339.02. (ORC 4513.34)

(b) (1) No person shall violate the terms of a permit issued under this section that
relate to gross load limits.

(2) No person shall violate the terms of a permit issued under this section that
relate to axle load by more than 2000 pounds per axle or group of axles.

(3) No person shall violate the terms of a permit issued under this section that
relate to an approved route except upon order of a law enforcement officer
or authorized agent of the issuing authority.
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(c) Whoever violates any provision of this section for which no other penalty is
provided is guilty of a minor misdemeanor. (ORC 4513.99)

339.02 USE OF LOCAL STREETS; LOCAL PERMIT AND CONDITIONS.
(a) Use of Local Streets. No person shall operate a vehicle exceeding a size as

specified in Section 339.03 or exceeding a gross weight of five tons, upon any street in the
Municipality other than a State route, except those local streets designated as a truck route and
marked as suchby appropriatetraffic signs, and exceptwhen such operationis necessary to load
or unload property, to go to or from the usual place of storage of such vehicle or to perform any
other legitimatebusiness or act other than passagethrough the Municipality. Operatorsofvehicles
so deviating from either a State route or a designated truck route within the Municipality shall
confine such deviation to that required in order to accomplish the purpose of the departure.

(b) Local Permit and Conditions. Upon application and for good cause, the Police
Chiefmayissuea localpermitauthorizing anapplicant to movean oversize or overweight vehicle
or combination of vehicles upon local streets.

No permitee shall be required to obtain a special permit from the Ohio Director of
Transportationfor the movement of the vehicle or combination of vehicles on streetsor highways
under local jurisdiction; however, the approval of the Ohio Director of Transportation shall be
required for movement upon State routes as providedin Section339.01.

The Police Chief may grant a permit for a single or round trip, or for such period of time,
not to exceed oneyear, as the PoliceChief in his discretion deems advisable, or for the duration
of any construction project. The Police Chief may limit or prescribe terms or conditions of
operation for such vehicle or combination ofvehicles by designating the route, hours, speed or ^""^
such other restrictions as may be necessary for the preservation of the public peace, property,
health and safety. The Police Chief may require the posting of bond or other securitynecessary
to compensate for any damage to a roadway or road structure.

For each such permit, the Police Chief shall charge the applicant in accordance with the
City fee schedule for the permit and each hour of special duty timeor anypart thereofspent by
eachpolice officer in supervising the movement of suchvehicle. Thecharge canbeprorated into
fifteen minute increments.

Signs shall be posted to apprise drivers of the limitations imposed by this section. Such
signs shall be in accordancewith the standardsfor traffic control devicesof the State Department
of Transportation. No driver shalldisobey the instructions indicated on any suchsign.

Violation ofany ofthe limitations, terms or conditionsof the permit granted by the Police
Chief shall be cause of immediaterevocationor suspensionof such permit, and denial of request
for any future permit. Such violation shallalso subject the violatorto the penalty prescribed by
subsection (c) hereof.

(c) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor on a first offense;
on a second offense withinone year after the first offense, the person is guilty of a misdemeanor
of the fourth degree; on each subsequent offense within one year after the first offense, the person
is guilty of a misdemeanor of the third degree.
(Ord. 2013-43. Passed 9-3-13.)

339.03 MAXIMUM WIDTH, HEIGHT AND LENGTH.
(a) No vehicle shall be operated upon the public highways, streets, bridges and culverts

within the Municipality, whose dimensions exceed those specified in this section.

n
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TITLE SEVEN - Parking
Chap. 351. Parking Generally.

CHAPTER 351
Parking Generally

351.01 Police may remove unattended 351.08
vehicle which obstructs traffic.

351.02 Registered owner prima- 351.09
facie liable for unlawful 351.10
parking.

351.03 Prohibited standing or 351.11
parking places.

351.04 Parking near curb; handicapped 351.12
locations on public and private
lots and garages. 351.13

351.05 Manner of angle parking.
351.06 Selling, washing or 351.14

repairing vehicle upon 351.99
roadway.

351.07 Unattended vehicle; duty to
stop engine, remove key,
set brake and turn wheels.

Opening vehicle door
on traffic side.
Truck loading zones.
Bus stops and taxicab
stands.
Parking in alleys and
narrow streets; exceptions.
Prohibition against parking
on streets or highways.
Parking on posted private
property.
Parking Violations Bureau.
Penalty.

CROSS REFERENCES
See sectional histories for similar State law
Owner nonliability, lease defense - see Ohio R.C. 4511.071
Police may remove ignition key from unattended vehicle - see

TRAF. 303.03
Parking near stopped fire apparatus - see TRAF. 331.27
Lights on parked or stopped vehicles - see TRAF. 337.09

351.01 POLICE MAY REMOVE UNATTENDED VEHICLE WHICH
OBSTRUCTS TRAFFIC.

Whenever any police officer finds a vehicle unattended upon any street, bridge or
causeway, or in any tunnel, where such vehicle constitutes an obstruction to traffic, such officer
may provide for the removal of such vehicle to the nearest garage or other place of safety.
(ORC 4511.67)
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351.02 REGISTERED OWNER PRIMA-FACIE LIABLE FOR UNLAWFUL
PARKING.

In any hearing on a charge of illegally parking a motor vehicle, testimony that a vehicle
bearing a certain license plate was foundunlawfullyparked as prohibited by the provisions of this
Traffic Code, and further testimony that the record ofthe Ohio Registrar ofMotor Vehicles shows
that the license plate was issued to the defendant, shall be prima-facie evidence that the vehicle
which was unlawfully parked, was so parked by the defendant. A certified registration copy,
showing such fact, from the Registrar shall be proof of such ownership.

351.03 PROHIBITED STANDING OR PARKING PLACES.
(a) No person shall stand or park a vehicle, except when necessary to avoid conflict

with other traffic or to comply with the provisions of this Traffic Code, or while obeying the
directions of a police officer or a traffic control device, in any of the following places:

(1) On a sidewalk, curb or street lawn area, except as provided in subsection
(b) hereof;

(2) In front of a public or private driveway;
(3) Within an intersection;
(4) Within ten feet of a fire hydrant;
(5) On a crosswalk;
(6) Within twenty feet of a crosswalk at an intersection;
(7) Within thirty feet of, and upon the approach to, any flashing beacon, stop

sign or traffic control device;
(8) Between a safety zone and the adjacent curb or within thirty feet of points

onthe curb immediately opposite the end ofasafety zone, unless adifferent f"*^
length is indicatedby a traffic control device;

(9) Within fifty feet of the nearest rail of a railroad crossing;
(10) Within twenty feet of a driveway entrance to any fire station and, on the

side of the street opposite the entrance to any fire station, within seventy-
five feet of the entrance when it is properly posted with signs;

(11) Alongside or opposite any street excavation or obstruction when such
standing or parking would obstruct traffic;

(12) Alongside any vehicle stoppedor parked at the edge or curb of a street;
(13) Upon any bridge or other elevated structure upon a street, or within a street

tunnel;
(14) At any place where signs prohibit stopping, standingor parking, or where

the curbing or street is painted yellow, or at any place in excess of the
maximum time limited by signs;

(15) Within one foot of another parked vehicle;
(16) On the roadway portion of a freeway, expressway or thruway.

(b) A person shall be permitted, without charge or restriction, to stand or park on a
sidewalk, a motor-driven cycle or motor scooter that has an engine not larger than one hundred
and fifty cubic centimeters, or a bicycle, provided that the motor-driven cycle, motor scooter, or
bicycle does not impede the normal flow of pedestrian traffic. This division does not authorize
any person to operate a vehicle in violation of Section 331.37.

(c) Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, whoever violates this section is
guilty of a minor misdemeanor. If, within one year of the offense, the offender previously has
been convicted of or pleaded guilty to one predicate motor vehicle or traffic offense, whoever
violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the fourth degree. If, within one year of the
offense, the offender previously has been convicted of two or more predicate motor vehicle or
traffic offenses, whoever violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the third degree.
(ORC 4511.68)
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351.04 PARKING NEAR CURB; HANDICAPPED LOCATIONS ON PUBLIC
AND PRIVATE LOTS AND GARAGES.

(a) Every vehicle stopped or parked upon a roadway where there is an adjacent curb
shall be stopped or parked with the curb side wheels of such vehicle parallel with and not more
than twelve inches from the curb, unless it is impossible to approach so close to the curb; in such
case the stop shall be as close to the curb as possible and only for the time necessary to discharge
and receive passengers or to load or unload merchandise.

(b) (1) This subsection does not apply to streets or parts thereof where angle
parking is lawfully permitted. However, no angle parking shall be
permitted on a state route unless an unoccupied roadway width of not less
than twenty-five feet is available for free-moving traffic.

(2) A. No angled parking space that is located on a state route within a
municipal corporation is subject to elimination, irrespective of
whether there is or is not at least twenty-five feet of unoccupied
roadway width available for free-moving traffic at the location of
that angled parking space, unless the municipal corporation
approves of the elimination of the angled parking space.

B. Replacement, repainting or any other repair performed by or on
behalf of the municipal corporation of the lines that indicate the
angled parking space does not constitute an intent by the municipal
corporation to eliminate the angled parking space.

(c) (1) A. Except as provided in subsection (c)(l)B. hereof, no vehicle shall
be stopped or parked on a road or highway with the vehicle facing
in a direction other than the direction of travel on that side of the
road or highway.

B. The operator of a motorcycle may back the motorcycle into an
angled parking space so that when the motorcycle is parked it is
facing in a direction other than the direction of travel on the side of
the road or highway.

(2) Theoperatorof a motorcycle maybackthemotorcycle intoa parking space
that is located on the side of, and parallel to, a road or highway. The
motorcycle may face any direction when so parked. Not more than two
motorcycles at a time shall be parked in a parking space as described in
subsection (c)(2) of this section irrespective of whether or not the space is
metered.

(d) Notwithstandingany provision of this Code or any rule, air compressors, tractors,
trucks and other equipment, while being used in the construction, reconstruction, installation,
repair or removal of facilities near, on, over or under a street, may stop, stand or park where
necessary in order to perform suchwork, provideda flagmanis on duty, or warningsigns or lights
are displayed as may be prescribed by the Ohio Director of Transportation.

(e) Special parking locations and privileges for persons with disabilities that limit or
impair the ability to walk, also known as handicapped parking spaces or disability parking spaces
shall be provided and designated by the Municipality and all agencies and instrumentalities thereof
at all offices and facilities, where parking is provided, whether owned, rented or leased, and at
all publicly owned parking garages. The locations shall be designated through the posting of an

\^J elevated sign, whether permanently affixed or movable, imprinted with the international symbol
ofaccess and shall be reasonably close to exits, entrances, elevators and ramps. All elevated signs
posted in accordance with this subsection and Ohio R.C. 3781.111 (C) shall be mounted on a fixed
or movable post, and the distance from the ground to the bottom edge of the sign shall measure
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not less than five feet. If a new sign or a replacement sign designating a special parking location
is posted on or after October 14,1999, there also shallbe affixed upon the surface of that sign or
affixed next to the designating sign a notice that statesthe fine applicablefor the offense ofparking
a motor vehicle in the special designated parking location if the motor vehicle is not legally
entitled to be parked in that location.

(f) (1) No person shall stop, stand or park any motor vehicle at special parking
locations provided under subsection (e) hereof, or at specialclearlymarked
parking locations provided in or on privately owned parking lots, parking
garages, or other parking areas and designated in accordance with
subsection (e) hereof, unless one of the following applies:
A. The motor vehicle is being operated by or for the transport of a

person with a disability that limits or impairs the ability to walk and
is displaying avalid removable windshield placardor speciallicense
plates;

B. The motor vehicle is being operated by or for the transport of a
handicapped person and is displaying a parking card or special
handicappedlicense plates.

(2) Any motor vehicle that is parked in a special marked parking location in
violation of subsection (f)(1) of this section may be towed or otherwise
removed from the parkmg location by the Police Department. A motor
vehicle that is so towed or removed shall not be released to its owner until
the owner presents proof of ownership of the motor vehicle and pays all
towing and storage fees normally imposed bythe Municipality for towing f~"*^
and storing motor vehicles. If the motor vehicle is a leased vehicle, itshall
not be released to the lessee until the lessee presents proof that that person
is the lessee of the motor vehicle and pays all towing and storage fees
normally imposed by the Municipality for towing and storing motor
vehicles.

(3) If a person is charged with a violation of subsection (f)(1) of this section,
it is an affirmative defense to the charge that the person suffered an injury
not more than seventy-two hours prior to the time the person was issued the
ticket or citation and that, because of the injury, the person meets at least
one of the criteria contained in Ohio R.C. 4503.44(A)(1).

(g) When a motor vehicle is being operated by or for the transport of a person with a
disability that limits or impairs the ability to walk and is displaying a removable windshield
placard or a temporary removable windshield placardor special license plates, or when a motor
vehicle is being operated by or for the transport of a handicapped person and is displaying a
parking card or special handicapped license plates, the motor vehicle is permitted to park for a
period of two hours in excess of the legal parking period permitted by local authorities, except
where local ordinances or police rules provide otherwise or where the vehicle is parked in such
a manner as to be clearly a traffic hazard.

(h) As used in this section:
(1) "Handicapped person" means any person who has lost the use of one or

both legs, or one or both arms, who is blind, deaf or so severely
handicapped as to be unable to move without the aid of crutches or a
wheelchair, or whose mobility is restrictedby a permanent cardiovascular,
pulmonary or other handicapping condition.

(2) "Person with a disability that limits or impairs the ability to walk" has the
same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 4503.44.
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(3) "Special license plates" and "removable windshield placard" mean any
license plates or removable windshield placard or temporary removable
windshield placard issued under Ohio R.C. 4503.41 or 4503.44, and also
mean any substantially similar license plates or removable windshield
placard or temporary removable windshield placard issued by a state,
district, country or sovereignty. (ORC 4511.69)

351.05 MANNER OF ANGLE PARKING.
Upon streets where angleparking is permitted, no person shall stop, stand or park a vehicle

other than at the angle to the curb or edge of the roadway as is indicated by appropriate signs or
markings.

of:

351.06 SELLING, WASHING OR REPAIRING VEHICLE UPON ROADWAY.
No person shall stop, stand or park a vehicle upon any roadway for the principal purpose

(a) Displaying such vehicle for sale;
(b) Washing, greasing or repairing such vehicle except repairs necessitated by an

emergency.

351.07 UNATTENDED VEHICLE: DUTY TO STOP ENGINE, REMOVE KEY,
SET BRAKE AND TURN WHEELS.

No person driving or in charge of a motor vehicle shall permit it to stand unattended
without first stopping the engine, locking the ignition, removing the key from the ignition,

i • effectively setting the parking brake, and, when the motor vehicle is standing upon any grade,
^—s turning the front wheels to the curb or side ofthe highway.

The requirements of this section relating to the stopping of the engine, locking of the
ignitionand removing the key from the ignitionof a motor vehicleshall not apply to an emergency
vehicle or a public safety vehicle. (ORC 4511.661)

351.08 OPENING VEHICLE DOOR ON TRAFFIC SIDE.
No person shall open the door of a vehicle on the side available to moving traffic unless

and until it is reasonably safe to do so, and can be done without interfering with the movement of
other traffic, nor shall any person leave a door open on the side of a vehicle available to moving
traffic for a period of time longer than necessary to load or unload passengers.
(ORC 4511.70(C))

351.09 TRUCK LOADING ZONES.
No person shall stop, stand or park a vehicle for any purpose or length of time other than

for the expeditious unloading and delivery or pickup and loading ofmaterials in any place marked
as a truck loading zone during hours when the provisions applicable to such zones are in effect.
In no case shall the stop for loading and unloading of materials exceed thirty minutes.

351.10 BUS STOPS AND TAXICAB STANDS.
(a) No person shall stop, stand or park a vehicle other than a bus in a bus stop, or other

than a taxicab in a taxicab stand when any such stop or stand has been officially designated and
appropriately posted, except that the driver of a passenger vehicle may temporarily stop therein
for the purpose of and while actually engaged in loading or unloading passengers when such
stopping does not interfere with any bus or taxicab waiting to enter or about to enter such zone,
and then only for a period not to exceed three minutes, if such stopping is not prohibited therein

^ ) byposted signs.

(b) The operator of a bus shall not stop, stand or park such vehicle upon any street at
any place for the purpose of loading or unloading passengers or their baggage other than at a bus
stop so designated and posted as such, except in case of an emergency.
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(c) The operator of a bus shall enter a bus stop on a public street in such a manner that
the bus when stopped to load or unload passengers or baggage shall be in a position with the right
front wheel of such vehicle not further than eighteen inches from the curb and the bus
approximately parallel to the curb so as not to unduly impede the movement of other vehicular
traffic.

(d) The operator ofa taxicab shall not stand or park such vehicle upon any street at any
place other than in a taxicab stand so designated and posted as such. This provision shall not
prevent the operator of a taxicab from temporarily stopping in accordance with other stopping or
parking provisions at any place for the purpose of and while actually engaged in the expeditious
loading or unloading of passengers.

351.11 PARKING IN ALLEYS AND NARROW STREETS; EXCEPTIONS.
No person shall stop, stand or park any vehicle upon a street, other than an alley, in such

a manner or under such conditions as to leave available less than ten feet of the width of the
roadway for free movement of vehicular traffic, except that a driver may stop temporarily during
the actual loading or unloading of passengers or when directed to by a police officer or traffic
control signal.

Except as otherwise provided by law, no person shall stop, stand or park a vehicle within
an alley except while actually loading and unloading, and then only for a period not to exceed
thirty minutes.

351.12 PROHIBITION AGAINST PARKING ON STREETS OR
HIGHWAYS. O

Upon any street or highway outside a business or residence district, no person shall stop,
park or leave standing any vehicle, whether attended or unattended, upon the paved or main
traveled part of the street or highway if it is practicable to stop, park or so leavesuch vehicle off
the paved or main traveled part of such street or highway. In every event, a clear and
unobstructed portion of the street or highway opposite such standing vehicle shall be left for the
free passage of other vehicles, and a clear view of such stopped vehicle shall be availablefrom a
distance of 200 feet in each direction upon such street or highway.

This section does not apply to the driver of any vehicle which is disabled while on the
paved or improved or main traveled portion of a street or highway in such manner and to such
extent that it is impossible to avoid stopping and temporarily leaving the disabled vehicle in such
position. (ORC 4511.66)

351.13 PARKING ON POSTED PRIVATE PROPERTY.
Ifan owner ofprivate property posts on the property in a conspicuous manner, prohibition

against parking on the property or conditions and regulations under which parking is permitted,
no person shall do either of the following:

(a) Park a vehicle on the property without the owner's consent;
(b) Park a vehicle on the property in violation ofany condition or regulation posted by

the owner. (ORC 4511.681)

351.14 PARKING VIOLATIONS BUREAU.
(a) It is hereby established in the Municipality of Powell a Parking Violations Bureau

for administrative collection of fines levied pursuant to Chapter 351 of the Codified Ordinances
of the Municipality of Powell.

(b) The Parking Violations Bureau shall be under the direct, administrative control of
the ChiefofPolice who may promulgate such additional rules and regulations as are necessary for
operation of the Bureau.
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(c) The Chief shallestablishandadopta parkingviolationcitationapprovedby the Law
Director and Prosecutorandprovidefor admimstrative controlof eachandevery parkingviolation
ticket issued. (Ord. 99-31. Passed 6-15-99.)

351.99 PENALTY.
(a) 351.01 Unattended Vehicle - Obstructing Traffic $20.00

351.03 Prohibited Standing or Parking Places 20.00
351.04 Parking Near Curb 20.00
351.04(f) Handicapped Parking 40.00
351.05 Manner of Angle Parking 20.00
351.06 Selling, washing, or repairing on roadway 20.00
351.07 Unattended Vehicle - Motor Running 20.00
351.08 Opening Vehicle Door on Traffic Side 20.00
351.09 Truck Parking 20.00
351.11 Parking in Alleys and Narrow Streets 20.00
351.12 Parking on Streets or Highway 20.00
303.08 Excess of 48 hour parking (Impound) 20.00

(b) Any of the above fines paid within seven days of the issuance of the citation shall
be reduced by fifty percent (50%).

(c) Violation of any other section of Chapter 351 of the Codified Ordinances of the
Municipality of Powell shall entail a penalty, if not included herein, as specified in Codified

i j Ordinances Section 303.99. (Ord. 99-30. Passed 6-15-99.)

^J
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(b) Upon the written request of the owner or person in custody of any particular
shipment of livestock, which written request shall be separate and apart from any printed bill of
lading or other railroad form, the length of time in which such livestock may be detained in any
cars or compartments without food, water and attention, may be extended to thirty-six hours
without penalty therefor. This section does not prevent the dehorning of cattle. (ORC 959.13)

(c) Whoever violates this section is guilty ofa misdemeanor of the second degree. In
addition, the court may order the offender to forfeit the animal or livestock and may provide for
its disposition including, but not limited to, the sale of the animal or hvestock. If an animal or
livestock is forfeited and sold pursuant to this subsection, the proceeds from the sale first shall be
applied to pay the expenses incurred with regard to the care of die animal from the time it was
taken from the custody of the former owner. The balance of the proceeds from the sale, if any,
shall be paid to the former owner of the animal. (ORC 959.99(D))

505.071 CRUELTY TO COMPANION ANIMALS.
(a) As used in this section:

(1) "Companion animal" means any animal that is kept inside a residential
dwelling and any dog or cat regardless of where it is kept. "Companion
animal" does not include livestock or any wild animal.

(2) "Cruelty", "torment" and "torture" have the same meanings as in Ohio
R.C. 1717.01.

(3) "Residential dwelling" means a structure or shelter or the portion of a
structure or shelter that is used by one or more humans for the purpose of

, a habitation.
v^ (4) "Practice ofveterinary medicine" has the same meaning as inOhio R.C.

4741.01.
(5) "Wild animal" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 1531.01.
(6) "Federal animal welfare act" means the "Laboratory Animal Act of

1966", Pub. L. No. 89-544, 80 Stat. 350 (1966), 7 U.S.C.A. 2131 et
seq., as amended by the "Animal Welfare Act of 1970", Pub. L. No.
91-579, 84 Stat. 1560 (1970), the "Animal Welfare Act Amendments of
1976", Pub. L. No. 94-279, 90 Stat. 417 (1976), and the "Food
Security Act of 1985", Pub. L. No. 99-198,99 Stat. 1354 (1985), and
as it may be subsequently amended.

(7) "Dog kennel" means an animal rescue for dogs that is registered under
Ohio R.C. 956.06, a boarding kennel or a training kennel.

(b) No person shall knowingly torture, torment, needlessly mutilate or maim, cruelly
beat, poison, needlessly kill, or commit an act of cruelty against a companion animal.

(c) No person who confines or who is the custodian or caretaker of a companion
animal shall negligently do any of the following:

(1) Commit any act by which unnecessary or unjustifiable pain or suffering
is caused, permitted or allowed to continue, when there is a reasonable
remedy or relief, against the companion animal;

(2) Omit any act of care by which unnecessary or unjustifiable pain or
suffering is caused, permitted or allowed to continue, when there is a
reasonable remedy or relief, against the companion animal;

(3) Commit any act of neglect by which unnecessary or unjustifiable pain or
[j suffering is caused, permitted or allowed to continue, when there is a

reasonable remedy or relief, against the companion animal;
(4) Needlessly kill the companion animal;
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(5) Deprive the companion animal of necessary sustenance, confine the
companion animal without supplying it during the confinement with
sufficient quantities of good, wholesome food and water, or impound or
confine the companion animal without affording it, during the
impoundment or confinement, with access to shelter from heat, cold,
wind, rain, snow, or excessive direct sunlight, if it can reasonably be
expected that the companionanimal would become sick or suffer in any
other way as a result of or due to the deprivation, confinement, or
impoundment in any of those specified manners.

(d) No owner, manager, or employeeofadog kennel who confinesor is thecustodian
or caretaker of a companionanimal shallnegligentlydo any of the following:

(1) Commit any act by which unnecessary or unjustifiable pain or suffering
is caused, permitted or allowed to continue, when there is a reasonable
remedy or relief, against the companion animal;

(2) Omit any act of care by which unnecessary or unjustifiable pain or
suffering is caused, permitted, or allowed to continue, when there is a
reasonable relief, againstthe companion animal;

(3) Commit any act of neglectby which unnecessary or unjustifiable painor
suffering is caused, permitted or allowed to continue, when there is a
reasonable remedy or relief, against the companion animal;

(4) Needlessly kill the companionanimal;
(5) Deprive the companion animal of necessary sustenance, confine the

companion animal without supplying it during the confinement with /""""^
sufficient quantities of good, wholesome food and water, or impound or
confine the companion animal without affording it, during the
impoundment or confinement, with access to shelter from heat, cold,
wind, rain, snow or excessive direct sunlight if it can reasonably be
expected that the companion animal would become sick or suffer in any
other way as a result of or due to the deprivation, confinement, or
impoundment or confinement in any of those specified manners.

(e) Subsections (b), (c) and (d) of this section do not apply to any of the following:
(1) A companion animal usedinscientific research conductedby aninstitution

in accordance with the federal animal welfare act and related regulations;
(2) The lawful practice of veterinary medicine by a person who has been

issued a license, temporary permit, or registration certificate to do so
under Ohio R.C. Chapter 4741;

(3) Dogs being used or intended for use for hunting or field trial purposes,
provided mat the dogs are being treated in accordance with usual and
commonly accepted practices for the care of hunting dogs;

(4) The use of common training devices, if the companion animal is being
treated in accordancewith usual and commonly accepted practices for the
training of animals;

(5) The administering of medicine to a companionanimal that was properly
prescribedby a person who has been issued a license, temporary permit,
or registration certificate under Ohio R.C. Chapter 4741.
(ORC 959.131)

(f) (1) Whoever violates subsection (b) hereof is guilty of a misdemeanor of the
first degree on a first offense. On each subsequent offense such person is
guilty of a felony and shall be prosecuted under appropriate State law.
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(2) Whoever violates subsection (c) hereof is guilty of a misdemeanor of the
second degree on a first offense and a misdemeanor of the first degree on
each subsequent offense.

(3) Whoever violates subsection (d) hereof is guilty of a misdemeanor of the
first degree.

(4) A. A court may order a person who is convicted of or pleads guilty
to a violation of this section to forfeit to an impounding agency, as
defined in Ohio R.C. 959.132, any or all of the companion
animals in that person's ownership or care. The court also may
prohibit or place limitations on the person's ability to own or care
for any companion animals for a specified or indefinite period of
time.

B. A court may order a person who is convicted of or pleads guilty
to a violation of this section to reimburse an impounding agency
for the reasonably necessary costs incurred by the agency for the
care ofa companion animal that the agency impounded as a result
of the investigation or prosecution of the violation, provided that
the costs were not otherwise paid under Ohio R.C. 959.132.

(5) Ifa court has reason to believe that a person who is convicted ofor pleads
guilty to a violation of this section suffers from a mental or emotional
disorder that contributed to the violation, the court may impose as a
communitycontrol sanction or as a condition of probation a requirement
that the offender undergo psychological evaluation or counseling. The
court shall order the offender to pay the costs of the evaluation or

\^ counseling. (ORC 959.99)

505.08 NUISANCE CONDITIONS PROHIBITED.
(a) No person shall keep or harbor any animal or fowl in the Municipality so as to

create noxious, or offensive odors or unsanitary conditions which are a menace to the health,
comfort or safety of the public.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor.

505.09 BARKING OR HOWLING DOGS.
(a) No person shall keep or harbor any dog within the Municipality which, by

frequentandhabitualbarking,howling or yelping, creates unreasonably loudanddisturbing noises
of such a character, intensity and duration as to disturb the peace, quiet and good order of the
Municipality. Anyperson who shall allowany dog habitually to remain, be lodgedor fed within
any dwelling, building, yard or enclosure, which he occupies or owns, shall be considered as
harboring such dog.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor.

505.10 ANIMAL BITES; REPORTS AND QUARANTINE.
(a) Whenever any person is bitten by a dog or other animal, report of such bite shall

be made to the Health Commissioner within twenty-four hours. Whenever it is reported to the
Health Commissioner that any dog or cat has bitten a person, that dog or cat shall be quarantined
under an order issued by the Health Commissioner. The dog or cat shall be quarantinedby its
owner or by a harborer, or shall be quarantined in a pound or kennel. In all cases, such

(j quarantine shall be under the supervision ofthe Health Commissioner and shall be atthe expense
^"^ of the owner or harborer. Quarantine shall continue until the Health Commissioner determines

that the dog or cat is not affiicted with rabies. The quarantine period hereby required shall not be
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less than ten days from the date on which the person was bitten. If at any time during the
quarantine, the Health Commissioner requires the dog or cat to be examined for symptoms of
rabies, then the examination shall be by a licensed doctor ofveterinary medicine. The veterinarian
shall report to the Health Commissioner the conclusions reached as a result of the examinations.
The examination by a veterinarian shall be at the expense of the owner or harborer. No dog or
cat shall be released from the required quarantineunless and until it has been properly vaccinated
against rabies.

No person shall fail to comply with the requirements of this section or with any order of
the Health Commissioner made pursuant thereto, nor fail to immediately report to the Health
Commissioner any symptoms or behavior suggestive of rabies.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor.

505.11 HUNTING PROHIBITED.
(a) No person shall hunt, kill or attempt to kill any animal or fowl by the use of

firearms, bow and arrow, air rifle or any other means within the corporate limits of the
Municipality.

(b) Exceptions.
(1) The provisions of this section do not apply to the use of any trap

specifically designed to kill rats, mice or moles with the consent of the
owner or occupant of the real property where the trap is set.

(2) The provisions of this section do not apply to any person authorized by
theChiefof Police while participating ina Cityauthorized animal control f~^
program.

(3) The provisions of this section do not apply to licensed and bonded wildlife
removal and control services that residents privately contract to trap
nuisance animals on their property. Wildlife removal and control services
shall only use humane methods/traps that are not dangerous to the life or
limb ofanimals to be trapped, or any persons who have any possibility of
coming into contact with such traps. Any use of firearms is strictly
prohibited. Nuisance animals shall mean wild animals that either cause
property damage or threaten public health and safety, and shall not be
constructed to include domesticated animals. Licensed and bonded
wildlife removal and control services that are contracted by residents must
notify the Police Department of the name of the property owner, the
address of the property upon which trapping will take place, the nuisance
animal being trapped, and the type and number of traps being set on said
property prior to setting any such trap. Wildlife removal and control
services shall keep current records on animals destroyed and are required
to produce said records on demand by the Chief of Police.

(c) Penalty. Whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor.
(Ord. 2007-45. Passed 9-18-07.)

505.12 COLORING RABBITS OR BABY POULTRY; SALE OR
DISPLAY OF POULTRY.

(a) No person shall dye or otherwise color any rabbit or baby poultry, including,but
not limited to, chicks and ducklings. No person shall sell, offer for sale, expose for sale, raffle •-v
or give away any rabbit or poultry whichhas been dyed or otherwise colored. No poultry younger ( )
than four weeks of age may be sold, given away or otherwise distributed to any person in lots of
less than six. Stores, shops, vendors and others offering young poultry for sale or other
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distribution shallprovideand operatebrooders or otherheating devices that maybe necessary to
maintainpoultry in good health, and shall keep adequate food and water available to the poultry
at all times. (ORC 925.62)

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor.

505.13 DANGEROUS WILD ANIMALS AND RESTRICTED SNAKES.
(a) For purposesofthis section, "dangerous wild animaT and "restricted snake'' have

the same meanings as set forth in Ohio R.C. 935.01.

(b) (1) Except for a restricted snake specified in Ohio R.C. 935.01(L)(1), no
person shall sell or offer for sale at auction a dangerous wild animal or
restricted snake.

(2) Except for a microchip removed for purposes of a medical emergency by
a veterinarian that is qualified to provide veterinary care to the dangerous
wild animal, no person shall knowingly remove a microchip that is
implanted in a dangerous wild animal as required in Ohio R.C. 935.04.

(3) No person that possesses a dangerous wild animal or restricted snake shall
fail to post and display any of the following:
A. On each cage in which a dangerous wild animal is confined, signs

warning the public that a dangerous wild animal is confined in the
cage;

B. At each entrance to the property where a dangerous wild animal
< is confined, a sign warning the public that a dangerous wild animal
Nw^ isonthe property;

C. On each container in which a restricted snake is confined, a sign
warning the public that a restricted snake is in the container;

D. At the main entrance to each structure where a restricted snake is
confined, a sign warning the public that a restricted snake is in the
structure;

E. On a vehicle that is used to transport a dangerous wild animal or
restricted snake, a sign warning that a dangerous wild animal or
restricted snake, as applicable, is in the vehicle.

The signs shall comply with standards established in rules adopted by the
State Director of Agriculture.

(4) No person shall allow a dangerous wild animal or restricted snake to roam
off the property where it is confined.

(5) No person shall remove any teeth or claws from a dangerous wild animal
or restricted snake, as applicable, unless determined to be medically
necessary by a veterinarian. (ORC 935.18)

(c) Whoever violates this section is guilty ofa misdemeanor ofthe first degree on the
first offense. On a second or subsequent offense, such person is guilty of a felony and shall be
prosecuted under appropriate State law. (ORC 935.99)

505.14 DANGEROUS DOGS.
(a) Except when a dangerous dog is lawfully engaged in hunting or training for the

purpose ofhunting and is accompanied by the owner, keeper, harborer, or handler of the dog, no
owner, keeper, or harborer of a dangerous dog shall fail to do either of the following:

ls / (1) While that dog is on the premises of the owner, keeper or harborer,
^^ securely confine itatall times inabuilding, ina locked pen that has atop,

locked fenced yard or other locked enclosure that has a top;
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(2) While that dog is off the premises of the owner, keeper or harborer, keep
that dog on a chain-link leash or tether that is not more than six feet in
length and additionallydo at least one of the following:
A. Keep that dog in a locked pen that has a top, locked fenced yard

or other locked enclosure mat has a top;
B. Have the leash or tether controlled by a person who is of suitable

age and discretion or securely attach, tie or affix the leash or tether
to the ground or stationary object or fixture so that the dog is
adequately restrained and station such a person in close enough
proximity to that dog so as to prevent it from causing injury to any
person;

C. Muzzle that dog.

(b) No owner, keeper or harborer of a dangerous dog shall fail to do the following:
(1) Obtain liability insurance with an insurer authorized to write liability

insurance in this State providing coverage in each occurrence because of
damage or bodily injury to or death of a person caused by the dangerous
dog if so ordered by a court and provide proof of that liability insurance
upon request to any law enforcement officer, County Dog Warden, or
public health official charged with enforcing this section;

(2) Obtain a dangerous dog registration certificate from the County Auditor
pursuant to Ohio R.C. 955.22(1), affix a tag that identifies the dog as a
dangerous dog to the dog's collar, and ensure that the dog wears the collar
and tag atall times; f~*}

(3) Notify the local Dog Warden immediately if any of the following occurs:
A. The dog is loose or unconfined.
B. The dog bites a person, unless the dog is on the property of the

owner of the dog, and the person who is bitten is unlawfully
trespassing or committing a criminal act within the boundaries of
that property.

C. The dog attacks another animal while the dog is off the property
of the owner of the dog.

(4) If the dog is sold, given to another person, or dies, notify the County
Auditor within ten days of the sale, transfer or death.
(ORC 955.22)

(c) Whoever violates subsection (a) hereof is guilty of a misdemeanor of the fourth
degree on a first offense and of a misdemeanor of the third degree on each subsequent offense.
Additionally, the court may order the offender to personally supervise the dangerous dog that the
offender owns, keeps or harbors, to cause that dog to complete dog obedience training, or to do
both, and the court may order the offender to obtain liability insurance pursuant to subsection (b)
hereof. The court, in the alternative, may order the dangerous dog to be humanelydestroyedby
a licensed veterinarian, the Dog Warden or the humane society at the owner's expense.

(d) (1) Whoever violatessubsection(b)(2)hereof is guiltyofa misdemeanor of the
fourth degree.

(2) Whoever violates subsections (b)(1), (3) or (4) hereof is guilty of a minor
misdemeanor. (ORC 955.99)

505.15 WILD OR EXOTIC ANIMALS. O
(a) The following definitions shall apply for this section.

(1) "Wild animal" means any warm-blooded nondomestic animal which is
indigenous to the Stateof Ohio and capableof transmitting rabies.
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(2) "Pocket pet" means small pets such as hamsters, gerbils, guinea pigs,
domestic rabbits, mice, etc.

(3) "Exotic animal"means allnondomestic animalsnot indigenous to the State
of Ohio, whether warm- or cold-blooded, plus all poisonous fish and
reptiles.

(b) No person shall keep, maintain, or have in his possession or control, within the
corporation limits of the City, unless properly caged or housed, any wild or exotic animals as
defined in subsection (a) hereof. This section does not apply to "pocket pets".

(c) Before bringing any wild or exotic animals as defined in subsection (a) hereof into
the City, the person so doing shall first construct, purchase, or obtaina cageor other structure to
confine the wild or exotic animal. Further before bringingthe wild or exotic animalinto the City
limits, the cage, pen, tank, aquarium, or other housing shall first be inspected by the Zoning
Inspector. The cage, pen, tank, aquarium or other housing shall be so constructed so as to assure
that the wild or exotic animal will not escape nor will unauthorized persons be able to enter. A
cage, pen, tank, aquarium or other housing containing such wild or exotic animals shall be
enclosed on all sides and the top, with a gate locked with a padlock or other locking device
requiring a key to open. The bottom of the cage, pen, tank, aquarium, or other housing shallbe
constructed of concrete, blacktop, or other material sufficient to prevent the animal from digging
himself out of the enclosure. The person intending to have one of the animals classified as wild
or exotic by this section located within the City limits shall do so only upon receiving written
approval of the Zoning Inspector.

^-^ (d) The wild or exotic animal shall not be removed from the enclosure, except if it
is going to be permanently removed from the City limits or for purposes of veterinary treatment.
If another wild or exotic animal is intended to be housed in the same structure which was
previously approved, approvalmust first be obtained from the Zoning Inspector prior to bringing
the wild or exotic animal into the City.

(e) An inspection fee of fifty dollars ($50.00) will be paid to the Zoning Inspector
when the Inspector is contacted to inspect the cage, pen, tank, aquarium or other housing, as
required by this section. In addition, anannual inspection fee of twenty-fivedollars ($25.00) will
be paid to the City through the Zoning Inspector on or before January 5, of each calendar year.

(f) Before any of the wild or exotic animalsas defined by subsection (a) hereof are
brought into the City, the owner, keeper, or harborer of such wild or exotic animal, in addition
to the aboverequirements, shallprocure personal liabilityandpropertydamage liability insurance
and have evidence of the same posted with the City by having the same filed with the Zoning
Inspector. The liability insurance shallprovideminimum coverage of two hundred fifty thousand
dollars ($250,000) per occurrence and shall contain a provisionof commitment from the insurer
that die City will be notified if the coverage is cancelledor in any other way should lapse. Upon
notificationto the City throughthe appropriate channels thatliabilitycoverage has lapsed, the City
will contact the insured, through the Zoning Inspector, Chief of Police, Clerk of Council,
Solicitor, or other elected official, and notify the insured he has three business days in which to
procure new liability coverage in the same minimum amounts and that failure to do so will mean
an automatic revocation of consent to keep, maintain, possess, or control the wild or exotic
animal, plus subjection to prosecution for violation of this section.
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(g) Commercial exhibitors who have complied with the rules and licensing
requirements established by the United States Department of Agriculture are exempt for this
section.

(h) Whoever violatesany provision of this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor
and shall be fined not more than one hundred dollars ($100.00). Each day that the violation
continues shall be treated as a separate offense. If a person has been previously convicted of a
violation of this section, the subsequent violation shall constitute a misdemeanor of the first
decree.
(Ord. 84-33. Passed 9-4-84.)

505.99 PENALTY.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: See Section 501.99 for penalties applicable to any misdemeanor

classification.)
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(h) No device that prohibits any safety feature on a kerosene, natural gas or liquid
petroleum gas space heater from operating shall be sold, offered for sale or used in connection
with any kerosene, natural gas or liquid petroleum gas spaceheater.

(i) No person shall sell or offer for sale any kerosene-fired, natural gas or liquid
petroleum gas-fired heater that is not exempt from subsection (a) hereof unless it is marked
conspicuously by the manufacturer on the container with the phrase "Not Approved For Home
Use."

(j) Nopersonshallusea cabinet-type, liquidpetroleumgas-fired heaterhavinga fuel
source withinthe heater, insideany building, exceptas permittedby the State Fire Marshal in the
State Fire Code adopted by him under Ohio R.C. 3737.82. (ORC 3701.82)

(k) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree.
(ORC 3701.99(C))

521.03 BARRICADES AND WARNING LIGHTS; ABANDONED
EXCAVATIONS.

(a) No person shall abandon or knowingly permit to remain on public or private
property, any excavation, well, cesspool or structure which is in the process of construction,
reconstruction, repair or alteration unless the same is adequately protected by suitable barricades
and guarded bywarning devices or lights atnight sothat the condition will not reasonably prove
dangerous to life or limb.

\^ (b) Noperson shall destroy, remove, damage or extinguish any barricade or warning
light that is placed for the protection of the public so as to prevent injury to life or limb.

(c) Any owner or agent in control ofa premises upon which a basement, cellar, well
or cistern has been abandoned due to demolition, failure to build or any other reason shall cause
the same to be filled to the ground surface with rock, gravel, earth or other suitable material.

(d) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor.

521.04 SIDEWALK OBSTRUCTIONS; DAMAGE OR INJURY.
(a) No person shall place or knowingly drop upon any part ofa sidewalk, playground

or other public place any tacks, bottles, wire, glass, nails or other articles which may damage
property of another or injure any person or animal traveling along or upon such sidewalk or
playground.

(b) No person shall walk on, or allow any animal upon, or injure or deface in any
way, any soft or newly laid sidewalk pavement.

(c) No person shall place, deposit or maintain any merchandise, goods, material or
equipment upon any sidewalk so as to obstruct pedestrian traffic thereon except for such
reasonable time as may be actually necessary for the delivery or pickup of such articles. In no
such case shall the obstruction remain on such sidewalk for more than one hour.

o
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(d) Noperson shallunload upon, or transport anyheavy merchandise, goods, material
or equipmentover or across any sidewalk or curb withoutfirst placing somesufficient protection
over the pavement to protect against damage or injury. The affected area shall be rendered safe
and free from danger.

(e) No person shall allow any cellar or trap door, coal chute or elevator or lift
opening in any sidewalk to remain open without providing suitable safeguards to protect and warn
pedestrian traffic of the dangerous condition.

(f) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor.

521.05 NOTICE TO FILL LOTS, REMOVE PUTRID SUBSTANCES.
(a) No person shall fail to comply with the following requirements within the lawful

time after service or publication of the notice or resolution is made as required by law:
To fill or drain any lot or land or remove all putrid substances therefrom, or remove all

obstructions from culverts, covered drains or natural watercourses as provided in Ohio R.C.
715.47.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor.

521.06 DUTY TO KEEP SIDEWALKS IN REPAIR AND CLEAN.
(a) No owner or occupant of abutting lands shall fail to keep the sidewalks, curbs or

gutters in repair and free from snow, ice or any nuisance. (ORC 723.011)

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor.

521.07 FENCES.
(a) No person shall erect or maintain any fence charged with electrical current.

(b) No person shall erect or maintain a barbed wire fence which abuts or is adjacent
to any public street or sidewalk. This subsection(b) does not prevent the placement and use of
not more than three strands of barbed wire on top of a fence other than a barbed wire fence,
provided such strands are not less than seventy-two inches from the ground.

(c) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor.

521.08 LITTERING AND DEPOSIT OF GARBAGE, RUBBISH,
JUNK, ETC.

(a) Noperson, regardless of intent, shalldeposit litter or causelitter to be deposited
on any public property, on private propertynot owned by the person, or in or on waters of the
State, or Municipality, unless one of the following applies:

(1) The person is directed to do so by a public official as part of a litter
collection drive;

(2) Exceptas provided in subsection (b)hereof, the persondeposits the litter
in a litter receptacle in a manner thatprevents its being carried away by
the elements;

(3) The person is issued a permit or license covering the litter pursuant to
Ohio R. C. Chapter 3734 or 6111.
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(b) No person, without privilege to do so, shall knowingly deposit litter, orcause it
tobedeposited, inalitter receptacle located onany public property oronany private property not
owned by the person, unless one of the following applies:

(1) The litter was generated or located on the property on which the litter
receptacle is located.

(2) The person is directed to do so by a public official as part of a litter
collection drive.

(3) The person is directed to do so by a person whomthe person reasonably
believes to havethe privilege to use the litter receptacle.

(4) The litterconsists of any of the following:
A. The contents of a litter bag or container of a type and size

customarily carried and used in a motor vehicle;
B. The contents of an ash tray of a type customarily installed or

carried and used in a motor vehicle;
C. Beveragecontainers and food sacks, wrappings and containers of

a type and in an amount that reasonably may be expected to be
generated during routine commuting or business or recreational
travel by a motor vehicle;

D. Beveragecontainers, food sacks, wrappings, containers andother
materials of a type and in an amount that reasonably may be
expected to be generated during a routine day by a person and
deposited in a litter receptacleby a casual passerby.

, , (c) (1) Asused insubsection (b)(1) hereof, "public property"includes any private
^+-s property open to the public for the conduct ofbusiness, the provision of

a service, or upon the payment of a fee but does not include any private
property to which the public otherwise does not have a right of access.

(2) As used in subsection (b)(4) hereof, "casual passerby" means a person
who does not have depositing litter in a litter receptacle as the person's
primary reason for traveling to or by the property on which the litter
receptacle is located.

(d) As used in this section:
(1) "Litter" means garbage, trash, waste, rubbish, ashes, cans, bottles, wire,

paper, cartons, boxes, automobile parts, furniture, glass or anything else
of an unsightly or unsanitary nature.

(2) "Deposit" means to throw, drop, discard or place.
(3) "Litter receptacle" means a dumpster, trash can, trashbin, garbage canor

similar container in which litter is deposited for removal.
(ORC 3767.32)

(e) No person shall causeor allow litter to be collected or remain in any placeto the
damageor prejudiceofothers or of the public, or unlawfully obstruct, impede, divert, corruptor
render unwholesome or impure, any natural watercourse.

(f) Whoever violates any provision of subsections (a) to (d) hereof, is guilty of a
misdemeanor of the third degree. The sentencing court may, in addition to or in lieu of the
penalty provided in this subsection require a person who violates subsections (a) to (d) hereof to
remove litter from any public or private property, or in or on any waters.

\^J (ORC 3767.99(C))

(g) Whoever violates subsection (e) hereof is guilty of a minor misdemeanor.
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521.09 NOXIOUS OR OFFENSIVE ODORS.
(a) No person shall erect, continue, use or maintain a dwelling, building, structure or

place for a residence orfor the exercise ofa trade, employment orbusiness, orfor the keeping or
feeding ofananimal which, byoccasioning noxious exhalations or noisome or offensive smells,
becomes injurious to the health, comfort or property of individuals or of the public.
(ORC 3767.13)

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the third degree.

521.10 NONSMOKING AREAS IN PLACES OF PUBLIC ASSEMBLY.
(REPEALED)

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Section 521.10 was repealed by Ordinance 2004-56, passed August
3, 2004. See Chapter 522 for current smoking regulations.)

521.11 LANDING OF AIRCRAFT.
(a) As used in this section the following definitions apply:

(1) "Air Craft" means any contrivance heavier than air used or designed for
aviation or flight and carrying a pilot in the air except a parachuteor other
contrivance for such aviation used primarily as safety equipment, and
specifically including hot air balloons and similar devices.

(2) "Emergency Aircraft" means any aircraft operated by any branch of the
United States Military Forces or its reserve units; the Ohio NationalGuard
or the National Guard of any other state; any Federal or State of Ohio law
enforcementagency; any hospital orother entity operating aircraftprimarily ^"^
for the purpose of emergency medical evacuation.

(3) "Landing field" or "land sites" means any location either on land or water
of such size and nature as to permit the landing or taking offofaircraft with
safety, and used for that purpose, whether or not equipped to provide for
the shelter, supply or care of aircraft.

(4) "Pilot" means any individual who is in command ofan aircraft and engages
in the navigation of the aircraft, whether or not such person holds the title
of "Pilot".

(5) "Person" means any individual, firm, partnership, corporation, company,
association, joint stock association, or body politic, and includes any
trustee, receiver, assignee, or other similar representative thereof.

(b) No person shall land an aircraft except an emergency aircraft within the corporate
limits of the City other than at a landing field without the prior approval in writing by the
Department ofTransportation ofthe State ofOhio, the Federal Aviation Administration, and chief
law enforcement officer for the City ofPowell. For purposes ofthis section, the pilot is presumed
to be in control of the aircraft.

(c) TheChiefLawEnforcement Officerfor theCityof Powellmayapprovethelanding
of aircraft within the City for special events or occasions when such land would otherwise be
prohibited by the terms of this Ordinance.

(d) Any person who is convicted of or pleads guilty to a violation of this section shall
be guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree. (Ord. 2003-31. Passed 5-20-03.)
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(h) "Campaigncommittee," "contribution," "politicalactioncommittee," "legislative
campaignfund", "politicalparty" and "political contributingentity" have the same
meanings as in Ohio R.C. 3517.01.

(i) "Provider agreement" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 5164.01.
(ORC 2921.01)

525.02 FALSIFICATION.
(a) No person shall knowingly make a false statement, or knowingly swear or affirm

the truth of a false statement previously made, when any of the following applies:
(1) The statement is made in any official proceeding.
(2) The statement is made with purpose to incriminate another.
(3) The statement is made with purpose to mislead a public official in

performing the public official's official function.
(4) The statement is made with purpose to secure the payment of

unemployment compensation; Ohio works first; prevention, retention and
contingency benefits and services; disability financial assistance; retirement
benefits or health care coverage from a state retirement system; economic
development assistance as defined in Ohio R.C. 9.66; or other benefits
administered by a governmental agency or paid out of a public treasury.

(5) The statement is made with purpose to secure the issuance by a
governmental agency of a license, permit, authorization, certificate,
registration, release or provider agreement.

(6) The statement is sworn or affirmed before a notary public or another person
. empowered to administer oaths.

^-/ (7) The statement is inwriting on orinconnection with a report or return that
is required or authorized by law.

(8) The statement is in writing, and is made with purpose to induce another to
extend credit to or employ the offender, or to confer any degree, diploma,
certificate of attainment, award of excellence or honor on the offender, or
to extend to or bestow upon the offender any other valuable benefit or
distinction, when the person to whom the statement is directed relies upon
it to that person's detriment.

(9) The statement is madewithpurposeto commitor facilitate the commission
of a theft offense.

(10) The statement is knowingly madeto a probatecourt in connection withany
action, proceeding or othermatterwithinitsjurisdiction, eitherorallyor in
a written document, including, but not limited to, an application, petition,
complaint or other pleading, or an inventory, account or report.

(11) The statement is made on an account, form, record, stamp, label or other
writing that is required by law.

(12) The statement is made in a document or instrumentof writing that purports
to be a judgment, lien, or claim of indebtedness and is filed or recorded
with the Secretary of State, a county recorder, or the clerk of a court of
record.

^
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(13) The statement is requiredunder OhioR.C. 5743.71 in connection with the
person's purchase of cigarettes or tobacco products in a delivery sale.

(b) It is no defense to a charge under subsection (a)(6) hereof that the oath or
affirmation was administered or taken in an irregular manner.

(c) Ifcontradictory statements relating tothesame fact aremade bytheoffender within
the period of the stamte of limitations for falsification, it is not necessary for the prosecution to
prove which statement was false, but only that one or the otherwas false.

(d) (1) Whoever violates any provision of subsection (a)(1) to (8) or (10) to (13)
hereof is guilty of falsification, a misdemeanor of the first degree.

(2) Whoever violates subsection (a)(9) hereof is guilty of falsification in a theft
offense, a misdemeanor of the first degree. If the value of the property or
services stolen is one thousand dollars ($1,000) or more, falsification in a
theft offense is a felony and shall be prosecuted under appropriate State
law.

(e) A person who violates this section is liable in a civil action to any person harmed
by the violation for injury, death, or loss to person or property incurred as a result of the
commission of the offense and for reasonable attorney's fees, court costs, and other expenses
incurred as a result of prosecuting the civil action commencedunder this section. A civil action
under this section is not the exclusive remedy of a person who incurs injury, death, or loss to
person or property as a result of a violation of this section. f~\
(ORC 2921.13)

525.03 IMPERSONATION OF PEACE OFFICER.
(a) As used in this section:

(1) "Peace officer" means a sheriff, deputy sheriff, marshal, deputy marshal,
member of the organized police department of a municipal corporation or
township constable who is employed by a political subdivision of this
State; a member of a police force employed by a metropolitan housing
authority under Ohio R.C. 3735.31(D); a member of a police force
employed by a regional transit authority under Ohio R.C. 306.35(Y), a
State university law enforcement officer appointed under Ohio R.C.
3345.04; a veterans' home police officer appointed under Ohio R.C.
5907.02; a special police officer employed by a port authority under Ohio
R.C. 4582.04 or 4582.28; an officer, agent, or employee of the State or
any of its agencies, instrumentalities or political subdivisions, upon
whom, by stamte, a duty to conserve the peace or to enforce all or certain
laws is imposed and the authority to arrest violators is conferred, within
limits of that statutory duty and authority; or a State highway patrol
trooper whoseprimary dutiesare to preserve the peace, to protect life and
property and to enforce the laws, ordinances or rules of the State or any
of its political subdivisions.

(2) "Privatepolice officer" means any securityguard, specialpolice officer,
private detective or other person who is privately employed in a police
capacity.

n
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(3) No manager, superintendent or other person in charge of a hospital,
sanitarium or other medical facility in which a person is attended or
treated for any burn injury inflicted by an explosion or other incendiary
device, or that shows evidence of having been inflicted in a violent,
malicious, or criminal manner, shall fail to report the burn injury
immediately to the local arson bureau, if there is such a bureau in the
jurisdiction in which the person is attended or treated, or otherwise to
local law enforcement authorities.

(4) No person who is required to report any burn injury under subsection
(e)(2) or (3) hereof shall fail to file, within three working days after
attending or treating the victim, a written report of the burn injury with
the Office of the State Fire Marshal. The report shall be made on a form
provided by the State Fire Marshal.

(5) Anyone participating in the making ofreports under subsection (e) hereof
or anyone participating in a judicial proceedingresulting from the reports
is immune from any civil or criminal liability that otherwise might be
incurred or imposed as a result of such actions. Notwithstanding Ohio
R.C. 4731.22, the physician-patient relationship is not a ground for
excluding evidence regarding a person's burn injury or the cause of the
burn injury in any judicial proceeding resulting from a report submitted
pursuant to subsection (e) hereof.

(f) (1) Any doctor of medicine or osteopathic medicine, hospital intern or
; resident, registered or licensed practical nurse, psychologist, social
\^ worker, independent social worker, social work assistant, licensed

professional clinical counselor, licensed professional counselor,
independent marriage and family therapist or marriage and family
therapist who knows or has reasonable cause to believethat a patient or
client has been the victim of domestic violence, as defined in Ohio R.C.
3113.31, shall note that knowledge or belief and the basis for it in the
patient's or client's records.

(2) Notwithstanding Ohio R.C. 4731.22, thedoctor-patient privilege shall not
beaground for excluding any information regarding thereport containing
the knowledge orbeliefnoted under subsection (f)(1) of this section, and
theinformation maybe admitted asevidence inaccordance withtheRules
of Evidence.

(g) Subsections (a) and (d) of this section do not require disclosure of information,
when any of the following applies:

(1) The information isprivileged by reason oftherelationship betweenattorney
and client; doctor and patient; licensed psychologist or licensed school
psychologist and client; licensed professional clinical counselor, licensed
professional counselor, independent social worker, social worker,
independent marriage and family therapist, ormarriage and family therapist
andclient; memberof the clergy, rabbi, minister, or priestand any person
communicating information confidentially to the member of the clergy,
rabbi, minister, or priest for a religious counseling purpose of a
professional character; husband and wife; or a communications assistant
andthose who are a party to a telecommunications relay service call.

i i (2) The information would tend to incriminate a member of the actor's
^-^ immediate family.

(3) Disclosure of the information would amount to revealing a news source,
privileged under Ohio R.C. 2739.04 or 2739.12.
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(4) Disclosure of the information would amount to disclosure by a member of
the ordained clergy of an organized religious body of a confidential
communication made to that member of the clergy in that member's
capacity as a member of the clergy by a personseeking the aid or counsel
of that member of the clergy.

(5) Disclosure would amount to revealing information acquired by the actorin
the course of the actor's duties in connection with a bona fide program of
treatment or services for drug dependent persons or persons in danger of
drug dependence, whichprogramis maintained or conducted by a hospital,
clinic,person, agency, or services providercertifiedpursuantto OhioR.C.
5119.36.

(6) Disclosure would amount to revealing information acquired by the actor in
the course of the actor's duties in connection with a bona fide program for providing counseling
services to victims of crimes mat are violations of Ohio R.C. 2907.02 or 2907.05, or to victims
of felonious sexual penetration in violation of former Ohio R.C. 2907.12. As used in this
subsection, "counseling services" include services provided in an informal setting by a person
who, by education or experience, is competent to provide such services.

(h) No disclosure of information pursuant to this section gives rise to any liability or
recrimination for a breach of privilege or confidence.

(i) Whoever violates subsection (a) or (b) of this section is guilty of failure to report
a crime. Violation of subsection (a)(1) of this section is a misdemeanor of the fourth degree.
Violationof subsection (a)(2) or (b) of this sectionis a misdemeanor of the seconddegree. f~\

(j) Whoever violates subsection (c) or (d) hereof is guilty of failure to report
knowledge of a death, a misdemeanor of the fourth degree.

(k) (1) Whoever negligently violates subsection (e) hereof is guilty of a minor
misdemeanor.

(2) Whoever knowingly violates subsection (e) hereof is guilty of a
misdemeanor of the second degree.
(ORC 2921.22)

525.06 FAILURE TO AID A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER.
(a) No person shall negligently fail or refuse to aid a law enforcement officer, when

called upon for assistance in preventing or halting the commission of an offense, or in
apprehending or detaining an offender, whensuch aid can be given without a substantial risk of
physical harm to the person giving it.

n
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CHAPTER 529
Liquor Control

529.05 Permit required.
529.06 Low-alcohol beverages: sale to

and purchase by underage
persons prohibited.

529.07 Open container prohibited.
529.08 Hours of sale or consumption.
529.99 Penalty.

529.01 Definitions.
529.02 Sales to and use by underage

persons; securing public
accommodations.

529.021 Purchase by minor;
misrepresentation.

529.03 Sales to intoxicated persons.
529.04 Liquor consumption in

motor vehicle.

CROSS REFERENCES
See sectional histories for similar State law
Prohibiting sale of intoxicating liquor on Sunday - see

Ohio R.C. 4301.22(D)
Local option - see Ohio R.C. 4301.32 et seq., 4303.29
Disorderly conduct; intoxication - see GEN. OFF. 509.03
Using weapons while intoxicated - see GEN. OFF. 549.03

529.01 DEFINITIONS.
As used in the Codified Ordinances:
(a) "Alcohol" means ethyl alcohol, whether rectified or diluted with water or not,

whatever its origin may be, and includes synthetic ethyl alcohol. Such term
excludes denatured alcohol and wood alcohol.
"Intoxicating liquor" and "liquor" include all liquids and compounds, other than
beer as defined in subsection (c) hereof, containing one half of one percent (0.5 %)
or more of alcohol by volume which are fit to use for beverage purposes, from
whatever source and by whateverprocess produced, by whatever name called arid
whether they are medicated, proprietary or patented. Such phrase includes cider
and alcohol and all solids and confections which contain one-halfofone percent or
more of alcohol by volume.
"Beer" includes all beverages brewed or fermented wholly or in part from malt
products and containingone-halfofone percent (0.5%) or more, but not more than
twelve percent (12%) of alcohol by volume.
"Person" includes firms and corporations.
"Low-alcohol beverage" means any brewed or fermented malt product, or any
product made from the fermented juices of grapes, fruits, or other agricultural
products, that contains either no alcohol or less than one-half ofone percent (0.5 %)
of alcohol by volume. The beverages described in subsection (e) hereof do not
include a soft drink such as root beer, birch beer, or ginger beer.
(ORC 4301.01)

(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)
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529.02 SALES TO AND USE BY UNDERAGE PERSONS; SECURING PUBLIC
ACCOMMODATIONS.

(a) Except asotherwise provided inthischapter orOhioR.C. Chapter 4301,noperson
shall sellbeeror intoxicating liquorto anunderage person,or shallbuybeer or intoxicating liquor
for an underage person, or shallfurnish it to, an underage person, unless givenby a physician in
the regular lineof his practice or givenfor established religious purposes, or unless theunderage
person is supervised by a parent, spouse who is not an underage person or legalguardian.

In proceedingsbefore the Liquor Control Commission, no permit holder, or no employee
or agent of a permit holder, charged with a violation of this subsection shall be charged, for the
same offense, with a violation of Ohio R.C. 4301.22(A)(1).

(b) No person who is the owner or occupant of any public or private place shall
knowingly allow any underage person to remain in or on the place while possessing or consuming
beer or intoxicating liquor, unless the intoxicating liquor or beer is given to the person possessing
or consuming it by that person's parent, spouse who is not an underage person or legal guardian
and the parent, spouse who is not an underage person or legal guardian is present at the time of
the person's possession or consumption of the beer or intoxicating liquor.

An owner of a public or private place is not liable for acts or omissions in violation ofthis
subsection that are committed by a lessee of that place, unless the owner authorizes or acquiesces
in the lessee's acts or omissions.

(c) No person shall engageor use accommodations at a hotel, inn, cabin, campground
or restaurant when he knows or has reason to know either of the following:

(1) That beer or intoxicating liquor will be consumed byanunderage person f^\
on the premises of the accommodations that the person engages or uses,
unless the person engaging or using the accommodations is the spouse of
the underage person and is not an underage person, or is the parent or
legal guardian of all of the underage persons, who consume beer or
intoxicating liquor on the premises and that person is on the premises at
all times when beer or intoxicating liquor is being consumed by an
underage person;

(2) That a drug of abuse will be consumed on the premises of the
accommodations by anyperson, excepta person whoobtained the drug of
abuse pursuant to a prescription issued by a practitioner andhasthedrug
of abusein the original container in which it wasdispensed to the person.

n
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(i) No parent, spouse who isnot anunderage person, orlegal guardian ofanunderage
person shall knowingly permit the underage person to violate this section.
(ORC 4301.631)

(j) Whoever violates any provision of this section for which no other penalty is
provided is guilty of a misdemeanor of the fourth degree.

(k) Whoever violates subsection (b) hereof shall be fined not less than twenty-five
dollars ($25.00) normore than one hundred dollars ($100.00). The court imposing a fine for a
violation of subsection (b) hereof may order that the fine be paidby theperformance of public
work at a reasonable hourly rate established by the court. The court shall designate the time
within which the public work shall be completed.
(ORC 4301.99)

529.07 OPEN CONTAINER PROHIBITED.
(a) As used in this section:

(1) "Chauffeured limousine'' means a vehicle registered under Ohio R.C.
4503.24.

(2) "Street," "highway" and "motor vehicle" have the same meanings as in
Ohio R.C. 4511.01.

(b) No person shall have in the person's possession an opened container of beer or
intoxicating liquor in any of the following circumstances:

, (1) In a State liquor store;
n-^ (2) Except as provided insubsection (c) hereof, on the premises ofthe holder

of any permit issued by the Division of Liquor Control;
(3) In any other public place;
(4) Except as provided in subsection (d) or (e) hereof, while operating or

being a passenger in or on a motor vehicle on any street, highway or other
public or private property open to the public for purposes of vehicular
travel or parking;

(5) Except as provided in subsection (d) or (e) hereof, while being in or on a
stationary motor vehicle on any street, highway or other public or private
property open to the public for purposes of vehicular travel or parking.

(c) (1) A person may have in the person's possession an opened container of any
of the following:
A. Beer or intoxicating liquor that has been lawfully purchased for

consumption on the premises where bought from the holder of an
A-l-A, A-2, A-3a, D-l, D-2, D-3, D-3a, D-4, D-4a, D-5, D-5a,
D-5b, D-5c, D-5d, D-5e, D-5f, D-5g, D-5h, D-5i, D-5j, D-5k, D-
51,D-5m, D-5n, D-5o, D-7, D8, E, F, F-2, F-5, F-7 or F-8 permit;

B. Beer, wine or mixed beverages served for consumption on the
premises by the holder of an F-3 permit or wine served for
consumption on the premises by the holder of an F-4 or F-6 permit;

C. Beer or intoxicating liquor consumed on the premises of a
convention facility as provided in Ohio R.C. 4303.201;

D. Beer or intoxicating liquor to be consumed during tastings and
samplings approved by rule of the Liquor Control Commission.

(J E. Spirituous liquor to be consumed for purposes of a tasting sample,
w as defined in Ohio R.C. 4301.171.
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(2) A person may have in the person's possession on an F liquor permit
premises an opened container of beer or intoxicating liquor mat was not
purchased from theholder of the F permit if the premises for which the F
permit is issued is a music festival and the holder of the F permit grants
permission for that possession onthepremises during theperiod for which
the F permit is issued. As used in this section, "music festival" means a
series of outdoor live musical performances, extending for a period of at
least three consecutive days and locatedon an areaof land of at least forty
acres.

(3) A. A person may have in the person's possession on a D-2 liquor
permitpremises anopened or unopened container of wine thatwas
not purchased fromthe holderof the D-2 permit if the premises for
which the D-2 permit is issued is anoutdoorperforming artscenter,
the personis attending an orchestral performance, andthe holderof
the D-2 permit grants permission for the possession and
consumptionof wine in certainpredesignated areas of the premises
during the period for which the D-2 permit is issued.

B. As used in subsection (c)(3)A. of this section:
1. "Orchestral performance" means a concert comprised of a

group of not fewer than forty musicians playing various
musical instruments.

2. "Outdoor performing arts center" means an outdoor
performing arts center that is located on not less than one
hundred fifty acres of land and that isopen for performances ^"^
from the first day of April to the last day ofOctober of each
year.

(4) A person may have in the person's possession an opened or unopened
containerofbeer or intoxicating liquor at an outdoor location at which the
person is attending an orchestral performance as defined in subsection
(c)(3)B.l. hereof if the person with supervision and control over the
performance grants permission for the possession and consumption ofbeer
or intoxicating liquor in certain predesignated areas of that outdoor
location.

(5) A person may have in the person's possession on an F-9 liquor permit
premises an opened or unopened container of beer or intoxicating liquor
that was not purchased from the holder of the F-9 permit if the person is
attending an orchestral performance and the holder the F-9 permit grants
permission for the possession and consumption of beer or intoxicating
liquor in certain predesignated areas of the premises during the period for
which the F-9 permit is issued.
As used in subsection(c)(5) hereof, "orchestral performance" hasthe same
meaning as in subsection (c)(3)B. of this section.

(6) A. A person may havein the person's possession on the property of an
outdoor motorsports facility an opened or unopened container of
beer or intoxicating liquor that was not purchased from the owner
of the facility if both of the following apply:
1. The person is attending a racing event at the facility; and
2. The owner of the facility grants permission for the

possession and consumption ofbeer or intoxicating liquor on /—v
the property of the facility; ( )
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B. As used in subsection(c)(6)A. of this section:
1. "Racing event" means a motor vehicle racing event

sanctioned by one or more motor racing sanctioning
organizations.

2. "Outdoormotorsports facility" means an outdoor racetrack
to which all of the following apply:
a. It is two and four-tenths miles or more in length.
b. It is located on two hundred acres or more of land.
c. The primary business of the owner of the facility is

the hosting and promoting of racing events.
d. The holder ofa D-1, D-2 or D-3 permit is located on

the property of the facility.

(d) This sectiondoesnotapply to a personwhopaysall or a portionof the fee imposed
for the use of a chauffeured limousine pursuantto a prearrangedcontract, or the guest of such a
person, when all of the following apply:

(1) The person or guest is a passenger in the limousine;
(2) The person or guest is located in the limousine, but is not occupying a seat

in the front compartment of the limousine where the operator of the
limousine is located;

(3) The limousine is locatedon any street, highway, or other public or private
property open to the public for purposes of vehicular travel or parking.

(e) An opened bottle of wine that was purchased from the holder of a permit that
^ / authorizes thesale ofwine for consumption onthepremises where sold isnotanopened container

for the purposes of this section if both of the following apply:
(1) The opened bottle of wine is securely resealed by the permit holder or an

employee of the permit holder before the bottle is removed from the
premises. The bottle shall be secured in such a manner that it is visibly
apparent if the bottle has been subsequently opened or tampered with.

(2) The opened bottle of wine mat is resealed in accordance with subsection
(e)(1) of this section is stored in the trunk of a motor vehicle or, if the
motor vehicle does not have a trunk, behind the last upright seat or in an
area not normally occupied by the driver or passengers and not easily
accessible by the driver. (ORC 4301.62)

(f) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor.
(ORC 4301.99(A))

529.08 HOURS OF SALE OR CONSUMPTION.
(a) This rule shall apply to the retail saleof beer, wine, mixedbeverages,or spirituous

liquor.

(b) No beer, wine, mixed beverages, or spirituous liquor shall be sold or delivered by
an A-1, A-2, B-1, B-2, B-4, B-5, C-1, C-2, C-2X, D-1, D-2, D-2X, D-3 when issued without a
D-3A, D-3X, D-4, D-5G, D-5H, D-5K, D-8, F, F-1, F-2, F-3, F-4, F-5, F-6, G or I permit
holder:

(1) From Monday to Saturday between the hours of one a.m. and five thirty
a.m.

ly (2) On Sunday between the hours of one a.m. and Sunday midnight, unless
^^ statutorily authorized otherwise.
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(3) Consumption of beer, wine, mixed beverages, or spirituous liquor is also
prohibited during the above hours upon thepremises of the above permit
holders who are authorized by their permit to sell beer, wine, mixed
beverages, or spirituous liquor for on-premises consumption.

(c) No beer, wine, mixed beverages, or spirituous liquid shall be sold or deliveredby
an A-IA, D-3 when issued with a D-3A, D-4A, D-5, D-5A, D-5B, D-5C, D-5D, D-5E, D-5F,
D-5I, D-5J, or D-7 permit holder:

(1) From Monday to Saturday between the hours of two thirty a.m. and five
thirty a.m.

(2) On Sunday between the hours of two thirty a.m. and Sunday midnight,
unless statutorily authorized otherwise.

(3) Consumption of beer, wine, mixed beverages, or spirituous liquor is also
prohibited during the above hours upon the premises of the above permit
holders who are authorized by their permit to sell beer, wine, mixed
beverages or spirituous liquor for on-premises consumption.

(d) Permit holders authorized to sell beer, wine, mixed beverages, or spirituous liquor
at retail who are not specifically identified in subsection (b) or (c) above shall be subject to the
provisions of subsection (b), unless statutorily authorized otherwise.

(e) The hours on Sunday during which sales, delivery, or consumption of alcoholic
beverages may take place are establishedby stamte, but in no event shall they begin prior to five
thirty a.m. (OAC 4301:1-1-49) f~^

(f) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor.

529.99 PENALTY.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: See Section 501.99 for penalties applicable to any misdemeanor

classification.)

D
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CHAPTER 533
Obscenity and Sex Offenses

533.01 Definitions.
533.02 Presumption of knowledge;

actual notice and defense.
533.03 Unlawful sexual conduct with

a minor.
533.04 Sexual imposition.
533.05 Importuning.
533.06 Voyeurism.
533.07 Public indecency.
533.08 Procuring.
533.09 Soliciting.

533.091 Loitering to engage in
solicitation.

533.10 Prostitution.
533.11 Disseminating matter

harmful to juveniles.
533.12 Deception to obtain matter

harmful to juveniles.
533.13 Displaying matter harmful

to juveniles.
533.14 Unlawful advertising of

massage.
533.99 Penalty.

CROSS REFERENCES
See sectional histories for similar State law
Complicity - see GEN. OFF. 501.10
Offensive conduct - see GEN. OFF. 509.03
Telephone harassment - see GEN. OFF. 537.10
Criminal trespass - see GEN. OFF. 541.05

533.01 DEFINITIONS.
As used in this chapter:

(a) "Sexual conduct" means vaginal intercourse between a male and female; anal
intercourse, fellatio and cunnilingus between persons regardless of sex; and,
without privilege to do so, the insertion, however slight, of any part of the body
or any instrument, apparatus or other object into the vaginal or anal opening of
another. Penetration, however slight, is sufficient to complete vaginal or anal
intercourse.

(b) "Sexual contact" means any touching of an erogenous zone ofanother, including
without limitation the thigh, genitals, buttock, pubic region, or, if such person is
a female, a breast, for the purpose of sexually arousing or gratifying either
person.

(c) "Sexual activity" means sexual conduct or sexual contact, or both.
(d) "Prostitute" means a maleor femalewho promiscuously engages in sexual activity

for hire, regardless of whether the hire is paid to the prostitute or to another.
(e) "Harmful to juveniles" means that quality of any material or performance

describing or representing nudity, sexual conduct, sexual excitement, or sado
masochistic abuse in any form to which all of the following apply:
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(1) The material or performance, when considered asa whole, appeals to the
prurient interest of juveniles in sex.

(2) The material or performance is patentlyoffensive to prevailing standards
in the adult community as a whole with respect to what is suitable for
juveniles.

(3) The material or performance, when considered as a whole, lacks serious
literary, artistic, political and scientific value for juveniles.

(f) When considered as a whole, and judged with reference to ordinary adults, or,
if it is designed for sexual deviates or other specially susceptible group, judged
with referenceto such group, any material or performance is "obscene" if any of
the following apply:
(1) Its dominant appeal is to prurient interest;
(2) Its dominant tendency is to arouse lust by displaying or depicting sexual

activity, masturbation, sexual excitement or nudity in a way which tends
to represent human beings as mere objects of sexual appetite;

(3) Its dominant tendency is to arouselust by displaying or depicting bestiality
or extreme or bizarre violence, cruelty or brutality;

(4) Its dominant tendency is to appealto scatologicalinterest by displaying or
depicting human bodily functions of elimination in a way which inspires
disgust or revulsion in personswith ordinary sensibilities, without serving
any genuine scientific, educational, sociological, moral or artistic purpose;

(5) It contains a series of displays or descriptions of sexual activity,
masturbation, sexual excitement, nudity, bestiality, extreme or bizarre
violence, cruelty orbrutality, orhuman bodily functions of elimination, f""^
the cumulative effect ofwhich is adominant tendency to appealto prurient
or scatological interest, when the appeal to such interest is primarily for
its own sake or for commercial exploitation, rather than primarily for a
genuine scientific, educational, sociological, moral or artistic purpose.

(g) "Sexual excitement" means the condition ofhuman male or female genitalswhen
in a state of sexual stimulation or arousal.

(h) "Nudity" means the showing, representation or depiction of human male or
female genitals, pubic area or buttocks with less than a full, opaque covering, or
of a female breast with less than a full, opaque covering of any portion thereof
below the top of the nipple, or of covered male genitals in a discernibly turgid
state.

(i) "Juvenile" means an unmarried person under the age of eighteen.

o
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(3) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (c)(3) ofthis section, a violation
of subsection (a)(2) or (3) of this section is a misdemeanor of the third
degree. If the offender previously has been convicted of or pleaded guilty
to one violation of this section, a violation of subsection (a)(2) or (3) of this
section is a misdemeanor of the second degree or, if any person who was
likely to view and be affronted by the offender's conduct was a minor, a
misdemeanor of the first degree. If the offender previously has been
convicted of or pleaded guilty to two or more violations of this section, a
violation of subsection (a)(2) or (3) of this section is a misdemeanor of the
first degree or, if any person who was likely to view and be affronted by
the offender's conduct was a minor, a felony which shall be prosecuted
under appropriate state law.

(4) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (c)(4)ofthis section, a violation
of subsection (b)(1), (2) or (3) of this section is a misdemeanor of the
second degree. If the offender previously has been convicted of or pleaded
guilty to one violation of this section, a violation of subsection (b)(1), (2)
or (3) of this section is a misdemeanor of the first degree. If the offender
previously has been convictedofor pleaded guilty to two or more violations
of this section, a violation of subsection (b)(1), (2) or (3) of this section is
a felony and shall be prosecuted under appropriate state law.

(5) A violation of subsection (b)(4) of this section is a misdemeanor of the first
degree unless the offender previously has been convicted of or pleaded
guilty to any violation of this section in which case the violation is a felony
and shall be prosecuted under appropriate state law. (ORC 2907.09)

533.08 PROCURING.
(a) No person, knowingly and for gain, shall do either of the following:

(1) Entice or solicit another to patronize a prostimte or brothel;
(2) Procure a prostimte for another to patronize, or take or direct another at

his or her request to any place for the purpose of patronizinga prostimte.

(b) No person, having authority or responsibility over the use of premises, shall
knowingly permit such premises to be used for the purpose of engagingin sexualactivity for hire.

(c) Whoeverviolatesthis sectionis guilty of procuring. Exceptas otherwiseprovided
in this subsection (c), procuring is a misdemeanor of the first degree. If the prostimte who is
procured, patronized or otherwise involved in a violation of subsection (a)(2) of this section is
under sixteen years of age at the time of the violation, regardless of whether the offender who
violates subsection(a)(2) of this sectionknows the prostitute's age, or if a prostimte who engages
in sexual activity for hire in premises used in violation of subsection (b) of this section is under
sixteen years of age at the time of die violation, regardless of whether the offender who violates
subsection (b) of this section knows the prostitute's age, procuring is a felony and shall be
prosecutedunder appropriatestate law. If theprostimtewhois procured,patronized or otherwise
involved in a violation of subsection (a)(2) of this section is sixteen or seventeen years of age at
the time of the violation or if a prostimte who engages in sexual activity for hire in premises used
in violation of subsection (b) of this section is sixteen or seventeen years of age at the time of the
violation, procuring is a felony and shall be prosecuted under appropriate state law.
(ORC 2907.23)

533.09 SOLICITING.
(a) No person shall solicit another who is eighteenyears of age or older to engage with

such other person in sexual activity for hire.
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(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of soliciting, a misdemeanor of the third
degree.

(c) If a person is convicted of or pleads guilty to a violation of any provision of this
section or an attempt to commit a violation of any provision of this section, and if the person, in
committing or attempting to commit the violation, was in, was on, or used a motor vehicle, the
court, in addition to or independent of all other penalties imposedfor the violation, shall impose
upon the offender a class six suspension of the person's driver's license, commercial driver's
license, temporary instruction permit, probationary license, or nonresident operating privilege
from the range specified in division (A)(6) of Ohio R.C. 4510.02. In lieu of imposingupon the
offender the class six suspension, the court insteadmay require the offender to perform community
service for a number of hours determined by the court.

(d) As used in this section, "sexual activity for hire" means an implicit or explicit
agreement to provide sexual activity in exchangefor anythingofvalue paid to the person engaging
in such sexual activity, to any person trafficking that person, or to any person associated with
either such person. (ORC 2907.24)

533.091 LOITERING TO ENGAGE IN SOLICITATION.
(a) No person, with purpose to solicit another to engage in sexual activity for hire and

while in or near a public place, shall do any of the following:
(1) Beckon to, stop or attempt to stop another;
(2) Engage or attempt to engage another in conversation;
(3) Stop or attempt to stop the operator of a vehicle or approacha stationary f^~^\

vehicle;
(4) If the offender is the operator of or a passenger in a vehicle, stop, attempt

to stop, beckon to, attempt to beckon to, or entice another to approach or
enter the vehicle of which the offender is the operator or in which the
offender is the passenger;

(5) Interfere with the free passage of another.

(b) As used in this section:
(1) uVehicle" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 4501.01.
(2) "Public place" means any of the following:

A. A street, road, highway, thoroughfare, bikeway, walkway,
sidewalk, bridge, alley, alleyway, plaza, park, driveway, parking
lot, or transportation facility;

B. A doorway or entrance way to a building that fronts on a place
described in subsection (b)(2)A. hereof;

C. A place not described in subsection (b)(2)A. or B. hereof that is
open to the public.

(c) Whoever violates subsection (a) hereof is guilty of loitering to engage in
solicitation, a misdemeanor of the third degree. (ORC 2907.241)

533.10 PROSTITUTION.
(a) No person shall engage in sexual activity for hire.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty ofprostitution, a misdemeanor of the third s-n
degree. (ORC 2907.25) f )
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533.11 DISSEMINATING MATTER HARMFUL TO JUVENILES.
(a) No person, with knowledge of its character or content, shall recklessly do any of

the following:
(1) Directly sell, deliver, furnish, disseminate, provide, exhibit, rent or present

to a juvenile, a group of juveniles, a law enforcement officer posing as a
juvenile, or a group of law enforcement officers posing as juveniles any
material or performance that is obscene or harmful to juveniles;

(2) Directly offer or agree to sell, deliver, furnish, disseminate, provide,
exhibit, rent or present to a juvenile, a group of juveniles, a law
enforcement officer posing as a juvenile, or a group of law enforcement
officers posing as juveniles any material or performance that is obscene or
harmful to juveniles;

(3) While in the physical proximity of the juvenile or law enforcement officer
posing as a juvenile, allow any juvenile or law enforcement officer posing
as a juvenile to review or peruse any material or view any live performance
that is harmful to juveniles.

(b) The followingare affirmativedefenses to a charge under this section, that involves
material or a performance that is harmful to juveniles but not obscene:

(1) The defendant is the parent, guardian or spouse of the juvenile involved.
(2) The juvenile involved, at the time of the conduct in question, was

accompanied by the juvenile's parent or guardian who, with knowledge of
its character, consented to the material or performance being furnished or

, presented to the juvenile.
\~J (3) The juvenile exhibited to the defendant or the defendant's agent or

employee a draft card, driver's license, birth certificate, marriage license,
or other officialor apparently officialdocumentpurportingto showthat the
juvenile was eighteen years of age or over or married, and the person to
whom mat document was exhibited did not otherwise have reasonable cause
to believe that the juvenilewas under the age of eighteenand unmarried.

(c) (1) It is anaffirmative defense to a chargeunderthis section, involving material
or a performance that is obscene or harmful to juveniles, that the material
or performance was furnished or presented for a bona fide medical,
scientific, educational, governmental, judicial or other proper purpose, by
a physician, psychologist, sociologist, scientist, teacher, librarian,
clergyman, prosecutor, judge or other proper person.

(2) Except as provided in subsection (b)(3) hereof, mistake of age is not a
defense to a charge under this section.

(d) (1) A person directly sells, delivers, furnishes, disseminates, provides,
exhibits, rents, or presents or directly offers or agrees to sell, deliver,
furnish, disseminate, provide, exhibit, rent, or present material or a
performance to ajuvenile, a groupofjuveniles, a lawenforcement officer
posing as a juvenile, or a group of law enforcement officers posing as
juvenilesin violation of this sectionby means of an electronic method of
remotely transmitting information if the person knows or has reason to
believe that the person receiving the informationis a juvenile or the group
of persons receiving the information are juveniles.
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(2) A person remotelytransmittinginformationby means of a method of mass
distribution does not directly sell, deliver, furnish, disseminate, provide,
exhibit, rent, or present or directly offer or agree to sell, deliver, furnish,
disseminate, provide, exhibit, rent, or present the material or performance
in question to a juvenile, a group of juveniles, a law enforcement officer
posing as a juvenile, or a group of law enforcement officers posing as
juveniles in violation of this section if either of the following applies:
A. The person has inadequate information to know or have reason to

believe that a particular recipient of the information or offer is a
juvenile.

B. The method of mass distribution does not provide the person the
ability to prevent a particular recipient from receiving the
information.

(e) If any provision of this section, or the application of any provision of this section
to any person or circumstance, is held invalid, the invaliditydoes not affect other provisions or
applications ofthis section or related sections that can be given effect without the invalid provision
or application. To this end, the provisions are severable.

(f) Whoever violatesthis section is guiltyofdisseminatingmatter harmful to juveniles.
If the material or performance involved is harmful to juveniles, except as otherwise provided in
this subsection, a violation of this section is a misdemeanor of the first degree. If the material or
performance involved is obscene, a violation of this section is a felony and shall be prosecuted
under appropriate State law. (ORC 2907.31) f~*\

533.12 DECEPTION TO OBTAIN MATTER HARMFUL TO JUVENILES.
(a) No person, for the purpose of enabling a juvenile to obtain any material or gain

admission to any performance which is harmful to juveniles shall do either of the following:
(1) Falsely represent that he is the parent, guardian or spouse of such

juvenile;
(2) Furnish such juvenile with any identification or document purporting to

show that such juvenile is eighteen years of age or over or married.

(b) No juvenile, for the purpose of obtaining any material or gaining admission to any
performance which is harmful to juveniles, shall do either of the following:

(1) Falsely represent that he is eighteen years of age or over or married;
(2) Exhibit any identification or document purporting to show that he is

eighteen years of age or over or married.

(c) Whoever violates this section is guilty of deception to obtain matter harmful to
juveniles, a misdemeanor of the second degree. A juvenile who violates subsection (b) hereof
shall be adjudged an unruly child, with such disposition of the case as may be appropriate under
Ohio R.C. Chapter 2151. (ORC 2907.33)

533.13 DISPLAYING MATTER HARMFUL TO JUVENILES.
(a) No person who has custody, control or supervision ofa commercial establishment,

with knowledge of the character or content of the material involved, shall display at the
establishment anymaterialthat is harmfulto juvenilesand that is opento viewby juvenilesas part
of the invited general public. /-^
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(b) It is not a violation ofsubsection (a) hereof ifthe material in question is displayed
by placing it behind "blinder racks" or similar devices thatcoverat leastthe lower two-thirds of
thematerial, if the material inquestion iswrapped orplaced behind the counter, or if the material
inquestion otherwise is covered or located so that the portion that is harmful tojuveniles is not
open to the view ofjuveniles.

(c) Whoever violates this section is guilty of displaying matter harmful to juveniles,
a misdemeanor of the first degree. Each day during which the offender is in violation of this
section constitutes a separate offense. (ORC 2907.311)

533.14 UNLAWFUL ADVERTISING OF MASSAGE.
(a) No person, by means of a statement, solicitation, or offer in a print or electronic

publication, sign, placard, storefrontdisplay,or othermedium, shalladvertisemassage, relaxation
massage, any other massage technique or method, or any related service, with the suggestion or
promise of sexual activity.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of unlawful advertising of massage, a
misdemeanor of the first degree.

(c) Nothing in this section prevents the legislative authority ofa municipal corporation
or township fromenacting anyregulation oftheadvertising ofmassage further thanandinaddition
to the provisions of subsections (a) and (b) of this section.
(ORC 2927.17)

^J 533.99 PENALTY.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: See Section 501.99 for penalties applicable to any misdemeanor

classification.)

<j
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CHAPTER 537
Offenses Against Persons

537.01 Negligent homicide.
537.02 Vehicular homicide and

manslaughter.
537.021 Vehicular assault in a construction

zone.

537.03 Assault.
537.04 Negligent assault.
537.05 Aggravated menacing.
537.051 Menacing by stalking.
537.06 Menacing.
537.07 Endangering children.
537.08 Unlawful restraint.
537.09 Coercion.
537.10 Telecommunication harassment.
537.11 Threatening or harassing

telephone calls.

537.12 Misuse of 9-1-1
system.

537.13 Adulterating of or
furnishing adulterated
food or confection.

537.14 Domestic violence.
537.15 Temporary protection order.
537.16 Illegal distribution of

cigarettes, other tobacco
products or alternate
nicotine products.

537.17 Criminal child enticement.
537.18 Contributing to unruliness

or delinquency of a child.
537.99 Penalty.

CROSS REFERENCES
See sectional histories for similar State law
Physical harm to persons defined - see GEN. OFF.

501.01 (c), (e)
Fighting; provoking violent response - see GEN. OFF. 509.03

537.01 NEGLIGENT HOMICIDE.
(a) Noperson shall negligently cause thedeath ofanother or theunlawful termination

ofanother's pregnancy bymeans ofa deadly weapon ordangerous ordnance asdefined inSection
549.01.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty ofnegligent homicide, a misdemeanor of the
first degree. (ORC 2903.05)

537.02 VEHICULAR HOMICIDE AND MANSLAUGHTER.
(a) No person, while operating or participating in the operation of a motor vehicle,

motorcycle, snowmobile, locomotive, watercrafl, or aircraft, shall cause the death of another or
the unlawml termination of another's pregnancy in any of the following ways:

(1) A. Negligendy;
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B. As the proximate result of committing, while operating or
participating inthe operation ofamotor vehicle ormotorcycle ina
construction zone, aspeeding offense, provided thatthis subsection
applies onlyif theperson whose death is caused orwhose pregnancy
is unlawfully terminated is in the construction zone at the time of
the offender's commission of the speeding offense in the
construction zone anddoes not apply as described in subsection(d)
of this section.

(2) As the proximate result of committing a violation of any provision of any
section contained in Title XLV of the Ohio Revised Code that is a minor
misdemeanor or ofa municipal ordinancethat, regardlessofthe penalty set
by ordinance for the violation, is substantially equivalent to any provision
of any section contained in Title XLV of the Ohio Revised Code that is a
minor misdemeanor.

(b) (1) Whoever violates subsection (a)(1) of this section is guilty of vehicular
homicide. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, vehicular
homicide is a misdemeanor of the first degree. Vehicular homicide is a
felony and shall be prosecutedunder appropriate State law if, at the time of
the offense, the offender was driving under a suspension or cancellation
imposed under Ohio R.C. Chapter 4510 or any other provision ofthe Ohio
Revised Code or was operating a motorvehicle or motorcycle, did not have
avaliddriver's license, commercial driver's license, temporary instruction
permit, probationary license, or nonresident operating privilege, and was ^"^
not eligible for renewal of the offender's driver's license or commercial
driver's license without examination under Ohio R.C. 4507.10 or if the
offender previously has beenconvicted of or pleaded guilty to a violation
of this section or any traffic-related homicide, manslaughter or assault
offense. The courtshall imposeamandatory jail termontheoffenderwhen
required by Ohio R.C. 2903.06(E).

(2) Whoever violates subsection (a)(2) of this section is guilty of vehicular
manslaughter. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, vehicular
manslaughter is a misdemeanor of the second degree. Vehicular
manslaughter is a misdemeanor of the first degree if, at the time of the
offense, the offender was driving under a suspension or cancellation
imposed under Ohio R.C. Chapter 4510 orany other provision of the Ohio
Revised Code orwas operating amotor vehicle ormotorcycle, did not have
avalid driver's license, commercial driver's license, temporary instruction
permit, probationary license, ornonresident operating privilege, and was
not eligible for renewal of the offender's driver's license or commercial
driver's license without examination under Ohio R.C. 4507.10 or if the
offender previously has been convicted of or pleaded guilty to a violation
of this section or any traffic-related homicide, manslaughter, or assault
offense.

n
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(e) As used in this section:
(1) "Mandatory jail term" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 2929.01.
(2) "Traffic-related homicide, manslaughter or assault offense'' has the same

meaning as in Ohio R.C. 2903.06.
(3) "Construction zone" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 5501.27.
(4) "Speeding offense" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 2903.06.

(f) Forthepurposes of this section, when a penalty or suspension isenhanced because
of a prior or current violation of a specified law or a prior or current specified offense, the
reference totheviolation ofthespecified law orthe specified offense includes any violation ofany
substantially equivalent municipal ordinance, former law of this State, or current or former law
of another state or the United States. (ORC 2903.08)

537.03 ASSAULT.
(a) No person shall knowingly cause or attempt to cause physical harm to another or

to another's unborn.

(b) No person shall recklessly cause serious physical harm to another or to another's
unborn.

(c) (1) Whoever violatesthis section is guilty of assault, a misdemeanorof the first
degree, and the courtshallsentence the offender as provided in subsection
(c) hereof. If the assaultwas committed under the circumstances provided

t in subsection (c)(2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) hereof, assault is a
U felony and shall beprosecuted under appropriate State law.

(2) Except asotherwise provided in thissubsection, if theoffense is committed
by a caretaker against a functionally impaired person under thecaretaker's
care.

(3) If theoffense occurs inor on thegrounds of a State correctional institution
or an institution of the Department of Youth Services, the victim of the
offense isanemployee of the Department ofRehabilitation and Correction
or the Department of Youth Services, and the offense is committed by a
person incarcerated in the State correctional institution or by a person
institutionalized in the Department of Youth Services Institution pursuant
to a commitment to the Department of Youth Services.

(4) If the offense is committed in any of the following circumstances:
A. The offense occurs in or on the grounds of a local correctional

facility, the victim of the offense is an employee of the local
correctional facility or aprobation department or isonthe premises
of the facility for business purposes or as a visitor, and theoffense
is committed by a person who is under custody in the facility
subsequent to the person's arrest for any crime or delinquent act,
subsequent to the person's being charged with or convicted of any
crime, or subsequent to the person's being alleged to be or
adjudicated a delinquentchild.

<j
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B. Theoffense occurs off thegrounds of aState correctional institution
and off the grounds of an institution of the Department of Youth
Services, the victim ofthe offense is anemployeeofthe Department
ofRehabilitationand Correction, theDepartmentofYouth Services,
or aprobation department, the offense occurs during the employee's
official work hours and while the employee is engaged in official
work responsibilities, and the offense is committed by a person
incarcerated in a State correctional institution or institutionalized in
theDepartment ofYouth Services who temporarily isoutside of the
institution for any purpose, by a parolee, by an offender under
transitional control, under a community control sanction, or on an
escorted visit, by a person under post-release control, or by an
offender under any other type of supervision by a government
agency.

C. The offense occurs off the grounds of a local correctional facility,
the victim of the offense is an employee of the local correctional
facility or a probation department, the offense occurs during the
employee's officialwork hours andwhile the employeeis engaged
in official work responsibilities, and the offense is committed by a
person who is under custody in the facility subsequent to the
person's arrest for any crime or delinquent act, subsequent to the
personbeing charged with or convicted ofany crime, or subsequent
to the person being alleged to be or adjudicated a delinquent child
and whotemporarily is outside of the facility for any purpose orby f~"\
a parolee, by an offender under transitional control, under a
community control sanction, or on an escorted visit, by a person
under post-release control, or by an offender under any other type
of supervision by a government agency.

D. The victim of the offense is a school teacher or administrator or a
school bus operator, and the offense occurs in a school, on school
premises, in a school building, on a school bus or while the victim
is outside of school premises or a school bus and is engaged in
duties or official responsibilities associated with the victim's
employment or position as a school teacher or administrator or a
school bus operator, including, but not limited to, driving,
accompanying, or chaperoning students atoron class or field trips,
athletic events, or other school extracurricular activities or functions
outside of school premises.

(5) If the victim of the offense is a peace officer or an investigator of the
Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation, a firefighter, or a
person performing emergency medical service, whilein the performance of
their official duties.

(6) If the victim of the offense is a peace officer or an investigator of the
Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation and if the victim
suffered serious physical harm as a result of the commission ofthe offense.

<o
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(7) If the victim of the offense is an officer or employee of a public children
services agency oraprivate child placing agency and the offense relates to
the officer's or employee's performance or anticipated performance of
official responsibilities or duties.

(8) If the victim of the offense is a health care professional of a hospital, a
health care worker of a hospital, or a security officer of a hospital whom
the offender knows or has reasonable cause to know is a health care
professional of ahospital; ahealth care worker of ahospital, or a security
officer of a hospital, if the victim is engaged in the performance of die
victim's duties, andifthehospital offersde-escalation orcrisis intervention
training for such professionals, workers or officers, assault is one of the
following:
A. Except as otherwise provided in subsection(c)(8)B. of this section,

assault committed in the specified circumstances is a misdemeanor
of the first degree. Notwithstanding the fine specified in division
(A)(2)(b) of Ohio R.C. 2929.28 for a misdemeanor of the first
degree, in sentencing the offender under this subsection and if the
court decides to impose a fine, the court may impose upon the
offender a fine of not more than five thousand dollars ($5,000).

B. If the offender previously has been convicted ofor pleaded guilty to
one or more assaultor homicide offenses committed againsthospital
personnel, assault committed in the specified circumstances is a
felony.

, , (9) If the victim of the offense is a judge, magistrate, prosecutor or court
v^ official or employee whom the offender knows or has reasonable cause to

know is a judge, magistrate, prosecutor or court official or employee, and
if the victim is engaged in die performance of the victim's duties, assault is
one of the following:
A. Exceptas otherwise provided in subsection (c)(9)B. of this section,

assault committed in the specified circumstances is a misdemeanor
ofthe first degree. In sentencing the offenderunderthis subsection,
if the court decides to impose a fine, notwithstanding the fine
specified in division (A)(2)(b) of Ohio R.C. 2929.28 for a
misdemeanor of the first degree, the court may impose upon the
offender a fine of not more than five thousand dollars ($5,000).

B. If theoffender previously has beenconvicted oforpleaded guilty to
one or more assaultor homicide offenses committed against justice
system personnel, assault committed in the specified circumstances
is a felony.

(10) If an offender who is convicted of or pleads guilty to assault when it is a
misdemeanor also is convicted of or pleads guilty to a specification as
described in Ohio R.C. 2941.1423 that was included in the indictment,
count in the indictment or information charging the offense, the courtshall
sentence the offender to a mandatory jail term as provided in division (G)
ofOhioR.C. 2929.24.

^J
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(d) As used in this section:
(1) "Peace officer" has the same meaning as inOhio R.C. 2935.01.
(2) "Firefighter" has the same meaning as inOhio R.C. 3937.41.
(3) "Emergency medical service" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C.

4765.01.
(4) "Local correctional facility" means a county, multicounty, municipal,

municipal-county or multicounty-municipal jail or workhouse. Aminimum
security jail established under Ohio R.C. 341.23 or 753.21, or another
county, multicounty, municipal, municipal-county, or multicounty-
municipal facility used for the custody of persons arrested for any crime or
delinquent act, persons charged withorconvicted ofany crime, or persons
alleged to be or adjudicated a delinquent child.

(5) "Employee of a local correctional facility" means a person who is an
employee of the political subdivision or of one or more of the affiliated
political subdivisions that operates the local correctional facility and who
operates or assists in the operation of the facility.

(6) "School teacher or administrator" means either of the following:
A. A person who is employed in the public schools of the State under

a contract described in Ohio R.C. 3311.77 or 3319.08 in a
position in whichthe person is required to haveacertificate issued
pursuant to Ohio R.C. 3319.22 to 3319.311.

B. A person who is employed by a nonpublic school for which the
State Board of Education prescribes minimum standards under
Ohio R.C. 3301.07 and who is certified in accordance with Ohio /""N
R.C. 3301.071. ' !

(7) "Community control sanction" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C.
2929.01.

(8) "Escorted visit" means an escorted visit granted under Ohio R.C.
2967.27.

(9) "Post-release control" and "transitional control" have the same meanings
as in Ohio R.C. 2967.01.

(10) "Investigator of the Bureau of Criminal Identification and Investigation"
has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 2903.11.

(11) "Health care professional" and "health care worker" have the same
meanings as in Ohio R.C. 2305.234.

(12) "Assault or homicide offense committed against hospital personnel"
means a violation of this section or Ohio R.C. 2903.01, 2903.02,
2903.03, 2903.04, 2903.041, 2903.11, 2903.12, 2903.13 or 2903.14
committed in circumstances in whichallof the following apply:
A. The victim of the offense was a health care professional of a

hospital, ahealth care workerofa hospital or a security officerof
a hospital.

B. The offender knew or had reasonable cause to know that the victim
was a health care professionalof a hospital, a health care worker
of a hospital, or a security officer of a hospital;

n
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C. The victim wasengaged in the performance ofthe victim's duties.
D. The hospital offered de-escalation or crisis intervention training

for such professionals, workers or officers.
(13) "De-escalation or crisis intervention training" means de-escalation or

crisis intervention training for health care professionals of a hospital,
health care workers of a hospital, and security officers of a hospital to
facilitate interaction with patients, members of a patient's family, and
visitors, including those with mental impairments.

(14) "Assaultorhomicide offensecommitted against justicesystempersonnel"
means a violation of this section or of Ohio R.C. 2903.01, 2903.02,
2903.03, 2903.04, 2903.041, 2903.11, 2903.12, 2903.13 or 2903.14
committed in circumstances in which the victim of the offense was a
judge, magistrate, prosecutor, or court official or employee whom the
offender knew or had reasonable causeto know was a judge, magistrate,
prosecutor, or court official or employee, and the victim was engaged in
the performance of the victim's duties.

(15) "Court official or employee" means any official or employee of a court
created under the constitution or statutes of this State or ofa United States
court located in this State.

(16) "Judge" means ajudge ofa court createdunder the constitution or statutes
of this State or of a United States court located in this State.

(17) "Magistrate" means an individualwho is appointed by a court of record
of mis State and who has the powers and may perform the functions
specified in Civil Rule 53, Criminal Rule 19, or Juvenile Rule 40, or an

\^ individualwho is appointed by a United States court located in this State
who has similar powers and functions.

(18) "Prosecutor" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 2935.01.
(19) A. "Hospital" means, subject to subsection (d)(19)B. of this section,

an institution classified as a hospital under Ohio R.C. 3701.01 in
which are provided to patients diagnostic, medical, surgical,
obstetrical, psychiatric, or rehabilitation care or a hospital
operated by a health maintenance organization.

B. "Hospital" does not include any of the following:
1. A facility licensed under Ohio R.C. Chapter 3721,ahealth

care facility operated by the Department of Mental Health
ortheDepartment of Developmental Disabilities, ahealth
maintenance organization thatdoes not operate a hospital,
or the office of any private, licensed health care
professional, whether organized for individual or group
practice;

2. An institution for the sick that is operated exclusively for
patients who usespiritual means for healing and for whom
the acceptance of medical care is inconsistent with their
religious beliefs, accredited by a national accrediting
organization, exempt from federal income taxation under
Section 501 of the "Internal Revenue Code of 1986", 100
Stat. 2085, 26 U.S.C. 1, as amended, and providing
twenty-four-hour nursing care pursuant totheexemption in
division (E) of Ohio R.C. 4723.32 from the licensing

i ; requirements of Ohio R.C. Chapter 4723.
^-^ (20) "Health maintenance organization" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C.

3727.01. (ORC 2903.13)
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537.04 NEGLIGENT ASSAULT.
(a) Nopersonshallnegligently, bymeans ofa deadly weapon or dangerous ordnance

as defined in Section549.01 causephysical harm to another or to another's unborn.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of negligent assault, a misdemeanor of the
third degree. (ORC 2903.14)

537.05 AGGRAVATED MENACING.
(a) No person shall knowingly causeanother to believe that the offenderwill cause

serious physical harm to the person or property of the other person, the other person's unborn,
or a member of the other person's immediate family. In addition to any other basis for the other
person's belief that the offenderwill cause seriousphysicalharm to the person or property of the
other person, the other person's unborn, or a memberof the other person's immediate family, the
other person's belief may be based on words or conduct of the offender that are directed at or
identify a corporation, association or other organization that employs the other person or to which
the other person belongs.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of aggravated menacing. Except as
otherwise provided in this subsection (b), aggravated menacing is a misdemeanor of the first
degree. If the victim of the offense is an officer or employeeof a public children servicesagency
or a private child placing agency and the offense relates to the officer's or employee's performance
or anticipated performanceof officialresponsibilities or duties, or, if the offenderpreviously has
been convicted of or pleadedguilty to an offenseof violence, the victimof that prior offense was
anofficer or employee ofa public children services agency orprivate child placing agency, and /"">,
that prior offense related to the officer'sor employee's performance or anticipated performance
ofofficial responsibilities or duties,aggravated menacing isa felony andshallbeprosecuted under
appropriate State law.

(c) As used in this section, "organization" includes an entity that is a governmental
employer. (ORC 2903.21)

537.051 MENACING BY STALKING.
(a) (1) No person by engaging in a pattern of conduct shall knowingly cause

another personto believe thattheoffender willcause physical harmto the
otherpersonor cause mental distress to the otherperson. In addition to
any other basis for the other person's belief that the offender will cause
physical harm to the other person or the otherperson's mental distress,
the other person's beliefor mental distress may be based on words or
conduct of the offender that are directed at or identify a corporation,
association or other organization that employs the other person or to
which the other person belongs.

(2) No person, through the use of any electronic method of remotely
transferring information, including, but not limited to, any computer,
computer network, computer program, or computer system, shall post a
message with purpose to urge or incite another to commit a violationof
subsection (a)(1) of this section.

(3) No person, with sexual motivation, shall violate subsection (a)(1) or (2)
of this section.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of menacing by stalking. C~^)
(1) Except as otherwise provided insubsections (b)(2) and (3) ofthis section,

menacing by stalking is a misdemeanor of the first degree.
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(2) Menacing by stalking is a felony and shall be prosecuted under
appropriate State law if any of the following applies:
A. The offender previously has beenconvicted oforpleaded guilty to

a violation of this section or a violation of Section 541.051.
B. In committing the offense under subsection (a)(1), (2), or (3) of

this section, the offender made a threat of physical harm to or
against the victim, or as a result of an offense committed under
subsection (a)(2) or (3) of this section, a third person inducedby
the offender's posted message made a threat of physical harm to
or against the victim.

C. In committing the offense under subsection (a)(1), (2), or (3) of
this section, the offender trespassed on the landor premiseswhere
the victim lives, is employed, or attends school, or as a result of
an offense committed under subsection (a)(2) or (3) ofthis section,
a third person inducedby the offender's posted message trespassed
on the land or premises where the victim lives, is employed, or
attends school.

D. The victim of the offense is a minor.
E. The offender has a history of violence toward the victim or any

other person or a history ofother violent acts toward the victim or
any other person.

F. While committing the offense under subsection (a)(1) of this
section or a violation of subsection (a)(3) of this section is based

, on conduct in violation of subsection (a)(1) of this section, the
\^ offender had adeadly weapon onorabout the offender's person or

under the offender's control. Subsection (b)(2)F. of this section
does not apply in determining the penalty for a violation of
subsection(a)(2) of this section or a violation of subsection (a)(3)
ofthis section based on conduct in violation of subsection (a)(1) of
this section.

G. At the time of the commission of the offense, the offender was the
subject of a protection order issued under OhioR.C. 2903.213 or
2903.214, regardless of whetherthe person to be protected under
the order is the victim of the offense or another person.

H. In committing the offense under subsection (a)(1), (2), or (3) of
this section, the offender caused serious physical harm to the
premises atwhich thevictim resides, tothereal property onwhich
that premises is located, or to any personal property located on
that premises, or as a result of an offense committed under
subsection (a)(2) of this section, or an offense committed under
subsection (a)(3) of this section based on a violation of subsection
(a)(2) of this section, a third person induced by the offender's
posted message caused serious physical harm tothat premises, that
real property, or any personal property on that premises.

I. Prior to committing theoffense, the offender hadbeendetermined
to represent a substantial risk of physical harm to others as
manifested by evidence of then-recent homicidal or other violent
behavior, evidence of then-recent threats that placed another in
reasonable fear of violent behavior and serious physical harm, or

{j other evidence of then-present dangerousness.
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(3) If the victim of theoffense isanofficer oremployee of apublic children
services agency oraprivate child placing agency and the offense relates
to the officer's or employee's performance or anticipated performance
of official responsibilities or duties, or, if the offender previously has
beenconvicted of or pleaded guilty to anoffense of violence, thevictim
of that prior offense was an officer or employee of a public children
services agency or private child placing agency, and that prior offense
related to the officer's or employee's performance or anticipated
performance of official responsibilities, orduties, menacing by stalking
is a felony and shall be prosecuted under appropriate State law.

(c) Ohio R.C. 2919.271 applies in relation to adefendant charged with a violation
of this section.

(d) As used in this section:
(1) "Pattern of conduct" means two or more actions or incidents closely

related in time, whether or not there has been a prior conviction based
on anyof those actions or incidents, or two ormoreactions or incidents
closely related in time, whetheror not therehasbeen a prior conviction
based on any of those actions or incidents, directed at one or more
personsemployed by or belongingto the samecorporation, association,
or other organization. Actions or incidents that prevent, obstruct, or
delay the performance by a public official, firefighter, rescuer,
emergency medical servicesperson, or emergency facility personofany /~~\
authorized act within the public official's, firefighter's, rescuer's,
emergency medical services person's, or emergency facility person's
official capacity, or the posting of messages or receipts of information
or data through the use of an electronic method of remotely transferring
information, including, but not limited to, a computer, computer
network, computer program, computer system, or telecommunications
device, may constitute a "pattern of conduct".

(2) "Mental distress" means any of the following:
A. Any mental illness or condition that involves some temporary

substantial incapacity;
B. Any mental illness or condition that would normally require

psychiatric treatment, psychological treatment, or other mental
health services, whetheror not any personrequested or received
psychiatric treatment, psychological treatment, or other mental
health services.

(3) "Emergency medical services person" is the singular of "emergency
medical services personnel" as defined in Ohio R.C. 2133.21.

(4) "Emergency facility person" is the singular of "emergency facility
personnel" as defined in Ohio R.C. 2909.04.

(5) "Public official" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 2921.01.
(6) "Computer", "computer network", "computer program", "computer

system" and "telecommunications device" have the same meanings as in
Ohio R.C. 2913.01.

(7) "Post a message" means transferring, sending, posting, publishing,
disseminating or otherwise communicating, or attempting to transfer, ^-.
send, post, publish, disseminate or otherwise communication, any ( i
message or information, whether truthful or untruthful, about an
individual, and whether done under one's own name, under the name of
another, or while impersonating another.
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^~"^ (8) "Third person" means, in relation to conduct as described in subsection
(a)(2) of this section, an individual who is neither the offender nor the
victim of the conduct.

(9) "Sexual motivation" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 2971.01.
(10) "Organization" includes an entity that is a governmental employer.

(e) The Municipality does not need to prove in a prosecution under this section that
a person requested or received psychiatric treatment, psychological treatment, or other mental
health services in order to show that the person was caused mental distress as described in
subsection (d)(2)B. of this section.

(f) (1) This section does not apply to a person solely because the person
provided access or connection to or from an electronic method of
remotely transferring information not under that person's control,
including having provided capabilities that are incidental to providing
access or connection to or from the electronic method of remotely
transferringthe information, and that do not include the creationof the
content of the material that is the subject of the access or connection. In
addition, any person providing access or connection to or from an
electronic method of remotely transferring information not under that
person's control shall not be liable for any action voluntarily taken in
good faith to block thereceipt or transmission through itsservice ofany
information that it believes is, or will be sent, in violation ofthis section.

(2) Subsection (f)(1) of this section does not create an affirmative duty for
any person providing access or connection to or from an electronic

K^j method of remotely transferring information not under that person's
control to block the receipt or transmission through its service of any
information that it believes is, or will be sent, in violation of this section
except as otherwise providedby law.

(3) Subsection (f)(1) ofthis section does notapply toaperson who conspires
with a person actively involved in the creation or knowing distribution
of material in violation of this section or who knowingly advertises the
availability of material of that nature. (ORC 2903.211)

537.06 MENACING.
(a) No person shall knowingly cause another tobelieve that the offender will cause

physical harm to the person or property of the other person, the other person's unborn, or a
member of the other person's immediate family. In addition to any other basis for the other
person's beliefthat the offender will cause physical harm to the person orproperty ofthe other
person, the other person's unborn, ora member ofthe other person's immediately family, the
other person's belief may bebased on words or conduct ofthe offender that are directed ator
identify a corporation, association or other organization that employs the other person or to
which the other person belongs.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of menacing. Except as otherwise
provided inthis subsection (b), menacing is amisdemeanor ofthe fourth degree. Ifthe victim
of theoffense is anofficer or employee of a public children services agency or a private child
placing agency and the offense relates tothe officer's oremployee's performance oranticipated
performance of official responsibilities or duties, or, if the offender previously has been
convicted ofor pleaded guilty toanoffense ofviolence, the victim ofthat prior offense was an

i ; officer or employee ofapublic children services agency or private child placing agency, and
^-^ that prior offense related to the officer's oremployee's performance oranticipated performance

of official responsibilities or duties, menacing is a felony and shall be prosecuted under
appropriate State law.
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(c) As used in this section, "organization" includes an entity that is a governmental
employer. (ORC 2903.22)

537.07 ENDANGERING CHILDREN.
(a) No person, who is the parent, guardian, custodian, person having custody or

control, or person in loco parentis of a child under eighteen years of age or a mentally or
physically handicappedchild under twenty-one years of age, shall create a substantial risk to
the health or safety of the child, by violating a duty of care, protection or support. It is not a
violation of a duty of care, protection or support under this subsection when the parent,
guardian, custodianor personhavingcustodyor controlof a child treats the physicalor mental
illness or defect of the child by spiritual means through prayer alone, in accordance with the
tenets of a recognized religious body.

(b) No person shall abuse a child under eighteen years of age or a mentally or
physically handicapped child under twenty-one years of age.

(c) (1) No person shall operate a vehicle in violation of Section 333.01(a) of
the Traffic Code when one or more children under eighteen years of
age are in the vehicle. Notwithstanding any other provision of law, a
person may be convicted at the same trial or proceeding of a violation
of subsection (c) hereof and a violation of Section 333.01(a) of the
Traffic Code that constitutes the basis of the charge of the violation of
subsection (c) hereof. For purposes of Ohio R.C. 4511.191 to
4511.197 and all related provisions of law, a person arrested for a /^
violation ofsubsection (c) hereof shall be considered to be under arrest
for operating a vehicle while under the influence of alcohol, a drug of
abuse, or a combination of them or for operating a vehicle with a
prohibited concentration of alcohol, a controlled substance, or a
metabolite of a controlled substance in the whole blood, blood serum
or plasma, breath, or urine.

(2) As used in subsection (c) hereof:
A. "Controlled substance" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C.

3719.01.
B. "Vehicle" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 4511.01.

(d) Whoever violates this section is guilty of endangering children.
(1) Whoever violates subsection (a) or (b) hereof is guilty of a

misdemeanor of the first degree. If the violation results in serious
physical harm to the child involved, or if the offenderpreviously has
been convicted of an offense under this section, Ohio R.C. 2919.22 or
of any offense involving neglect, abandonment, contributing to the
delinquency of or physical abuse of a child, endangeringchildren is a
felony and shall be prosecuted under appropriateState law.

(2) Whoever violates subsection (c) hereof is guilty of a misdemeanor of
the first degree. Endangering children is a felony and shall be
prosecuted under appropriate State law if either of the following
applies:
A. The violation results in serious physical harm to the child

involved or the offender previously has been convicted of an ^-s.
offense under Ohio R.C. 2919.22 or any offense involving ( )
neglect, abandonment, contributing to the delinquency of, or
physical abuse of a child.
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B. The violation results in serious physical harm to the child
involved and the offender previously has been convicted of a
violation of Ohio R.C. 2919.22(C) or subsection (c) hereof,
Ohio R.C. 2903.06, or 2903.08, Section 2903.07 as it existed
prior to March 23, 2000, or Ohio R.C. 2903.04 in a case in
which the offender was subject to the sanctions described in
division (D) of that section.

(3) In addition to any term of imprisonment, fine, or other sentence, penalty,
or sanction it imposes upon the offender pursuant to subsection (d)(2)
hereof, or pursuant to any other provision of law, the court also may
impose upon the offender any of the sanctions provided under Ohio R.C.
2919.22(E)(5)(d).

(e) (1) If a person violates subsection (c) hereof and if, at the time of the
violation, there were two or more children under eighteen years of age
in the motor vehicle involved in the violation, the offender may be
convicted of a violation of subsection (c) hereof for each of the
children, but the court may sentence the offender for only one of the
violations.

(2) A. If a person is convicted of or pleads guilty to a violation of
subsection (c) hereofbut the person is not also convicted of and
does not also plead guilty to a separate charge charging the
violation of Section 333.01(a) of the Traffic Code that was the
basis of the charge of the violation of subsection (c) hereof,

\^ bothof the following apply:
1. For purposes of the provisions of the Traffic Code

penalty that set forth die penalties and sanctions for a
violation of Section 333.01(a) of the Traffic Code, the
conviction of or plea of guilty to the violation of
subsection (c) hereof shall not constitute a violation of
Section 333.01(a) of the Traffic Code.

2. For purposes of any provision of law that refers to a
conviction of or plea of guilty to a violation of Section
333.01(a) of the Traffic Code and that is not described
in subsection (e)(2)A.l. hereof, the conviction of or
plea of guilty to the violation of subsection (c) hereof
shall constitute a conviction of or plea of guilty to a
violation of Section 333.01(a) of the Traffic Code.

B. If a person is convicted of or pleads guilty to a violation of
subsection (c) hereof and the person also is convicted of or
pleads guilty to a separate charge charging the violation of
Section 333.01(a) of the Traffic Code that was the basis of the
charge of the violationof subsection(c) hereof, the conviction
of or plea of guiltyto the violationof subsection(c)hereof shall
not constitute, for purposes of any provision of law that refers
to a conviction of or plea of guilty to a violation of Section
333.01(a) of the Traffic Code, a conviction of or plea of guilty
to a violation of Section 333.01(a) of the Traffic Code.
(ORC 2919.22)

^ 537.08 UNLAWFUL RESTRAINT.
(a) No person, without privilege to do so, shall knowingly restrain another of the

other person's liberty.
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(b) No person, without privilege to do so and with a sexual motivation, shall
knowingly restrain another of the other person's liberty.

(c) Whoever violates this section is guilty of unlawful restraint, a misdemeanor of
the third degree.

(d) As used in this section, "sexual motivation" has the same meaning as in Ohio
R.C. 2971.01. (ORC 2905.03)

537.09 COERCION.
(a) No person, with purpose to coerce another into taking or refraining from action

concerning which die other person has a legal freedom ofchoice, shall do any of the following:
(1) Threaten to commit any offense;
(2) Utter or threaten any calumny against any person;
(3) Expose or threaten to expose any matter tending to subject any person

to hatred, contempt or ridicule, to damage any person's personal or
business repute, or to impair any person's credit;

(4) Institute or threaten criminal proceedings against any person;
(5) Take or withhold, or threaten to take or withhold official action, or

cause or threaten to cause official action to be taken or withheld.

(b) Subsections (a)(4)and(5) hereofshallnot be construed to prohibit a prosecutor
or court from doing any of the following in good faith and in the interest of justice:

(1) Offering oragreeing to grant, or granting immunity from prosecution f~^
pursuant to Ohio R.C. 2945.44;

(2) In return for a plea of guilty to one or more offenses charged or to one
or more other or lesser offenses, or in return for the testimony of the
accused in a case to which the accused is not a party, offering or
agreeing to dismiss, or dismissingone or more chargespendingagainst
an accused, or offering or agreeing to impose, or imposing a certain
sentence or modification of sentence;

(3) Imposing community controlsanction on certainconditions, including
without limitation requiring the offender to make restitution or redress
to the victim of the offense.

(c) It is an affirmative defense to a chargeunder subsection (a)(3), (4) or (5) hereof
that the actor's conduct was a reasonable response to the circumstances that occasioned it, and
that the actor's purpose was limited to any of the following:

(1) Compelling another to refrain from misconduct or to desist from
further misconduct;

(2) Preventing or redressing a wrong or injustice;
(3) Preventing another from taking action for which the actor reasonably

believed the other person to be disqualified;
(4) Compelling another to takeaction thatthe actor reasonably believedthe

other person to be under a duty to take.

(d) Whoever violates this sectionis guilty ofcoercion, amisdemeanorofthe second
degree.

(e) As used in this section: ( )
(1) "Threat" includes a direct threat anda threat by innuendo.
(2) "Community control sanction" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C.

2929.01. (ORC 2905.12)
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^ 537.10 TELECOMMUNICATION HARASSMENT.
(a) No person shall knowingly make or cause to be made a telecommunication, or

knowingly permit telecommunication to be made from a telecommunications device under the
person's control, to another, if the caller does any of the following:

(1) Fails to identify the caller to the recipient of the telecommunication and
makes the telecommunication with purpose to harass, or abuse, any
person at the premises to which the telecommunication is made, whether
or not actual communication takes place between the caller and a
recipient;

(2) Describes, suggests, requests, or proposes that the caller, the recipient
ofme telecommunication, or any other person engage in sexual activity,
and the recipient or another person at the premises to which the
telecommunication is made has requested, in a previous
telecommunication or in the immediate telecommunication, that the caller
not make a telecommunication to the recipient or to the premises to
which the telecommunication is made;

(3) During the telecommunication, violates Ohio R.C. 2903.21;
(4) Knowinglystatesto the recipientofthe telecommunication that the caller

intendsto causedamageto or destroypublic or private property, and the
recipient, any member of the recipient's family, or any other person who
resides at the premises to which the telecommunication is made owns,
leases, resides, or works in, will at the time of the destruction or
damagingbe near or in, has the responsibility of protecting, or insures
the property that will be destroyed or damaged;

(5) Knowingly makes the telecommunication to the recipient of the
\^J telecommunication, to another person at the premises to which the

telecommunication is made, or to those premises, and the recipient or
another person at those premises previously has told the caller not to
make a telecommunication to those premises or to any person at those
premises.

(b) No person shall make or cause to be made a telecommunication, or permit a
telecommunication to be made from a telecommunications device under the person's control,
with purpose to abuse, threaten, or harass another person.

(c) (1) Whoever violates this section is guilty oftelecommunication harassment.
(2) A violation of subsections (a)(1), (2), (3) or (5) or (b) hereof is a

misdemeanor of the first degree on a first offense. Each subsequent
offense is a felony and shall be prosecuted under appropriate State law.

(3) Whoever violates subsection (a)(4) hereof is guilty of a misdemeanor of
the first degree for a first offense. For each subsequentoffense or if a
violation of subsection (a)(4) hereof results in economic harm of one
thousand dollars ($1,000) or more, a violation ofsubsection (a)(4) hereof
is a felony and shall be prosecuted under appropriate State law.

(d) No cause of action may be asserted in any court of this State against any provider
ofa telecommunications service or information service, or against any officer, employee, or agent
of a telecommunication service or information service, for any injury, death, or loss to person or
property that allegedlyarises out of the provider's, officer's, employee's, or agent's provision of
information, facilities, or assistance in accordance with the terms of a court order that is issued

i j inrelation to the investigation orprosecution ofan alleged violation ofthis section. Aprovider
^•^ of a telecommunications service or information service, or an officer, employee, or agent of a

telecommunications service or information service, is immune from any civil or criminal liability
for injury, death, or loss to person or property that allegedlyarises out of the provider's, officer's,
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employee's, or agent's provision of information, facilities or assistance in accordance with the
terms of a court order that is issued in relation to the investigation or prosecution of an alleged
violation of this section.

(e) As used in this section:
(1) "Economic harm" means all direct, incidental, and consequentialpecuniary

harm suffered by a victim as a result of criminal conduct. "Economic
harm" includes, but is not limited to, all of the following:
A. All wages, salaries, or other compensation lost as a result of the

criminal conduct;
B. The cost of all wages, salaries or other compensation paid to

employees for time those employees are prevented from working as
a result of the criminal conduct;

C. The overhead costs incurred for the time that a business is shut
down as a result of the criminal conduct;

D. The loss of value to tangible or intangible property that was
damaged as a result of the criminal conduct.

(2) "Caller" means the person described in subsection (a) hereofwho makes or
causes to be made a telecommunicationor who permits a telecommunication
to be made from a telecommunications device under that person's control.

(3) "Telecommunication" and "telecommunications device" have the same
meanings as in Ohio R.C. 2913.01.

(4) "Sexual activity" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 2907.01.

(f) Nothing in this section prohibits a person from making a telecommunication call
to a debtor that is in compliance with the "Fair Debt Collection Practices Act", 91 Stat. 874
(1977), 15 U.S.C. 1692, as amended, or the "Telephone Consumer Protection Act", 105 Stat.
2395 (1991), 47 U.S.C. 227, as amended. (ORC 2917.21)

537.11 THREATENING OR HARASSING TELEPHONE CALLS.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Former Ohio R.C. 4931.31 from which Section 537.11 was derived

was repealed by Senate Bill 162, effective September 13, 2010. See now Section 537.10
"Telecommunication Harassment".)

537.12 MISUSE OF 9-1-1 SYSTEM.
(a) "9-1-1 system" means a system through which individuals can request emergency

service using the telephone number 9-1-1. (ORC 128.01)

(b) No person shall knowingly use the telephone number ofthe 9-1-1 system established
under Ohio R.C. Chapter 128 to report an emergency if he knows that no emergencyexists.

(c) No person shall knowingly use a 9-1-1 system for a purpose other than obtaining
emergency service.

(d) No person shall disclose or use any information concerning telephone numbers,
addresses, or names obtained from the data base that serves the public safety answering point of
a 9-1-1system established underOhioR.C. Chapter 128,exceptfor anyof the following purposes
or under any of the following circumstances:

(1) For the purpose ofthe 9-1-1 system; ^-^
(2) For the purpose of responding to an emergency call to an emergency ( )

service provider;
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(3) In the circumstance of the inadvertent disclosure of such information due
solely to technology ofthe wireline telephone network portion ofthe 9-1-1
systemnot allowingaccessto the data base to be restricted to 9-1-1specific
answering lines at a public safety answering point;

(4) In the circumstance of access to a data base being given by a telephone
companythat is a wireline service provider to a public utility or municipal
utility in handling customer calls in times of public emergency or service
outages. The charge, terms, and conditions for the disclosure or use of
such information for the purpose of such access to a data base shall be
subject to the jurisdiction of the steering committee.

(5) In me circumstance of access to a data base given by a telephonecompany
that is a wireline service provider to a state and local government in
warning of a public emergency, as determined by the steering committee.
The charge, terms, and conditions for the disclosure or use of that
information for the purpose of access to a data base is subject to the
jurisdiction of the steering committee.
(ORC 128.32)

(e) (1) Whoever violates subsection (b) hereof is guilty of a misdemeanor of the
fourth degree.

(2) Whoever violates subsection (c) or (d) hereof is guilty ofa misdemeanor of
the fourth degree on a first offense. For each subsequent offense such
person is guilty of a felony and shall be prosecuted under appropriate State
law. (ORC 128.99)

537.13 ADULTERATING OF OR FURNISHING ADULTERATED FOOD OR
CONFECTION.

(a) No person shall do either of the following, knowingly or having reasonable cause
to believe that any person may suffer physical harm or be seriously inconvenienced or annoyed
thereby:

(1) Place a pin, needle, razor blade, glass, laxative, drug of abuse, or other
harmful or hazardous object or substance in any food or confection;

(2) Furnish to any person any food or confection which has been adulterated
in violation of subsection (a)(1) hereof. (ORC 3716.11)

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree.
(ORC 3716.99(C))

537.14 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE.
(a) No person shall knowingly cause or attempt to cause physical harm to a family or

household member.

(b) No person shall recklessly cause serious physical harm to a family or household
member.

(c) No person, by threat offorce, shall knowingly cause a family or household member
to believe that the offender will cause imminentphysicalharm to the familyor householdmember.

(d) (1) Whoever violates this section is guilty of domestic violence.
ij (2) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (d)(3) to (5) of this section, a
— violation of subsection (c) of this section is a misdemeanor of the fourth

degree, and a violation of subsection (a) or (b) of this section is a
misdemeanor of the first degree.
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(3) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (d)(4) of this section, if the
offender previously has pleaded guilty to or been convicted of domestic
violence, a violation of an existing or former municipal ordinance or law
ofthis or any other stateor the United Statesthat is substantially similarto
domestic violence, a violation of Ohio R.C. 2903.14, 2909.06, 2909.07,
2911.12, 2911.211, or 2919.22 if the victim of the violation was a family
or householdmember at the time of the violation, a violationof an existing
or former municipal ordinance or law of this or any other state or the
United States that is substantially similar to any of those sections if the
victim ofthe violation was a family or household member at the time of the
commission of the violation, or any offense of violence if the victim of the
offense was a family or household member at the time of the commission
of the offense, a violationof subsection (a) or (b) of this section is a felony
and shall be prosecuted under appropriate state law, and a violation of
subsection (c) of this section is a misdemeanor of the second degree.

(4) If the offender previously has pleadedguilty to or been convicted oftwo or
more offenses of domestic violence or two or more violations or offenses
ofthe type described in subsection (d)(3) of this sectioninvolving a person
who was a family or household member at the time of the violations or
offenses, a violationof subsection (a) or (b) of this section is a felony and
shall be prosecuted under appropriate state law, and a violation of
subsection (c) of this section is a misdemeanor of the first degree.

(5) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (d)(3) or (4) of this section, if
the offender knew that the victim of the violation was pregnant at the time f~^
of the violation, a violation of subsection (a) or (b) of this section is a
felony and shall be prosecutedunder appropriate State law, and a violation
of subsection (c) of this section is a misdemeanor of the third degree.

(e) Notwithstanding any provision of law to the contrary, no court or unit of local
government shall chargeany fee, cost, deposit, or money in connectionwith the filing ofcharges
against apersonalleging thatthe person violated this section orin connection with the prosecution
of any charges so filed.

(f) As used in this section:
(1) "Family or household member" means any of the following:

A. Any of the following who is residing or has resided with the
offender:

1. A spouse, a person living as a spouse or a former spouse
of die offender;

2. A parent, a foster parent or a child of the offender, or
another person related by consanguinity or affinity to the
offender;

3. A parent, or achild ofa spouse, personliving as a spouse,
or former spouse ofthe offender; or another person related
by consanguinity or affinity to a spouse, person living as
a spouse or former spouse of the offender.

B. The natural parentof any child of whom the offender is the other
natural parentor is the putative other natural parent.

(2) "Person living as aspouse" means aperson who is living or has lived with /-^
the offender in a common law marital relationship, who otherwise is ( >
cohabiting with the offender, or who otherwise has cohabited with the
offender within five yearspriorto the dateofthe alleged commissionof the
act in question. (ORC 2919.25)
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u
(g) The same relief available under the Ohio Revised Code for filing a complaint for

violation of Ohio R.C. 2919.25 shall be available for filing a complaint for violation of this
section.

537.15 TEMPORARY PROTECTION ORDER.
(a) No person shall recklessly violate the terms of any of the following:

(1) A protection order issued or consent agreement approved pursuant to Ohio
R.C. 2919.26 or 3113.31;

(2) A protection order issued pursuant to Ohio R.C. 2151.34, 2903.213 or
2903.214;

(3) A protection order issued by a court of another state.

(b) (1) Whoever violates this section is guilty of violating a protection order.
(2) Except as otherwise provided in subsection (b)(3) of mis section, violating

a protection order is a misdemeanor of the first degree.
(3) If the offender previously has been convicted of, pleaded guilty to or been

adjudicated a delinquent child for a violation of a protection order issued
pursuant to Ohio R.C. 2151.34, 2903.213 or 2903.214, two or more
violations of Ohio R.C. 2903.21, 2903.211, 2903.22, or 2911.211 that
involved the same person who is the subject of the protection order or
consent agreement, or one or more violations of this section, violating a
protection order is a felony and shall be prosecuted under appropriate state
law.

, (4) If the offender violates a protection order or consent agreement while
Vw^ committing a felony offense, violating a protection order is a felony and

shall be prosecuted under appropriate state law.
(5) Iftheprotectionorder violatedby the offenderwasan order issuedpursuant

to Ohio R.C. 2151.34 or 2903.214 that required electronic monitoring of
the offender pursuant to that section, the court may require in addition to
any other sentence imposed upon the offender that the offender be
electronically monitored for a period not exceeding five years by a law
enforcement agency designated by the court. If the court requires under
this subsection that the offender be electronically monitored, unless the
court determines that the offender is indigent, the court shall order that the
offenderpay the costsof the installationof the electronicmonitoringdevice
and the cost of monitoring the electronic monitoring device. If the court
determinesthat the offenderis indigentand subjectto the maximum amount
allowable and the rules promulgatedby the Attorney General under Ohio
R.C. 2903.214, the costs of the installation of die electronic monitoring
deviceand the costof monitoring the electronic monitoring devicemaybe
paid out of funds from the reparations fund created pursuant to Ohio R.C.
2743.191. The total amount paid from the reparations fund created
pursuant to Ohio R.C. 2743.191 for electronic monitoring under this
section and Ohio R.C. 2151.34 and 2903.214 shall not exceed three
hundred thousand dollars per year.

(c) It is an affirmative defense to a charge under subsection (a)(3) of this section that
the protection order issued by a court of another state does not comply with the requirements
specified in 18 U.S.C. 2265(b) for a protection order that must be accorded full faith and credit

ij by a court of this State or that it is not entitled to full faith and credit under 18 U.S.C. 2265(c).
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(d) As used in this section, "protection order issued by a court ofanother state" means
an injunction or another order issued by a criminal court of another state for the purpose of
preventing violent or threatening acts or harassment against, contact or communication with, or
physical proximity to another person, including a temporary order, and means an injunction or
order of mat nature issuedby a civil court ofanother state, includinga temporary order and a final
order issued in an independent action or as a pendente lite order in a proceeding for other relief,
if the court issued it in response to a complaint, petition or motion filed by or on behalf of a
person seeking protection. "Protection order issuedby a court of another state" does not include
an order for support or for custody of a child. (ORC 2919.27)

537.16 ILLEGAL DISTRIBUTION OF CIGARETTES, OTHER
TOBACCO PRODUCTS, OR ALTERNATE NICOTINE PRODUCTS.

(a) As used in this section:
(1) "Age verification" means a service provided by an independent third party

(other than a manufacturer, producer, distributor, wholesaler, or retailer of
cigarettes, other tobacco products, alternative nicotine products, or papers
used to roll cigarettes) that compares information available from a
commercially available database, or aggregate of databases, that regularly
are used by government and businesses for the purpose of age and identity
verification to personal information provided during an internet sale or
other remote method of sale to establish that the purchaser is eighteen years
of age or older.

(2) A. "Alternative nicotine product" means, subject to subsection (a)(2)B.
ofthis section, an electronic cigarette or any other product or device
that consists of or contains nicotine that can be ingested into the f~^
body by any means, including, but not limited to, chewing,
smoking, absorbing, dissolving or inhaling.

B. "Alternative nicotine product" does not include any of the
following:
1. Any cigarette or other tobacco product;
2. Any product that is a "drug" as that term is defined in 21

U.S.C. 321(g)(1);
3. Any product that is a "device" as that term is defined in 21

U.S.C. 321(h);
4. Any product that is a "combination product" as described in

21 U.S.C. 353(g).
(3) "Child" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 2151.011.
(4) "Cigarette" includes clove cigarettes and hand-rolled cigarettes.
(5) "Distribute" means to furnish, give, or provide cigarettes, other tobacco

products, alternative nicotine products, or papers used to roll cigarettes to
the ultimate consumer of the cigarettes, other tobacco products, alternative
nicotine products, or papers used to roll cigarettes.

(6) A. "Electronic cigarette" means, subject to subsection (a)(6)B. of this
section, any electronic product or device that produces a vapor that
delivers nicotine or any other substance to the person inhaling from
the device to simulate smoking and that is likely to be offered to or
purchased by consumers as an electronic cigarette, electronic cigar,
electronic cigarillo or electronic pipe.

B. "Electronic cigarette" does not include any item, product or device
described in subsections (a)(2)B. 1. to 4. of this section. >—.

(7) "Proof of age" means a driver's license, a commercial driver's license, a ( )
military identification card, a passport, or an identification card issued
under Ohio R.C. 4507.50 to 4507.52 that shows that a person is eighteen
years of age or older.
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(8) "Tobacco product" means any product that is made from tobacco,
including, but not limited to, a cigarette, a cigar, pipe tobacco, chewing
tobacco or snuff.

(9) "Vending machine"hasthe samemeaningas "coin machine" in Ohio R.C.
2913.01.

(b) No manufacturer, producer, distributor, wholesaler, or retailer ofcigarettes, other
tobacco products, alternative nicotine products, or papers used to roll cigarettes, no agent,
employee, or representative of a manufacturer, producer, distributor, wholesaler, or retailer of
cigarettes, other tobacco products, alternative nicotine products, or papers usedto rollcigarettes,
and no other person shall do any of the following:

(1) Give, sell or otherwise distribute cigarettes, other tobacco products,
alternative nicotineproducts, or papers used to roll cigarettes to any child;

(2) Give away, sellor distribute cigarettes, othertobacco products, alternative
nicotineproducts, or papers usedto rollcigarettes in anyplacethatdoes not
have posted in a conspicuous place a sign stating that giving, selling or
otherwise distributing cigarettes, other tobacco products, alternative
nicotine products, or papers used to roll cigarettes to a person under
eighteen years of age is prohibited by law;

(3) Knowingly furnish any false information regarding the name, age or other
identification of any child with purposeto obtaincigarettes, other tobacco
products, alternative nicotine products, or papers used to roll cigarettes for
that child;

(4) Manufacture, sell or distribute in this state any pack or other container of
^s^ cigarettes containing fewer than twenty cigarettes or any package of roll-

your-own tobacco containing less than six-tenths of one ounce of tobacco;
(5) Sell cigarettes or alternative nicotineproductsin a smallerquantitythanthat

placed in the pack or other container by the manufacturer;
(6) Give, sell or otherwise distribute alternativenicotine products, papersused

to roll cigarettes, or tobacco productsotherthancigarettes over the internet
or through another remote method without age verification.

(c) No personshallsell or offer to sellcigarettes, othertobacco products or alternative
nicotine products by or from a vending machine, except in the following locations:

(1) An area within a factory, business, office, or other place not open to the
general public;

(2) An area to which children are not generally permitted access;
(3) Any other place not identified in subsection (c)(1) or (2) of this section,

upon all of the following conditions:
A. The vending machineis located within the immediatevicinity, plain

view, and control of the person who owns or operates the place, or
an employee of that person, so that all cigarettes, other tobacco
productandalternative nicotineproductpurchases fromthe vending
machine will be readily observed by the person who owns or
operates the placeor an employee of mat person. For the purpose
of this section, a vending machine located in any unmonitored area,
including an unmonitored coatroom, restroom, hallway or outer-
waiting area, shall not be considered located within the immediate
vicinity, plainview, and control ofthe person who owns or operates

Utheplace, or an employee of that person.
B. The vending machine is inaccessible to the public when the placeis

closed.
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(d) The following are affirmative defenses to a charge under subsection (b)(1) of this
section:

(1) The child was accompanied by a parent, spouse who is eighteen years of
age or older, or legal guardian of the child.

(2) The personwho gave, soldordistributed cigarettes, othertobacco products,
alternative nicotine products, or papers used to roll cigarettes to a child
under subsection (b)(1) of this section is a parent, spouse who is eighteen
years of age or older, or legal guardian of the child.

(e) It is not a violation of subsection (b)(1) or (2) of this section for a person to give
or otherwise distributeto a child cigarettes, othertobacco products, alternative nicotineproducts
or papers used to roll cigarettes while the child is participating in a research protocol if all of the
following apply:

(1) The parent, guardianor legalcustodianofthe child hasconsented in writing
to the child participating in the research protocol;

(2) An institutional human subjects protection review board, or an equivalent
entity, has approved the research protocol;

(3) The child is participating in the researchprotocol at the facility or location
specified in the research protocol.

(f) (1) Whoever violates subsection (b)(1), (2), (4), (5) or (6) or (c) ofthis section
is guilty of illegal distribution of cigarettes, other tobacco products, or
alternative nicotine products. Except as otherwise provided in this /""^
subsection, illegal distribution of cigarettes, other tobacco products, or
alternative nicotine products is a misdemeanor of the fourth degree. If the
offender previously has been convicted of a violation of subsection (b)(1),
(2), (4), (5) or (6) or (c) of this section, illegal distribution of cigarettes,
other tobacco products, or alternativenicotine products is a misdemeanor
of the third degree.

(2) Whoever violates subsection (b)(3) of this section is guilty of permitting
children to use cigarettes, other tobacco products, or alternative nicotine
products. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection, permitting
children to use cigarettes, other tobacco products, or alternative nicotine
products is a misdemeanor of the fourth degree. If the offender previously
has been convicted of a violation of subsection (b)(3) of this section,
permitting children to use cigarettes, other tobacco products, or alternative
nicotine products is a misdemeanor of the third degree.

(g) Any cigarettes, other tobaccoproducts,alternative nicotineproducts, or papersused
to roll cigarettes that are given, sold or otherwise distributed to a child in violation of this section
and that are used, possessed, purchased or received by a child in violation of Ohio R.C. 2151.87
are subject to seizure and forfeiture as contraband under Ohio R.C. Chapter 2981.
(ORC 2927.02)

537.17 CRIMINAL CHILD ENTICEMENT.
(a) No person, by any means and without privilege to do so, shall knowingly solicit,

coax, entice or lure any child under fourteenyearsofageto accompanythe person in any manner,
including entering into any vehicle, or onto any vessel, whether or not the offender knows the age ._.
of the child, if both of the following apply: ( i

(1) The actor does not have the express or implied permission of the parent,
guardian or other legal custodianof the child in undertaking the activity;
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^""^ (2) The actor is not a law enforcement officer, medic, firefighter, or other
person who regularly provides emergency services, and is not an employee
or agent of, or a volunteer acting under the direction of any Board of
Education, or the actor is any of such persons, but, at the time the actor
undertakes the activity, the actor is not acting within the scope ofthe actor's
lawful duties in that capacity.

(b) No person, with a sexual motivation, shall violate subsection (a) of this section.

(c) No person, for any unlawful purpose other than, or in addition to, that proscribed
by subsection (a) of this section, shall engage in any activity described in subsection (a) of this
section.

(d) It is an affirmative defense to a charge under subsection (a) hereof that the actor
undertook the activity in response to a bona fide emergency situation or that the actor undertook
the activity in a reasonable belief that it was necessary to preserve the health, safety or welfare of
the child.

(e) Whoever violates this section is guilty ofcriminal child enticement, a misdemeanor
of the first degree. If the offender has previously been convicted of a violation of this section or
Ohio R.C. 2905.05, 2907.02, or 2907.03, or former Section 2907.12, or Ohio R.C. 2905.01 or
2907.05 when the victim of that prior offense was under seventeen years of age at the time of the
offense, criminal child enticement is a felonyand shallbe prosecutedunder appropriate State law.

, (f) As used in this section:
\^J (1) "Sexual motivation" has the same meaning as inOhio R.C. 2971.01.

(2) "Vehicle" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 4501.01.
(3) "Vessel" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 1547.01.

(ORC 2905.05)

537.18 CONTRIBUTING TO UNRULINESS OR DELINQUENCY OF A
CHILD.

(a) No person, including a parent, guardian or other custodian of a child, shall do any
of the following:

(1) Aid, abet, induce, cause, encourageor contribute to a child or a ward of the
juvenile court becomingan unruly child as defined in Ohio R.C. 2151.022,
or a delinquent child as defined in Ohio R.C. 2152.02.

(2) Act in a way tending to cause a child or a ward of the juvenile court to
become an unruly child as defined in Ohio R.C. 2151.022 or a delinquent
child as defined in Ohio R.C. 2152.02.

(3) If the person is the parent, guardian, or custodian of a child who has the
duties under Ohio R.C. Chapters 2152 and 2950 to register, register a new
residence address, and periodically verify a residence address and, if
applicable, to send a notice of intent to reside, and if the child is not
emancipated, as defined in Ohio R.C. 2919.121, fail to ensure that the child
complies with those duties under Ohio R.C. Chapters 2152 and 2950.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of contributing to the unruliness or
delinquency of a child, a misdemeanor of the first degree. Each day of violation of this section
is a separate offense. (ORC 2919.24)

^ 537.99 PENALTY.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: See Section 501.99 for penalties applicable to any misdemeanor

classification.)
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(jj) "Anhydrous ammoma" is a compound formed by the combination of two gaseous
elements, nitrogen and hydrogen, in the manner described in this subsection.
Anhydrous ammonia is one part nitrogen to three parts hydrogen (NH3).
Anhydrous ammonia by weight is fourteen parts nitrogen to three parts hydrogen,
which is approximately eighty-two per centnitrogento eighteenper cent hydrogen.

(kk) "Assistance dog" has the same meaning as in Ohio R.C. 955.011.
(11) "Active duty service member" means any member of the armed forces of the

United States performing active duty under Title 10 of the United States Code.
(ORC 2913.01)

545.02 DETERMINING PROPERTY VALUE IN THEFT OFFENSE.
(a) Ifmore than one item ofproperty or service is involved in a theft offense, the value

ofthe property or services involvedfor the purpose ofdeterminingthe value is the aggregatevalue
of all property or services involved in the offense.

(b) (1) When a series ofoffenses under Section 545.05, or a series ofviolations of,
attempts to commit a violation of, conspiracies to violate, or complicity in
violations of Section 545.05, 545.06, or 545.08, 545.10(b)(1) or (2), or
Section 545.15 or 545.20 involving a victim who is an elderly person or
disabled adult, is committed by the offender in the offender's same
employment, capacity, or relationship to another, all ofthose offenses shall
be tried as a single offense. When a series of offenses under Section
545.05, or a series of violations of, attempts to commit a violation of,
conspiracies to violate, or complicity in violations of Sections 545.05 or

v J 545.15 involving a victim who is an active duty service member or spouse
of an active duty service member is committed by the offender in the
offender's same employment, capacity or relationship to another, all of
those offenses shall be tried as a single offense. The value of the property
or services involvedin the series of offensesfor thepurpose ofdetermining
the value is the aggregate value of all property and services involved in all
offenses in the series.

(2) If an offender commits a series of offenses under Section 545.05 that
involvesa commoncourseof conductto defraudmultiplevictims, all of the
offensesmay be tried as a single offense. If an offender is being tried for
the commission of a series of violationsof, attempts to commit a violation
of, conspiracies to violate, or complicity in violations of Section 545.05,
545.06 or 545.08, Section 545.10(b)(1) or (2), or Section 545.15 or
545.20, whether committed against one victim or more than one victim,
involving a victim who is an elderly person or disabled adult, pursuant to
a schemeor courseof conduct, all of those offensesmaybe tried as a single
offense. If the offender is being tried for the commission of a series of
violationsof, attempts to commita violationof, conspiracies to violate, or
complicity in violations of Section 545.05 or 545.15, whether committed
against one victim or more than one victim, involving a victim who is an
active duty service member or spouse of an active duty service member
pursuant to a scheme or course of conduct, all of those offenses may be
tried as a single offense. If the offenses are tried as a single offense, the
value of the property or services involved for the purpose of detennining
the value is the aggregate value of all property and services involved in all

i j ofthe offenses in the course ofconduct.
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(3) In prosecuting a single offense under subsection (b)(1) or (2), it is not
necessary to separately allege and prove each offense in the series.
Rather, it is sufficient to allege andprove that the offender, within a given
spanof time, committed one or more theft offenses in the offender's same
employment, capacity, or relationship to another as described in
subsection (b)(1) of this section or that involve a common course of
conduct to defraud multiple victims or a scheme or course of conduct as
described in subsection (b)(2) ofthis section. While it is not necessary to
separately allege andproveeachoffense in the seriesin orderto prosecute
asingle offenseundersubsection (b)(1) or (2)hereof, it remains necessary
in prosecuting themasa single offenseto provethe aggregate valueof the
property or services in order to meet the requisite statutory offense level
sought by the prosecution.

(c) The following criteria shall be used in determining the value of property or
services involved in a theft offense:
(1) The value of an heirloom, memento, collector's item, antique, museum

piece, manuscript, document, record or other thing that has intrinsic
worth to its owner and that is either irreplaceable or is replaceable only
on the expenditure of substantial time, effort or money, is the amount that
would compensate the owner for its loss.

(2) The value of personal effects and household goods, and of materials,
supplies, equipment and fixtures used in the profession, business, trade,
occupation or avocation ofits owner, which property is not covered under /""^
subsection (c)(1) hereof, and which retains substantial utility for its
purpose regardless of its age or condition, is the cost of replacing the
property with new property of like kind and quality.

(3) The value of any real or personal property that is not covered under
subsections (c)(1) or (2) hereof, and the value of services, is the fair
market value of the property or services. As used in this section, "fair
market value" is the money consideration that a buyer would give and a
seller would accept for property or services, assuming that the buyer is
willing to buy andthe selleris willing to sell, thatboth are fully informed
as to all facts material to the transaction, and that neither is under any
compulsion to act.

(d) Without limitation on the evidence that may be used to establish the value of
property or services involved in a theft offense:

(1) When the property involved is personal property held for saleat wholesale
or retail, the price at which the property was held for sale is prima-facie
evidence of its value.

(2) When the property involved is a security or commodity traded on an
exchange, the closing priceor, if there is no closing price, the asked price,
given in the latest market quotation prior to the offense, is prima-facie
evidence of the value of the securityor commodity.

(3) When the property involved is livestock, poultry or raw agricultural
products for which a localmarket price is available, the latest localmarket
price prior to the offense is prima-facie evidence of the value of the
livestock, poultry or products. ^-^

(4) When the property involved is a negotiable instrument, the face value is ( '
prima-facie evidence of the value of the instrument.
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(5) When the property involved is a warehouse receipt, bill of lading, pawn
ticket, claim check or other instrument entitling the holder or bearer to
receive property, the face value or, if there is no face value, the value ofthe
property covered by the instrument less any payment necessary to receive
the property, is prima-facie evidence of the value of the instrument.

(6) When the property involved is a ticket of admission, ticket for
transportation, coupon, token or other instrument entitling the holder or
bearer to receive property or services, the face value or, if there is no face
value, the value of the property or services that may be received by the
instrument, is prima-facie evidence of the value of the instrument.

(7) When the services involved are gas, electricity, water, telephone,
transportation, shipping or other services for which the rate is established
by law, the duly established rate is prima-facie evidence of the value of the
services.

(8) When the services involved are services for which the rate is not established
by law, and the offender has been notified prior to the offense of the rate
for the services, either in writing or orally, or by posting in a manner
reasonably calculated to come to the attention of potential offenders, the
rate contained in the notice is prima-facie evidence of the value of the
services. (ORC 2913.61)

545.03 PROPERTY EXCEPTIONS AS FELONY OFFENSE.
Regardless of the value of the property involved, and regardless of whether the offender

has previously been convicted of a theft offense, the provisions of Section 545.05 or 545.18 do
^^ not apply if the property involved is any of the following:

(a) A credit card;
(b) A printed form for a checkor other negotiable instrument, that on its face identifies

the drawer or maker for whoseuse it is designedor identifies the accounton which
it is to be drawn, and that has not been executed by die drawer or maker or on
which the amount is blank;

(c) A firearm or dangerous ordnance as defined in Ohio R.C. 2923.11;
(d) A motor vehicle identification license plate as prescribed by Ohio R.C. 4503.22,

a temporary license placard or windshield sticker as prescribed by Ohio R.C.
4503.182, or any comparable license plate, placard or stickeras prescribed by the
applicable law of another state or the United States;

(e) A blank form for a certificate of title or a manufacturer'sor importer's certificate
to a motor vehicle, as prescribed by Ohio R.C. 4505.07;

(f) A blank form for any license listed in Ohio R.C. 4507.01(A).
(ORC 2913.71)

545.04 DETENTION OF SHOPLIFTERS; RIGHTS OF MUSEUMS AND
LIBRARIES.

(a) A merchant, or his employee or agent, whohasprobablecauseto believethat items
offered for sale by a mercantileestablishment have been unlawfully takenby a person, may, for
the purposes set forth in subsection (c) hereof, detain the person in a reasonable manner for a
reasonable length of time within the mercantile establishmentor its immediate vicinity.

(b) Any officer, employee or agentof a library, museum or archival institution may,
for the purposes set forth in subsection (c) hereofor for the purposeof conducting a reasonable

ij investigationof a belief that the person has acted in a manner described in subsections (b)(1)and
^•^ (2) hereof, detain aperson ina reasonable manner for a reasonable length oftime within, orinthe

immediate vicimty of the library, museum or archival institution, if theofficer, employee or agent
has probable cause to believe that the person has either:
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(1) Without privilege to do so, knowingly moved, defaced, damaged,
destroyed or otherwise improperly tampered with property owned by or
in the custody of the library, museum or archival institution; or

(2) With purpose to deprive the library, museum or archival institution of
property owned by it or in its custody, knowingly obtained or exerted
control over the property without the consent of the owner or person
authorized to give consent, beyond the scope of the express or implied
consent of the owneror person authorized to give consent, by deception,
or by threat.

(c) An officer, agentor employee ofa library,museum or archivalinstitutionpursuant
to subsection (b) hereof or a merchantor his employee or agentpursuant to subsection (a) hereof
may detain another person for any of the following purposes:

(1) To recover the property that is the subject of the unlawful taking, criminal
mischief or theft;

(2) To cause an arrest to be made by a peace officer;
(3) To obtain a warrant of arrest.
(4) To offer the person, if the person is suspected of the unlawful taking,

criminal mischief, or theft andnotwithstandingany other provision of this
GeneralOffenses or the Ohio Revised Code, an opportunity to complete a
pretrial diversion program and to inform the person of the other legal
remedies available to the library, museum, archivalinstitution or merchant.

(d) The officer, agent or employee of the library, museum or archival institution, or /~*\
the merchant orhis employee oragent acting under subsection (a) or(b) hereof shall not search '
the person, search or seize any property belonging to the person detained without the person's
consent, or use undue restraint upon the person detained.

(e) Any peace officer may arrest without a warrant any person that he has probable
cause to believe has committed any act described in subsection (b)(1) or (2) hereof or that he has
probable cause to believe has committed an unlawful taking in a mercantile establishment. An
arrest under this subsection shall be made within a reasonable time after the commission ofthe act
or unlawful taking.

(f) As used in this section:
(1) "Archival institution" means any public or private building, structure or

shelter in which are stored historical documents, devices, records,
manuscripts or items ofpublic interest, which historical materials are stored
to preserve the materials or the information in the materials, to disseminate
the information contained in the materials, or to make the materials
available for public inspection or for inspection by certain persons who
have a particular interest in, use for or knowledge concerning the materials.

(2) "Museum" means any public or private nonprofit institution that is
permanently organized for primarily educational or aesthetic purposes,
owns or borrows objects or items of public interest, and cares for and
exhibits to the public the objects or items.

(3) "Pretrial diversion program" means a rehabilitative, educational program
designed to reduce recidivism and promote personal responsibility that is
at least four hours in length and that has been approved by any court in this ._
State. (ORC 2935.041) fl
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545.05 PETTY THEFT.
(a) No person, with purpose to deprive the owner of property or services, shall

knowingly obtain or exert control over either the property or services in any of die following
ways:

(1) Without the consent of the owner or person authorized to give consent;
(2) Beyond thescopeof theexpress or implied consent of theowneror person

authorized to give consent;
(3) By deception;
(4) By threat;
(5) By intimidation.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of petty theft, a misdemeanor of the first
degree. Petty theft is a felony and shall be prosecuted under appropriate State law if:

(1) The value of the property or services stolen is one thousand dollars
($1,000) or more; or

(2) The victim of the offense is an elderly person, disabled adult, active duty
service member, or spouse of an active duty service member, or

(3) The property stolen is a firearm or dangerous ordnance, or
(4) The property stolen is a motor vehicle, or
(5) The property stolen is any dangerous drug, or
(6) The property stolen is a police dog or horse or an assistance dog and the

offender knows or should know that the property stolen is a police dog or
horse or an assistance dog, or

( (7) The property stolen is anhydrous ammonia, or
\^ (8) The property stolen is a special purpose article as defined in Ohio R.C.

4737.04 or a bulk merchandise container as defined in Ohio R.C.
4737.012.

(c) In addition to the penalties described in subsection (b) ofthis section, if the offender
committed the violation by causing a motor vehicle to leave the premises of an establishment at
which gasoline is offered for retail sale without the offender making full payment for gasoline that
was dispensed into the fuel tank of the motor vehicle or into another container, the court may do
oneof the following:

(1) Unless subsection (c)(2) of this section applies, suspend for not more than
six months the offender's driver's license, probationary driver's license,
commercial driver's license, temporary instruction permit, or nonresident
operating privilege;

(2) Ifthe offender's driver's license, probationary driver's license, commercial
driver's license, temporary instruction permit, or nonresident operating
privilege has previously been suspendedpursuant to subsection (c)(1) ofthis
section, imposea class seven suspensionof the offender's license, permit,
or privilege from the range specified in Ohio R.C. 4510.02(A)(7), provided
that the suspension shall be for at least six months.

(3) The court, in lieu of suspending the offender's driver's or commercial
driver's license, probationary driver's license, temporary instruction
permit, or nonresident operating privilege pursuant to subsections (c)(1) or
(2) of this section, instead may require the offender to perform community
service for a number of hours determined by the court.

i , (d) In addition to the penalties described in subsection (b) hereof, if the offender
^—^ committed the violation by stealing rented property orrental services, the court may order that the

offender make restitution pursuant to Ohio R.C. 2929.18 or 2929.28. Restitution may include,
but is not limited to, the cost of repairing or replacing the stolen property, or the cost of repairing
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the stolen property and any loss of revenue resulting from deprivation of the property due to theft
of rental services that is less than or equal to the actual value of the property at the time it was
rented. Evidence of intent to commit theft of rented property or rental services shall be
determined pursuant to the provisions of Ohio R.C. 2913.72.

(e) The sentencing court that suspends an offender's license, permit, or nonresident
operating privilege under subsection (c) of this section may grant the offender limited driving
privileges during the period of the suspension in accordance with Ohio R.C. Chapter 4510.
(ORC 2913.02)

545.06 UNAUTHORIZED USE OF A VEHICLE; VEHICLE TRESPASS.
(a) No person shall knowingly use or operate an aircraft, motor vehicle, motorcycle,

motorboat or other motor-propelled vehicle without the consent of the owner or person authorized
to give consent.

(b) This section does not apply to property removed from the State or if possession is
kept for more than forty-eight hours.

(c) The following are affirmative defenses to a charge under this section:
(1) At the time of the alleged offense, the actor, though mistaken, reasonably

believed that the actor was authorized to use or operate the property.
(2) At the time of the alleged offense, the actor reasonably believed that the

owner or person empowered to give consent would authorize the actor to
use or operate the property. /^

(d) No person shall knowingly enter into or upon a motor vehicle, motorcycle or other
motor-propelled vehicle without the consent of the owner or person authorized to give consent.

(e) Whoever violates subsection (a) hereof is guilty of unauthorized use of a vehicle,
a misdemeanor of the first degree. If the victim of the offense is an elderly person or disabled
adult and if the victim incurs a loss as a result of the violation, a violation of subsection (a) hereof
is a felony and shall be prosecuted under appropriate State law. (ORC 2913.03)

(f) Whoeverviolatessubsection(d)hereofis guiltyof vehicletrespass, a misdemeanor
of the fourth degree.

545.07 INSURANCE FRAUD.
(a) As used in this section:

(1) "Data" has the samemeaningas in Section545.01 andadditionally includes
any other representation of information, knowledge, facts, concepts or
instructions that are being or have been prepared in a formalized manner.

(2) "Deceptive" means that a statement, in whole or in part, would cause
another to be deceived because it contains a misleading representation,
withholds information, prevents the acquisition of information or by any
other conduct, act or omission creates, confirms or perpetuates a false
impression, including, but not limited to, a false impression as to law,
value, state of mind or other objective or subjective fact.

(3) "Insurer" meansany person that is authorized to engage in the business of
insurance inthis State under Title XXXIX ofthe Ohio Revised Code; The —^
Ohio Fair Plan Underwriting Associationcreated under Ohio R.C. 3929.43; ( )
any health insuringcorporation;and any legal entity that is self-insured and
provides benefits to its employees or members.
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(4) "Policy" means a policy, certificate, contract or plan that is issued by an
insurer.

(5) "Statement" includes, but is not limited to, any notice, letter or
memorandum; proof of loss; bill of lading; receipt for payment; invoice,
account or other financial statement; estimate of property damage; bill for
services; diagnosis or prognosis; prescription; hospital, medical or dental
chart or other record; X-Ray, photograph, videotape or movie film; test
result; other evidence of loss, injury or expense; computer-generated
document; and data in any form.

(b) No person, with purpose to defraud or knowing that the person is facilitating a
fraud, shall do either of the following:

(1) Present to, or cause to be presented to, an insurer any written or oral
statement that is part of, or in support of, an application for insurance, a
claim for payment pursuant to a policy or a claim for any other benefit
pursuant to a policy, knowing mat the statement, or any part of the
statement, is false or deceptive;

(2) Assist, aid, abet, solicit, procure or conspire with another to prepare or
make any written or oral statementthat is intended to be presented to an
insurer as part of, or in support of, an applicationfor insurance, a claim
for payment pursuant to a policy, or a claim for any other benefit pursuant
to a policy, knowing that the statement, or any part of the statement, is
false or deceptive.

[^ (c) Whoever violates this section isguilty ofinsurance fraud amisdemeanor ofthe first
degree. If the amount of the claim that is false or deceptive is one thousand dollars ($1,000) or
more, insurance fraud is a felony and shallbe prosecuted under appropriate State law.

(d) This section shall not be construed to abrogate, waive or modify Ohio R.C.
2317.02(A). (ORC 2913.47)

545.08 UNAUTHORIZED USE OF PROPERTY.
(a) No person shall knowingly use or operate the property of another without the

consent of the owner or person authorized to give consent.

(b) The affirmative defenses contained in Section 545.06(c) are affirmative defenses
to a charge under this section.

(c) Whoever violates thissection is guilty of unauthorized useof property. Except as
provided in subsection (d) hereof, unauthorized use of property is a misdemeanor of the fourth
degree.

(d) If unauthorized use of property is committed for the purpose of devising or
executing a scheme to defraud or to obtain property or services, unauthorized use of property is
a misdemeanor of the first degree. Unauthorized use of property is a felony and shall be
prosecuted under appropriate State law if:

(1) Unauthorizeduse of property is committed for the purpose of devising or
executing a scheme to defraud or to obtain property or services, and if the
value of the property is one thousand dollars ($1,000) or more; or

(2) If the victim of the offense is an elderly person or disabled adult.
(ORC 2913.04)<J
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545.09 PASSING BAD CHECKS.
(a) As used in this section:

(1) "Check" includes any form of debit from a demand deposit account,
including, but not limited to any of the following:
A. A check, bill of exchange, draft, order of withdrawal, or similar

negotiable or nonnegotiable instrument;
B. An electronic check, electronic transaction, debit card transaction,

check card transaction, substitute check, web check, or any form of
automated clearing house transaction.

(2) "Issue a check" means causing any form of debit from a demand deposit
account.

(b) No person, with purpose to defraud, shall issue or transfer or cause to be issued or
transferreda checkor othernegotiable instrument, knowing that it willbe dishonored or knowing
that a person has ordered or will order stop payment on the check or other negotiable instrument.

(c) For purposes of this section, a person who issues or transfers a check or other
negotiable instrument is presumed to know that it will be dishonored, if either of the following
occurs:

(1) The drawer had no account with the drawee at the time of issue or the stated
date, whichever is later.

(2) The check or other negotiableinstrumentwas properly refused paymentfor
insufficient funds upon presentment within thirty days after issue or the
stated date, whichever is later, and the liability of the drawer, indorser or /~"\
any party who may be liable thereon is not discharged by payment or '
satisfaction within ten days after receiving notice of dishonor.

(d) For purposes of this section, a person who issues or transfers a check, bill of
exchange or other draft is presumed to have the purpose to defraud if the drawer fails to comply
with Ohio R.C. 1349.16 by doing any ofthe following when opening a checking account intended
for personal, family or household purposes at a financial institution:

(1) Falsely stating that the drawer has not been issued a valid driver's or
commercial driver's license or identification card issued under Ohio R.C.
4507.50;

(2) Furnishing such license or card, or another identification document that
contains false information;

(3) Making a false statement with respect to the drawer's current address or
any additional relevant information reasonably required by the financial
institution.

(e) In determining the value of the payment for purposes of subsection (f) of this
section, the court may aggregate all checks and other negotiable instruments that the offender
issued or transferred or caused to be issued or transferred in violation of subsection (a) of this
section within a period of one hundred eighty consecutive days.

(0 Whoever violates this section is guilty ofpassing bad checks. Except as otherwise
provided in this subsection, passing bad checks is a misdemeanor of the first degree. If the check
or checksor other negotiableinstrumentor instruments are issuedor transferred to a singlevendor
or single other person for the payment of one thousand dollars ($1,000) or more or if the check ^~
or checks or other negotiable instrument or instruments are issued or transferred to multiple ( )
vendors or persons for the payment of one thousand five hundred dollars ($1,500) or more,
passing bad checks is a felony and shall be prosecuted under appropriate State law.
(ORC2913.il)
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545.10 MISUSE OF CREDIT CARDS.
(a) No person shall do any of die following:

(1) Practice deception for the purpose of procuring the issuance of a credit
card, when a credit card is issued in actual reliance thereon;

(2) Knowingly buy or sell a credit card from or to a person other than the
issuer.

(b) No person, with purpose to defraud, shall do any of the following:
(1) Obtain control over a credit card as security for a debt;
(2) Obtain property or services by the use of a credit card, in one or more

transactions, knowing or having reasonable cause to believe that the card
has expired or been revoked, or was obtained, is retained or is being used
in violation of law;

(3) Furnish property or services upon presentation of a credit card, knowing
that the card is being used in violation of law;

(4) Represent or cause to be represented to the issuer of a credit card that
property or services have been furnished, knowing that the representation
is false.

(c) No person, with purpose to violate this section, shall receive, possess, control or
dispose of a credit card.

(d) Whoever violates this sectionis guilty of misuseof credit cards, a misdemeanor of
the first degree. Misuseof credit cards is a felonyand shallbe prosecutedunder appropriateState

\^ law if:
(1) The cumulative retail value of the property and services involved in one or

more violations of subsection (b)(2), (3) or (4) hereof, which violations
involve one or more credit card accounts and occur within a period of
ninety consecutive days commencing on the date of the first violation, is
one thousand dollars ($1,000) or more; or

(2) The victim of the offense is an elderly person or disabled adult and the
offense involves a violation of subsection (b)(1) or (2) hereof.
(ORC 2913.21)

545.11 MAKING OR USING SLUGS.
(a) No person shall do any of the following:

(1) Insert or deposit a slug in a coin machine, with purpose to defraud;
(2) Make, possess or dispose of a slug, with purpose of enabling another to

defraud by inserting or depositing it in a coin machine.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty ofmaking or using slugs, a misdemeanor of
the second degree. (ORC 2913.33)

545.12 TAMPERING WITH COIN MACHINES.
(a) No person, with purpose to committheft or to defraud, shallknowinglyenter, force

an entrance into, tamper with or insert any part of an instrument into any coin machine.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of tampering with coin machines, a
misdemeanor of the first degree. If the offender has previously been convicted of a violation of

( j Ohio R.C. 2911.32 orofany theft offense, tampering with coin machines isa felony and shall be
^—^ prosecuted under appropriate State law. (ORC 2911.32)
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545.13 CRIMINAL SIMULATION.
(a) No person, with purpose to defraud, or knowing that the person is facilitating a

fraud, shall do any of the following:
(1) Make or alter any object so that it appears to have value because of

antiquity, rarity, curiosity, source, or authorship, which it does not in fact
possess;

(2) Practice deception in making, retouching, editing, or reproducing any
photograph, movie film, video tape, phonograph record, or recording tape;

(3) Falsely or fraudulently make, simulate, forge, alter, or counterfeit any
wrapper, label, stamp, cork, or cap prescribed by the Liquor Control
Commission under Ohio R.C. Chapters 4301 and 4303, falsely or
fraudulently cause to be made, simulated, forged, altered, or counterfeited
any wrapper, label, stamp, cork, or cap prescribed by the Liquor Control
Commission under Ohio R.C. Chapters 4301 and 4303, or use more than
once any wrapper, label, stamp, cork, or cap prescribed by the Liquor
Control Commission under Ohio R.C. Chapters 4301 and 4303.

(4) Utter, or possess with purpose to utter, any object that the person knows to
have been simulated as provided in subsection (a)(1), (2) or (3) of this
section.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty ofcriminal simulation, a misdemeanor ofthe
first degree. Ifthe loss to the victim is one thousanddollars ($1,000) or more, criminal simulation
is a felony and shall be prosecuted under appropriate State law.
(ORC 2913.32) ^

545.14 TAMPERING WITH RECORDS.
(a) No person, knowing the person has no privilege to do so, and with purpose to

defraud or knowing that the person is facilitating a fraud, shall do any of the following:
(1) Falsify, destroy, remove, conceal, alter, deface or mutilate any writing,

computer software, data, or record;
(2) Utter any writing or record, knowing it to have been tampered with as

provided in subsection (a)(1) hereof.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of tampering with records, a misdemeanor
of the first degree. If the violation involves data or computer software the value of which or loss
to the victim is one thousand dollars ($1,000) or more, or if the writing or record is a will
unrevoked at the time of the offense, tampering with records is a felony and shall be prosecuted
under appropriate State law. (ORC 2913.42)

545.15 SECURING WRITINGS BY DECEPTION.
(a) No person, by deception, shallcause another to execute any writingthat disposes

of or encumbers property, or by which a pecuniary obligation is incurred.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of securing writings by deception, a
misdemeanor of the first degree. Securing writings by deception is a felony and shall be
prosecuted under appropriate State law if:

(1) The value of the property or obligation involved is one thousand dollars
($1,000) or more; or

(2) The victim ofthe offense is an elderly person, disabled adult, active duty ^~
service member or spouse ofanactive duty service member. ( )
(ORC 2913.43)
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545.16 PERSONATING AN OFFICER.
(a) No person, with purpose to defraud or knowing that he is facilitating a fraud, or

with purpose to induceanotherto purchasepropertyor services, shallpersonatea lawenforcement
officer, or an inspector, investigator or agent of any governmental agency.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty ofpersonating an officer, a misdemeanor of
the first degree. (ORC 2913.44)

545.17 DEFRAUDING CREDITORS.
(a) No person, withpurpose to defraudone or more of the person's creditors, shall do

any of the following:
(1) Remove, conceal, destroy, encumber, convey or otherwisedeal with any

of the person's property.
(2) Misrepresentor refuse to disclose to a fiduciary appointedto administer

or manage the person's affairs or estate, the existence, amount or location
of any of the person's property, or any other information regarding such
property that the person is legally required to furnish to the fiduciary.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of defrauding creditors, a misdemeanorof
the first degree. If the value of the property involved is one thousand dollars ($1,000) or more,
defrauding creditors is a felony and shall be prosecuted under appropriate State law.
(ORC 2913.45)

545.18 RECEIVING STOLEN PROPERTY.
\_J (a) No person shall receive, retain or dispose of property of another, knowing or

having reasonable cause to believethat the property has been obtained through commission of a
theft offense.

(b) It is not a defense to a chargeof receivingstolenpropertyin violation of this section
that the property was obtained by means other than through the commission of a theft offense if
the property was explicitly represented to the accused person as being obtained through the
commission of a theft offense.

(c) Whoever violatesthis sectionis guiltyof receivingstolenproperty, a misdemeanor
of the firstdegree. Receiving stolenproperty is a felony andshallbeprosecuted underappropriate
State law if:

(1) The value of the property involved is one thousand dollars ($1,000) or
more; or

(2) The property involved is:
A. Listed in Section 545.03; or
B. A motor vehicle as defined in Ohio R.C. 4501.01; or
C. A dangerous drug as defined in Ohio R.C. 4729.01.
D. A special purchase article as defined in Ohio R.C. 4737.04 or a

bulk merchandise container as defined in Ohio R.C. 4737.012.
(ORC 2913.51)

545.19 POSSESSION OF CRIMINAL TOOLS.
(a) No person shall possess or have under the person's control any substance, device,

instrument, or article, with purpose to use it criminally.
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(b) Each of the following constitutes prima-facie evidence of criminal purpose:
(1) Possessionor control of any dangerousordnance, or the materials or parts

for makingdangerous ordnance, in the absenceof circumstances indicating
the dangerous ordnance, materials, or parts are intended for legitimate use;

(2) Possession or control of any substance, device, instrument, or article
designed or specially adapted for criminal use;

(3) Possession or control of any substance, device, instrument, or article
commonlyused for criminalpurposes, under circumstances indicatingthe
item is intended for criminal use.

(c) Whoever violates this section is guilty of possessingcriminal tools, a misdemeanor
of the first degree. If the circumstances indicate that the substance, device, instrument, or article
involved in the offense was intended for use in the commission of a felony, possessing criminal
tools is a felony and shall be prosecuted under appropriate State law.
(ORC 2923.24)

545.20 FORGERY OF IDENTIFICATION CARDS.
(a) No person shall knowingly do either of the following:

(1) Forge an identification card;
(2) Sell or otherwise distribute a card that purports to be an identification

card, knowing it to have been forged.
(3) As used in this section, "identification card" means a card that includes

personal information or characteristics of an individual, a purpose of
which is to establish the identity of the bearer described on the card, f~\
whether the words "identity," "identification," "identification card" or '
other similar words appear on the card.

(b) Whoever violates subsection (a) hereof is guilty of forging identification cards or
selling or distributing forged identification cards. Except as otherwise provided in this subsection,
forging or selling or distributing forged identificationcards is a misdemeanor of the first degree.
If the offender previously has been convicted of a violation of this section or Ohio R.C. 2913.31
(B), forging identification cards or selling or distributing forged identification cards is a
misdemeanor of the first degree and, in addition, the court shall impose upon the offender a fine
of not less than two hundred fifty dollars ($250.00).
(ORC 2913.31)

545.21 IDENTITY FRAUD.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Former Section 545.21 has been deleted from the Codified

Ordinances. Ohio R.C. 2913.49, from which Section 545.21 was derived, has been reclassified
from a misdemeanor to a felony offense.)

545.99 PENALTY.
(EDITOR'S NOTE: See Section 501.99 for penalties applicable to any misdemeanor

classification.)

n
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CHAPTER 553
Railroads

553.01 Obstructing streets by
railroad companies.

553.011 Obstructing streets by
abandoning the locomotive.

553.02 Climbing upon railroad cars.

553.03 Duties of locomotive
engineer.

553.04 Railroad vandalism.
553.05 Grade crossing device vandalism.
553.99 Penalty.

CROSS REFERENCES
See sectional histories for similar State law
Lighting railroads - see Ohio R.C. 723.33 et seq.
Power to regulate train speed - see Ohio R.C. 723.48
Vehicular homicide - see GEN. OFF. 537.02
Criminal mischief- see GEN. OFF. 541.04

553.01 OBSTRUCTING STREETS BY RAILROAD COMPANIES.
(a) (1) No railroad company shall obstruct or permit or cause to be obstructed a

public street, road or highwayby permittinga railroad car, locomotive or
other obstruction to remain upon or across it for longer than five minutes
to the hindrance or inconvenienceof travelers or a person passing along
or upon such street, road or highway.
At the end of each five minute period of obstruction of a public street,
road or highway, each railroad company shall cause such railroad car,
locomotive or other obstruction to be removed for sufficient time, not less
than three minutes, to allow the passage of persons and vehicles waiting
to cross.

This section does not apply to obstruction of a public street, road or
highway by a continuously moving through train or caused by
circumstances wholly beyond the control of the railroad company, but
does apply to other obstructions, including without limitation those caused
by stopped trains and trains engaged in switching, loading or unloading
operations.
If a railroad car, locomotive, or other obstruction is obstructing a public
street, road, or highway in violation of subsection (a)(1) hereof and the
violation occurs in the unincorporated area of one or more counties, or in
one or more municipal corporations, the officers and employees of each
affected county or municipalcorporation may charge the railroad company
with only one violation of the law arising from the same facts and
circumstances and the same act.

(2)

(3)

(4)
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(5) Upon the filing ofan affidavit or complaint for violation ofthis subsection
(a)(1) hereof, summons shall be issued to the railroad company pursuant
to Ohio R.C. 2935.10(B), which summons shall be served on the regular
ticket or freight agent of the company in the county where the offense
occurred. (ORC 5589.21)

(b) For purposes ofthis section, "railroad company" includes the officers, employees
and agents of such company.

(c) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree and
shall be fined one thousand dollars ($1,000).

553.011 OBSTRUCTING STREETS BY ABANDONING THE LOCOMOTIVE.
(a) No railroad company shallobstruct,or permitor causeto be obstructed, a public

street, road, or highway, by permitting any part of a train whose crew has abandoned the
locomotive to remain across it for longer than five minutes to the hindrance or inconvenience of
travelers or a person passing along or upon the street, road, or highway, unless the safety of the
train crew requires them to abandon the locomotive.

(b) Upon the filing ofan affidavit or complaint for violation ofthis section, summons
shall be issued to the railroad company pursuant to Ohio R.C. 2935.10(B), which summons shall
be served on the regular ticket or freight agent of the company in the county where the offense
occurred. (ORC 5589.211)

(c) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a misdemeanor of the first degree and
shall be fined five thousand dollars ($5,000). (ORC 5589.99)

553.02 CLIMBING UPON RAILROAD CARS.
(a) No person shall climb, jump, step or stand upon or cling or attach himself to a

locomotive, engine or car upon the track of a railroad, unless in compliance with law or by
permission under the rules of the corporation managing such railroad.

(b) Whoever violates this section is guilty of a minor misdemeanor.
(ORC 4999.02)

553.03 DUTIES OF LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEER.
(a) No person in charge of a locomotive shall fail to bring the locomotive to a full

stop at least 200 feet before arriving at a crossing with another track, or proceed through the
crossing before signaled to do so or before the way is clear.

(b) Whoever violates this sectionis guilty of a misdemeanor of the fourth degree. If
violation of this misdemeanor causesphysical harm to any person, whoeverviolates this section
is guilty of a misdemeanor of the third degree. (ORC 4999.04)
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CHAPTER 1511
Open Burning

1511.01 Definitions.
1511.02 Relations to other

prohibitions.
1511.03 Open burning in restricted

areas.

1511.04 Permission to individuals and
notification to the Ohio EPA.

1511.05 Open burning; recreational
fires; portable outdoor
fireplaces.

1511.99 Penalty.

CROSS REFERENCES
See sectional histories for similar State law
Air pollution control - see Ohio R.C. Ch. 3704
Permit to burn construction debris - see Ohio R.C. 3704.11(C)
Spreading fire through negligence - see Ohio R.C. 3737.62
Open burning - see OAC Ch. 3745

1511.01 DEFINITIONS.
As used in Chapter 3745-19 of the Ohio Administrative Code and this chapter:
(a) "Agricultural waste" means any waste material generated by crop, horticultural,

or livestock production practices, and includes such items as woody debris and
plant matter from stream flooding, bags, cartons, structural materials, and
landscape wastes that are generated in agricultural activities, but does not include
land clearing waste; buildings(including dismantled/fallen barns); garbage; dead
animals; animal waste; motor vehicles and parts thereof; nor economic poisons
and containers thereof, unless the manufacturer has identifiedopen burning as a
safe disposal procedure.

(b) "Economic poisons" include but are not restricted to pesticides such as
insecticides, fungicides, rodenticides, miticides, nematocides and fumigants;
herbicides; seed disinfectants; and defoliants.

(c) "Garbage" means any waste material resulting from the handling, processing,
preparation, cooking and consumption of food or food products.

(d) "Landscape waste" means any plant waste material, except garbage, including
trees, tree trimmings, branches, stumps, brush, weeds, leaves, grass, shrubbery,
yard trimmings and crop residues.
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(e) "Land clearing waste" means plant waste material which is removed from land,
including plant waste material removed from stream banks during projects
involving more than one property owner, for the purpose of rendering the land
useful for residential, commercial, or industrial development. Land clearing
waste also includes the plant waste material generated during the clearing of land
for new agricultural development.

(f) "Ohio EPA" means the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency Director or
agencies delegated authority by such Director pursuant to Ohio R.C. 3704.03 or
the Chief of any Ohio Environmental Protection Agency district office.

(g) "Open burning" means the burning of any materials wherein air contaminants
resulting from combustion are emitted directly into the ambient air without
passing through a stack or chimney. Open burning includes the burning of any
refuse or salvageable material in any device not subject to or designed specifically
to comply with the requirements of Ohio Administrative Code 3745-17-09 or
3745-17-10.

(h) "Residential waste" means any waste material, including landscape waste,
generated on the property of a one-, two- or three-family residence as a result of
residential activities, but not including garbage, rubber, grease, asphalt, liquid
petroleum products, or plastics.

(i) "Restricted area" means the area within the boundary of any municipal
corporation established in accordance with the provisions of Title 7 of the Ohio
Revised Code, plus a zone extending 1,000 feet beyond the boundaries of any
such municipal corporation having a population of 1,000 to 10,000 persons and
a zone extending one mile beyond any such municipal corporation having a /""*\
population of 10,000 persons or more according to the latest federal census.

(j) "Unrestricted area" means all areas outside the boundaries of a restricted area as
defined in subsection (i) hereof.
(OAC 3745-19-01)

(k) "Bonfire" means an outdoor fire utilized for ceremonial purposes.
(1) "Recreational fire" means an outdoor fire burning materials other than rubbish

where the fuel being burned is not containedin an incinerator, outdoor fireplace,
portable outdoor fireplace, barbecue grill or barbecue pit and has a total fuel area
of 3 feet (914 mm) or less in diameter and 2 feet (610 mm) or less in height for
pleasure, religious, ceremonial, cooking, warmth or similar purposes.
(OAC 1301:7-7-03)

1511.02 RELATIONS TO OTHER PROHIBITIONS.
(a) Notwithstanding anyprovisionin OhioAdministrative CodeChapter3745-19, no

open burning shall be conductedin an area where an air alert, warning or emergencyunder Ohio
Administrative Code Chapter 3745-25 is in effect.

(b) No provisions of Ohio Administrative Code Chapter 3745-19, permitting open
burning, andno permissionto openbum grantedby the OhioEPA, shallexemptanypersonfrom
compliance with any sectionofthe Ohio Revised Code, orany regulation ofany State department,
or any local ordinance or regulation dealing with open burning.
(OAC 3745-19-02)

1511.03 OPEN BURNING IN RESTRICTED AREAS.
(a) No person or property owner shall cause or allow open burning in a restricted area -.

except as providedin subsections (b) to (d) hereof; in Ohio R.C. 3704.11and in compliance with ()
Section 1511.05 of this chapter.
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(b) Openburning shall be allowed for the following purposes withoutnotification to
or permission from the Ohio EPA:

(1) Heating tar, welding, acetylene torches, highwaysafety flares, heating for
warmth of outdoor workers and strikers, smudge pots and similar
occupational needs.

(2) Bonfires,campfires andoutdoor fireplace equipment, whetherforcooking
food for human consumption, pleasure, religious, ceremonial, warmth,
recreational, or similarpurposes, if the following conditions are met:
A. They are fueled with clean seasoned firewood, natural gas, or

equivalent, or any clean burning fuel with emissions that are
equivalent to or lower than those created from the burning of
seasoned firewood;

B. They are not used for waste disposal purposes; and
C. They shall have a total fuel area of three feet or less in diameter

and two feet or less in height.
(3) Disposal ofhazardous explosive materials,militarymunitionsor explosive

devices that require immediate action to prevent endangerment of human
health, public safety, property or the environment and that are excluded
from the requirement to obtain a hazardous waste permit pursuant to
paragraph(D)(1)(d) ofRule 3745-50-45 ofthe Ohio Administrative Code.

(4) Recognized training in the use of fire extinguishers for commercial or
industrial fire prevention.

(5) Fires set at the direction of federal, state, and local law enforcement
officials for the purpose of destruction of cannabis sativa (marijuana)

^_^ plant vegetation, processed marijuana material and/or other drugs seized
by federal, state or local law enforcement officials.

Fires allowed by subsections (b)(1), (b)(2) and (b)(4) hereof shall not be used for waste
disposal purposes and shallbe ofminimum size sufficient for their intended purpose; the fuel shall
be chosen to minimize the generation and emission of air contaminants.

(c) Open burning shallbe allowed for the following purposes with priornotification
to the Ohio EPA in accordance with subsection (b) of Section 1511.04:

(1) Prevention or control ofdisease or pests, with written or oral verification
to the Ohio EPA from the Ohio Department of Health or local health
department, the centers for disease control and prevention, cooperative
extension service, Ohio Departmentof Agriculture, or U.S. Department
ofAgriculture, that open burning is the only appropriate disposal method.

(2) Bonfires or campfires used for ceremonial purposes that do not meet the
requirements of subsection (b)(2) hereof, provided the following
conditions are met:
A. They have a total fuel area no greater than five feet in diameter by

five feet in height and bum no longer than three hours;
B. They are not to be used for waste disposal purposes; and
C. They are fueled with clean seasoned firewood, natural gas or

equivalent, or any clean burning fuel with emissions that are
equivalent to or lower than those created from the burning of
seasoned firewood.

(3) Disposal of agricultural waste generatedon the premises if the following
conditions are observed:

[j A. The fire is set only when atmospheric conditions will readily
^-^ dissipate contaminants;

B. The fire does not create a visibility hazard on the roadways,
railroad tracks, or air fields;
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C. The fire is located at a point on the premises no less than one
thousand feet from any inhabited building not located on said
premises;

D. The wastes are stacked and dried to provide the best practicable
condition for efficient burning; and

E. No materials are burned which contain rubber, grease, asphalt,
liquid petroleum products, plastics or building materials.

(d) Open burning shall be allowed for the following purposes upon receipt of written
permission from the Ohio EPA, in accordance with subsection (a) of Section 1511.04, provided
that any conditions specified in the permission are followed:

(1) Disposal ofignitable or explosive materials where the Ohio EPA determines
that there is no practical alternate method of disposal, excluding those
materials identified in subsection (b)(3) hereof;

(2) Instruction in methods of fire fighting or for research in the control of fire
as recognized by the State Fire Marshal Division of the Ohio Department
of Commerce and the guidelines set forth in the National Fire Protection
Association's (NFPA) publication1403: "Standard on Live Fire Training
Evolutions, Chapter 4, Acquired Structures", provided that the application
required in subsection (a)(1) of Section 1511.04 is submitted by the
commercial or public entity responsible for the instruction;

(3) In emergency or other extraordinary circumstances for any purpose
determined to be necessaryby the Director and, if required, performed as
identified in the appendix to Rule 3745-19-03 of the Ohio Administrative ^"\
Code. If deemednecessary, the openburningmay be authorizedwithprior
oral approval by the Director followed by the issuance of a written
permission to open bum within seven working days of the oral approval;

(4) Recognized horticultural, silvicultural (forestry), range or wildlife
management practices; and

(5) Firesand/orpyrotechnic effects, forpurposes otherthanwaste disposal, set
as part ofcommercial film-making or video production activities for motion
pictures and television. (OAC 3745-19-03)

1511.04 PERMISSION TO INDIVIDUALS AND NOTIFICATION TO THE OHIO
EPA.

(a) Permission.
(1) An application for permission to open bum shall be submitted in writing

to Ohio EPA. The applicant shall allow Ohio EPA at least ten working
days to review thepermit. Applicant may proceed withbum uponreceipt
of writtenpermission fromOhioEPA. Saturday, Sunday andlegalholidays
shall not be considered working days. The application shall be in such
form and contain such informationas required by the Ohio EPA.

(2) Exceptas provided in subsection (a)(6) and (a)(7)hereof, suchapplications
shall contain, as a minimum, informationregarding:
A. The purpose of the proposed burning;
B. The quantity or acreageand the nature ofthe materials to be burned;
C. The date or dates whensuch burning will take place;
D. The location of the burning site, including a mapshowing distances

to residences, populated areas, roadways, air fields, and other —^
pertinent landmarks; and C )

E. The methods or actions which will be taken to reduce the emissions
of air contaminants.
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(3) Permission to open bum shall not be granted unless the applicant
demonstrates to the satisfaction of the Ohio EPA that open burning is
necessary to the public interest; will be conducted in a time, place and
manneras to minimize the emission ofaircontaminants, when atmospheric
conditions are appropriate; and will havenoserious detrimental effectupon
adjacent properties or the occupants thereof. The Ohio EPA may impose
such conditions as may be necessary to accomplish the purpose of Chapter
3745-19 of the Ohio Administrative Code.

(4) Except as provided in subsection (a)(6) hereof, permission to open bum
must be obtained for each specific project. In emergencies where public
health or environmental quality will be seriously threatened by delay while
written permission is sought, the fire may be set with oral permission of the
Ohio EPA.

(5) Violations of any of the conditions set forth by the Ohio EPA in granting
permissionto openbum shallbe grounds for revocation of such permission
and refusal to grant future permission, as well as for the imposition ofother
sanctions provided by law.

(6) The Ohio Department of Commerce, Division of State Fire Marshal, may
request permission to open bum on an annual basis for the purpose of
training firefighters on pre-flashover conditions using the Ohio fire
academy's mobile training laboratory at either the academy or at other
training sites in Ohio. The annual application required pursuant to
subsection (a)(1) hereof shall contain informationas requiredin paragraph
(a)(2) of this rule, except the information required in subsections (a)(2)C.

\^ and (A)(2)D. hereof need not be provided unless it is available at the time
of submittal of the application. The academy shall contact the appropriate
Ohio EPA district office or local air agency at least five working days
before each training session of the date or dates when the training session
will take place and its location. Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays shall
not be considered working days.

(7) For open burning defined under subsection (d)(2) of Section 1511.03, and
paragraph (C)(2) of Rule 3745-19-04 of the Administrative Code,
permission to open bum shallnot be granted unless the applicant provides
proof of written notice of intent to demolish received by the appropriate
Ohio EPA field office in accordance with Rule 3745-20-03 of the Ohio
Administrative Code.

(b) Notification.
(1) Notification shall be submitted in writing at least ten working days before

the fire is to be set. Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays shall not be
considered working days. It shall be in such form and contain such
information as shallbe requiredby the Ohio EPA.

(2) Such notification shall inform the Ohio EPA regarding:
A. The purpose of the proposed burning;
B. The nature and quantities of materials to be burned;
C. The date or dates when such burning will take place; and
D. The location of the burning site.

(3) The Ohio EPA, after receiving notification, may determine that the open
burning is not allowed under Chapter 3745-19 of the Administrative Code

i , and the Ohio EPA shall notify the applicant to this effect.
w (OAC 3745-19-05)
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1511.05 OPEN BURNING; RECREATIONAL FIRES; PORTABLE
OUTDOOR FIREPLACES.

(a) General. A person shall not kindle or maintain or authorize to be kindled or
maintained any open burning unless conducted and approved in accordance with this section.

(b) Prohibited Open Burning. Open burning that is offensive or objectionable because
of smoke emissions or when atmospheric conditions or local circumstances make such fires
hazardous shall be prohibited.

(c) Permit Required. A permit shall be obtained from the Fire Code Official in
accordance with Rule 1301:7-7-01 of the Ohio Fire Code prior to kindling a fire for recognized
silvicultural or range or wildlife management practices, prevention or control ofdisease or pests,
or a bonfire. Application for such approval shall only be presented by and permits issued to the
owner of the land upon which the fire is to be kindled.

(d) Authorization. Where required by state or local law or regulations, open burning
shall only be permitted with prior approval from the state or local air and water quality
management authority, provided that all conditions specified in the authorization are followed.

(e) Extinguishment Authority. The Fire Code Official is authorized to order the
extinguishment by the permit holder, another person responsible or the Fire Department of open
burning that creates or adds to a hazardous or objectionable situation.

(t) Location. The location for open burning shall not be less than 50 feet (15,240 mm) s~\
from any structure, and provisions shall be made to prevent the fire from spreading to within 50
feet (15,240 mm) of any structure.

(g) Exceptions.
(1) Fires in approved containers that are not less than 15 feet (4572 mm) from

a structure.

(2) The minimum required distance from a structure shall be 25 feet (7620 mm)
where the pile size is 3 feet (914 mm) or less in diameter and 2 feet (610
mm) or less in height.
A. Bonfires. A bonfire shall not be conducted within 50 feet (15,240

mm) of a structure or combustible material unless the fire is
contained in a barbecue pit. Conditions which could cause a fire to
spread within 50 feet (15,240 mm) ofa structure shall be eliminated
prior to ignition.

B. Recreational fires. Recreational fires shall not be conducted within
25 feet (7620 mm) of a structure or combustible material.
Conditions which could cause a fire to spread within 25 feet (7620
mm) of a structure shall be eliminated prior to ignition.

C. Portable outdoor fireplaces. Portable outdoor fireplaces shall be
used in accordance with the manufacturer's instructions and shall
not be operated within 15 feet (3048 mm) of a structure or
combustible material.
Exception: Portableoutdoor fireplaces used at one-and two-family
dwellings.
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